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Experimental studies may involve a large number of independent variables,
and a single experiment may require a substantial use of resources, in terms
of time, money, or human effort. Both can be considered drawbacks in the in-
vestigation of the experimental system, and carrying out a study which
suffers from both these drawbacks, may result in a very (or even
prohibitively) expensive research program. If, moreover, one of the outcomes
of such a research effort is that the vast majority of the independent vari-
ables is unimportant, then a lot of effort is used to obtain results that
may be considered as poor. Here we have a situation where the costs of an
investigation can be limited by the use of screening.
Screening is a preliminary phase of an investigation that sims to
reduce the independent variables to the important independent variables.
After the screening phase, the important independent variables are studied
in detail. In this work, however, we confine ouraelves to screening.
The purpose of screening is the reduction of the number of independent
variables in order to reduce the costa of the experimental study. This means
that screening itself must be cheap. The result of screening must be an
enumeration of the important independent variables, where we do not mind
about the exact shape of the dependence. Neither do we mind, if a few of the
assumably overwhelming amount of unimportant independent variables is not
recognized as such, i.e. if a few of them are incorrectly declared
important. We can say that screening is "quick and dirty".
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An important application domain of acreening is simulation. Here the
independent variables are the input variables of the simulation computer
program; in the sequel we shall use both the terms "independent variables"
and "input variables".
1.1 Screening approaches
In a simulation context, there are two basically different screening
approaches: on the one hand we have - what we call - group screening methods
(see Watson 1961, Patel 1962, Li 1962), on the other hand we have sen-
sitivity analysis methods (see Ho 1983, Suri 198~, Schruben and Cogliano
1981).
In group screening methods, the input variables are aggregated into
groups, and in a number of consecutive experiments the groups containing no
important input variables are eliminated. In sensitivity analysis methods,
the input variables are varied during one simulation run. It is easy to
devise criteria for the comparison of different group screening methods with
each other:
(1) how many simulation runs do we need to detect
(2) how many of the important input variables, and in doing so,
(3) how many unimportant input variables are selected incorrectly?
Criteria (2) and (3) are also applicable to sensitivity analysis methods,
but criterion (1) is not: in the latter methods only one simulation run is
executed, while during this run a number of extra calculations is performed
to estimate the derivatives of the simulation outcome to the input
variables. It is impossible to compare the prolongation of this one simula-
tion run in a sensitivity analysis to the number of simulation runs in a
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group screening, because the prolongation depends on the calculations in the
simulation program. By restricting ourselves to group screening, we can con-
sider the actual simulation program (or, more general, the actual input-
output-system) as a black box. By doing so, we can abstract from the actual
system.
1.2 Screening application areas
Screening can be used in two basically different areas that we can define as
screening of individual elements, and screening of explanatory variables,
respectively. The purpose of screening of individual elements is to find
those members of a group, that have some well-defined attribute (the so-
called "defective" members). An example of this kind of screening is the
classic study by Dorfman (1943), who wants to find all individuals suffering
from a rare dísease, in a group of recruits. One assumes a test to which
groups of individuals can be subjected, and which has two possible outcomes:
(say) 1 if one or more elements of the tested group are defective, and (say)
0 if none of them is defective.
An individual element is defective or not, irrespective of the group to
be tested, while an explanatory variable is important or not in a given
problem. It makes sense to discuss the probability that an element is
defective; it makes no sense to discuss the probability that an explanatory
variable is important.
We shall focus on explanatory variables, and only glance at individual
elements.
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1.3 overview of this study
In this study we consider the output y of an experiment as a(random or
deterministic) function of N inputs V1,...VN, where V~ (.~-1,...,N) may be
any kind of variable (nominal, such as strategies; discrete numerical, such
as number of servers; continuous numerical, such as the parameter of an ex-
ponential distribution). The experimenter can choose levels v1,...,vN for
the independent variables, run an experiment, and observe the outcome. So
Y - f(v1,...,~N). (1.1)
The functional dependence of y on the input variables is unknown.
It is not our purpose to find the exact shape of f; we only want to
find the "important" input variables. For the moment, we leave the notion of
importance undefined; suffice it to say that an input variable is important,
if and only if a change in it causes a considerable change in the outcome;
but then we are still left with the unexplained notion "considerable".
Our first step is to approximate (1.1) by a linear model. By doing so,
we do not assume that the true functional relationship between input and
output is linear, but the underlying assumption is that the true functional
relationship can be approximated by a linear relationship, and that this ap-
proximation leaves the important explanatory variables unimpaired. In
simulation studies (1.1) represents the outcomes of experiments on a simu-
lation model. For an approximating model of the simulation model outcomes
Kleijnen (19~5) uses the term "metamodel". When using the word "model" in
the sequel, we refer to approximations to (1.1).
In part I we shall consider first order linear functions and observa-
tions without random error:
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Y - AO t ~,1-1~.~x.~ (1.2)
where x~ER (.L-1,...,N). Thus we assume that for ,~-1,...,N we have a function
f~:V~~R and x~-f~(v~), whereupon we can write x~-x~(v~). Then our assumption
reads
Y - Y(v1,....vN) - P~ t ~~-1p~x~(v~).
Keeping this in mind, we use (1.2).
Model (1.2) serves a starting point; ín part II we awítch to first or-
der linear models with random errors e(we underline random variables):
y - 1~~ t ~~-1A~x~ . e
and in part III we consider models with (first order) interactions:
Y - PO } ~,~-1~,Lx,L } ~~-1~,~'-.~t1~~~C~x~x~~
and





"Importance" of an input variable depends on the model we consider.
We can regard (1.2) as an approximation of both (1.3) and (1.4), and
these as approximations of (1.5). SB is easiest understood for the most
simple model, which is (1.2). From there, both (1.3) and (1.4) are exten-
sions, and the combination of both these extensions lead us to the most
general model, which is (1.5).
6
Figure 1.1. Ordening of models
first order -~ first order
deterministic random
second order -~ second order
deterministic random
In part ZV we discuss an application of Sequential Bifurcation to a
large scale simulation model of the concentration of C02 in the year 2100,
with 281 input variables. Some submodels of this simulation model are also
used as examples in the other parts of this thesis.
PART I
FiizST uRíT3ER i~ivDELS
OBSERVATIONS WITHOUT RANDOM NOISE
2 THE BASIC RESPONSE MODEL
Throughout part I we assume that the response y of an experiment with N in-
dependent variables can be represented as
Y ' Y(x1....,xN) - ~U ; ~~-1~~x~ . (2.1)
that is, we have a first order linear model with deterministic response.
Model (2.1) serves as a starting point; see chapter 1.
To determine the values of the regression parameters in (2.1), we need
at least Ntl observations, if we have no further prior knowledge of the
system. In the sequel we assume special prior knowledge, formalized as
follows.
ASSUMPTION 2.1.
The signs of ~1,...,SN in equation (2.1) are known.
Without loss of generality, we may take ~~)0 (~-1,...,N); this can always be
achieved by taking the appropriate transformation from the original vari-
ables (v) to the model variables (x).
The resulting model is very restricted, but in parts II and III we
shall extend the method based on this model to models with random errors
and~or interactions. Moreover, even this simple model can serve in practice.
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Example 2.1. Box, Hunter, and Hunter (1978, pp. 424-429) give an example,
where in a new chemicaZ pLant a partícuZar fiLtration cycZe takes about
twice the tfine needed in the older plants. The staff considera a number of
posstbZe causes for this delay, resuZting in much d{sagreement. The changes
proposed by some parttcipants are conatdered ridiculous by others.
Sttll, probabZy one or a few of the causes mentioned causes the delay,
and the other do not have any infZuence. ModeL (2.1) can serve here, and as-
sumptton 2.1 appltes.
Example 2.2. In ecology ít ts often feasible to enumerate a tremendous
amount of posstbZe causes of (say) the greenhouse effect. All these causes
have some effect, but it ts not clear beforehand which causes are tmportant.
In the sequel we shaZl treat a model of C02-concentratton, and apply our
technique to it.
A related problem is treated in example 5.1.
To estimate a first-order model, a two-level experiment suffices. So we may
take x~E{0,1} for ~i-1,...,N (by adopting the transformations from v to x, if
necessary). Our method exploits the assumption that, apart from S, all0
regression parameters are non-negative. This implies that the sequence p0,
~04~1. SO}~1}~2,...,~04~1}...~SN-1' ~0}~1'...}~N-1}SN is non-decreasing. It
will turn out to be useful to introduce a special notation for the elements
of this sequence: we define (using the symbol ":-" for "is defined as")
t ~
S.~ '- ~i-0~i (~i-0,1,...,N) . (2.2)
Then we know that
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tthe sequence (p~)~-0,1,...~N is non-decreasing in ~C. (2.3)
We further introduce the following notation :
Y~ :- Y(1.1....,1,0.0....0),
where the first ,~ input variables assume the value 1 (2.4)
and the remaining N-,~ variables assume the value 0;
~i-0,1,2,...,N-1,N.
Then ( 2.1) and (2.4) yield
Then (2.3) says that
(.~-0,1,2,...,N-1,N). (2.5)
the sequence YO'yl'y2'" ' 'yN-1'yN is non-decreasing. (2.6)
On first sight it may seem more appealing to let y~ denote the observation
with only the .~th input variable at its high level, and to let y~ denote the
observation with the first ~ input variables at their high levels. However,
we do not use the observations with only one variable at its high level
(apart from yl); we only use observations of the shape
y(1,1,...,1,0,0,...,0). Rather than using the symbol y~ throughout this
thesis, we preferred (2.4).
Our purpose is to find the important independent variables; so we have to
define "importance". It is appealing to call an input variable important, if
a change in this input variable causes a"considerable" change in the
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output: if x~ changes from 0 to 1, then y changes more than some b)0; input
variable ~ is important if ~~~b. Until further notice, we assume b given.
Besides, for the presence we assume that N-2m for some mEn, to facilitate
the introduction to SB; when we arrive at the application of SB in practice,
we shall drop these assumptions.
Without assumption 2.1, we would need N.1 observations to find the
regression parameters, e.g. the N;1 observations y~ (~-0,1,...,N). With as-
sumption 2.1, we do not need all observations y~ (~-0,1,...,N) to discover
the important effects (except in pathological cases). In chapter 3 we
describe which observations we do need; in chapter 4 we examine the number
of observations; and in chapter 5 we discuss the applicability of SB.
3 THE SB PROCEDURE
In section 3.1 we shall give a global description of the Sequentiel
Bífurcation search procedure for the model introduced in the preceding
chapter:
NY - Y(x1.x2....~xN) - ~0 } ~~-1~~xi
where
(3.1)
N - 2m (3.2.a)
~~ ~ o (~-1,...,N) (3.2.b)
xRE{o,l} (~-1,...,N). (3.2.c)
Our purpose is to find those regression parameters that exceed é; b is a
given non-negative number. After this global description, we shall introduce
some additíon notation and give a formal description of SB in section 3.2.
Section 3.3 contains an SB algoritm.
3.1 Global description of SB
The search procedure always starts by observing y~ and yN. Because of the
assumption ~~)0 (~-1,2,...,N), we have yo-yN. If YN-YO (-51.~2....}SN) ~ b,
then none of the effects is important; after only two observations the
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problem is solved! (We realize that this situation will hardly occur in
practice.) If yN-y~)b)0, then one or more effects m~ be important (a number
of small parameters may add to a great sum); if yN-y0~b-0, then one or more
effects are important. We proceed with observation yN~2-y m-1' that is, we- 2






If yN,2-y0(b, then all paremetera ~1,~Z,...,~N~2 are small (x1,xZ,...,xN~2
are unimportant); if yN~2-y~~b, then this set of parameters must be in-
vestigated further ( by means of observation yN~4). In the same way, if
YN-YN~2~b, then all parameters AN)2t1'~N)2t2 ""~~N are small; if yN-yN)2~b'
we must observe y , and compute y y and y y , and so on.3N~4 3N~4- N~2 N- 3N~4
Example 3.1. For illustration purposes me take N-8 (so m-3) and b-0. Suppose
that g2~0, g3~0, and 51-~4-S5-SSas?S~e-O. Hom mill SB find this out? We
start by observtng y0 and y8. We ftnd that y8-yp(-SZf~3)~0, so at Zeast one
parameter must be pos{tive. We proceed by observing y4, that is, the jirst




Then RStPSfR?fP8-H8-y4-0, so 55-~6-R?-P8-0, and A1tA2fP3fA4-y4-y0
so at Least one of the Zatter parameters is postttve. Next we
y2. We find that y0~y2~y4 (as P~~P~tA2~R~fA2tA3). Then
~1}~2-y2-y()~0, and P3}~4-y4-y2'0. To find out ~hether p1 or g2 or both are
i5
positive, we observe y1 and find that y~~y1~y2, so ~IQO and 52~0. To examíne
S3 and ~4, we observe y3 and find that y2~y3ry4. So ~3~0 and ~4-0.
Summarizing, for N-8 factors we need only 6 observations (y0'yl'y2'y3'y4 a~
y8) to identtfy whtch two indfvidual faetors are posítíve, and to measure
thetr fndivídual effects.
We see that if we have found that some group of parameters sums up to an
amount greater than ó, then we split this group into two parts through the
use of one new observation. This bifurcation is performed most easily, if
all groups contain an even number of elements, which happens if N is some
power of two. For this reason we (temporarily) assume N-2m (mEn).
3.2 Formal description of Seguential Bifurcation
The procedure starts by observing y0 and yN with N-2m. Knowing these obser-
vations, we know the sum ~1;~24...f~N. In general, if we know y~ and y~ .
1 2
with ~1CR2, then we know the sum
~~1}l;~~l'2} }~~2 (-y~2-y~l).
If this sum
does not exceed b, we do not ínvestigate this group of parameters any fur-
ther, since none of its components can exceed b. On the other hand, if the
sum is qreater than b and ~1-~2-1, then we have found that s~ -y~ -y~ -1 is
2 2 2
large, so factor number ~2 is important. If the sum is greater than b,
~1t1C~2, and we do not know any y~ with ~1~~C~2, then we split up the group:
we observe y~ with ~3-(~1}~2)~2 (assuming that ~1t~2 is even; because N-2m,3
this is true, as we shall see later). We examine y~3-y~l
-
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~~ltit~~it2t...fs~3 and y~2-y~3 -~~3{it~~3~2}....~~2 in the same way as we
did
y~2-y~l.
So we start by considering all 2m parameters simultaneously, and in the
next steps (or staxes) of the procedure, we split a group of parameters into
two equally sized groups. Initielly, we have one single group of size N-2m,
next two groups of size 2m-1, then four groups of size 2m-2, .... , 2j
groups of size 2m-~, .... , and finally N-2m groups of size 2m-m-1. For the
sum of the parameters within the ith group of 2j groups (each of size 2m-j)
we use the symbol ~ilj, which we call the ith parameter at stage j:
DEFINITION 3.1:
~ :- ~1~2m-j ~ ( j-0.1,...,m; i-1,2,..2j).
il~ ~-(i-1)w2m-j;l ~
Some examples of definition 3.1 are: ~1ID is the sum of all effect
parameters; ~lll is the sum of the first half of these parameters; ~3I2 is
the sum of the third quarter of the parameters; ~i~m-~i for i-1,2,...,N-2m,
that is, the ith parameter at stage m is equal to the ith original
parameter. A direct consequence of definition 3.1 is that
Si~J - S2i-l~jtl } S2i~j~1 ( j-0,1....,m-1; i-1,2,....2~) (3.5)
which follows from substitution.
Because all effect parameters are non-negative, all sums of effect
parameters are non-negative, and so any ~ilj (j-0,1,...,m-1; i-1,2,...,2~)
is non-negative. Then not only the sequence SO' ~04~1' ~0}sl}~2' "'
~0{~1} "'}SN-1' SO}~14 "'}SN-1`SN is non-decreasing, but at any level j
(j-0,1,...,m) we have that the sequence ~0' ~0}Sl~j' SO}~l~j~s2~j' "'
SO}~l~j;~2~j;....~2j-ll,~ ~O;~llj`~2~ji...f~2j 1 ~~2j is non-decreasing.- Ij Ij
Analogous to the definition of g~ in (2.2) we define
silj :- ~o t F~-1~,~~j ( j-o.l,...,m; i-o,1,....2j) (3.6)
and now we know that for j-0,...,m
the sequence (~eilj) j is non-decreasing in i. (3.7)
i-0,1,...,2
So gi}j is the sum of g0 and all parameters in the first i groups of 2~
groups of size 2m-~. Consequently (see definition 3.1) we have: ~llj -
1 2m-j
~0}Ek-1~ic~ j- SO'~1 ~ j - E,~-O ~,~ for ell ja0.1, ... ,m;
„ m-j
Si~j - E~-O S~ -~iM2m-j - Yi~2m-j (j-0.....m; i-0....~2j) (3.8)
see (2.2) and (2.5).
Our screening procedure finds at each stage jtl the parameters that
exceed b from the corresponding parameters at stage j(O~jCm). We start at
stage 0, and when we arrive at stage m, we have found the individual impor-
tant parameters. During the screening, if pilj)b (O~j~m; 1(i~2j), then Silj
is computed as pi~j-~i-l~j; see (3.6).
At stage 0 we observe yN(-~1~0) and y0(-~0~0)' ~d compute p110 as
their difference. Suppose OCj(m, l~i(2j, and pilj)S is computed as
~i~j-~i-l~j, where (3.8) gives that Rilj-Si~2m-j-yi~2m-j.
In the same way
t t
~i-l~j-S N m-j-y N m-j- As we saw at the beginning of this section,(i-1) 2 (i-1) 2
the index of the next observation is the mean of the indices of these
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observations; this mean is (1~2m-j4(i-1)~2m-~)~2 -(2i-1)'2m-~-1: the next
observation is y m-j-1, which is S2i-lljtl because of (3.8). And now(2i-1)~2
we compute y( ) m-j-1-Y(i-1)~2m-j - ~2i-lljtl-Si-llj2i-1 N2
t . ~ t
~2i-lljtl-~2i-2Ijt1 - S2i-lljtl ~d Yi~2m-j-Y(2i-1)~2m-j-1 - Silj-S2i-lljtl
t f
- S2iIj}1-S2i-lljtl - S2i~j.1'
Note that the observation which we use to split ~ilj into ~2i-lljtl and
~2iljtl is y ~ m- -1-~2i-1 ,1~ Because this observation splits a(2i-1) 2 j Ij
parameter at stage j into two parameters at stage jtl, we say that this is
an observation at stage j.l, and we call it y21-lljtl. Note that the first
index is odd!
DEFINITION 3.2:
yilj (j-1,...,m; 1-1,3,...,2j-1) is an observation at stage j, where we
have 2j groups of size 2m-j each; to obtain yilj we take the input
variables in the first i of these groups at their high levels, and the
remaining input variables at their low levels.
The observations at level 0 are YOIO-y0 ~d YlIO-yN'
The procedure always starts with the observations at level 0 where we have
one group. For yN this group is at its high level (that is, all variables in
this group are at their high levels), that is YN-yll0' In the same way,
y0-y0I0' These two observations yield ~1I0. If ~ll~b, then we stop.
Otherwise, if ~1I0)b, then we observe yN~2, which we can also write as ylll:
we have two groups, and the first is "on". In general, if we find some
~iljCb, then we stop investigating this branch of the bifurcation tree; if
~ilm)b, we have found an important factor; if ~ilj)b and j(m, then we come
to an observation at level jtl. This observation should split
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~i~j(-Si~j-~i-l~j) into ~21-l~jrl(-~21-l~jrl-~21-2~jr1) and
~2i~jr1(-~2i~jr1-~2i-l~jrl) (see 3.5), so this observation must be
r
y2i-l~jrl(-~2i-l~jrl)'
Using this new notation, we reformulate SB. We start our search for the
important factors by observing y and y . As1~0 0~0
r





their difference Y1~0-y0~0-S1~0 is the sum of all factor effects. If pllo-b,
then none of the parameters can be greater than b, as all of them are
non-negative. In this case the procedure terminates after only two
observations. In case ~1~0-~1~0-~0~0-Y1~0-Y0~0~~' the sum of some small
regression parameters may still yield a large value (small and large relat-
ive to b): false signal. On the other hand, we may have one or more large
p's. If g110)á and b-0, we surely have one or more large (now meaning
positive) S's. Anyway, if S1I0)b. we proceed to the next stage, where we ob-
serve
r
Ylll - Alll - s0 r slll.
Now (3.10) and (3.11) give
~1~1 - ~i~l-so~l - ~i~l-~o~0 - Y1~1 - Yo~o
(3.11)
(3.12)
and (3.9) and (3.11) yield
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~2~1 - 52~1-51~1 - ~1~0-~i~1 - y1~~ - y1~1. (3.13)
Again, we analyze ~1I1 and ~2I1 just as we did ~1I0, that is, if ~1I1~b,
then all its component parameters are small; and if S2I1~b, all parameters
within it are small. If S1I1~é, we proceed to y1I2; end if ~2I1)b, we
proceed to y312; so in the second stage ( j~2) we have:
~1~2 - ~i~2 - so~2 - ~i~2 - ~a~o ` y1~2 - yo~o





Every ~i12 (i-1,2,3,4) is firat expreased as ~i~2-~i-1~2, but can not be ex-
pressed as yi~2-yi-1~2, becauae we have only the observationa Y1~0' y0~0'
yl~l' y1~2 ~d y312 (y0~2' y2~2 ~d y4~2 are not definedf). That ia why we
first use ~~I2-~~~0. S2~2z~1~1 and ~4I2II~1~0.
In general, if we have ~i~j-~i~j-Si-l~j~b with j~m, then we observe
y2i-S~j;l-s2i-l~j.l' we compute ~2i-1~j41 - S2i-l~j;l-~2i-2~j}1 -
~2i-lljtl-Si-l~j ~d ~2i~jt1 - S2i~j41-~21-lljtl - ~i~j-~2i-1~j.1' If we
have Silm)b, then we have found an important regression parameter. If we
have some ~ilj~b, then we conclude that all regression parameters within
Silj are small.
Example 3.2. Our second example originates from Jacoby and Harrison (1962).
We have 128-2~ variables, mhere only the variables numbered 68, 113 and 120
have posittve effects. Our procedure starts by observtng y1~0 ~ g0~0'
resulting in ~ZI0~0. Nezt me observe y111, mhich gives
~Z~Zr~1I1-~~~1-~1~1-~D~Oig1~1-y1~0-0, so me concZude that ~1-~2s...-~64-0;
zl
r~e further have
p2I1-~2I1-~III-~II~-~Illryll~-y1~1~0, so me have to observe
y3~2 next. And so on; see fígure 3.1, ~here the positíve parameters are
underltned. Ftgure 3.1 shor~s that rue need onZy 16 observations to compute
all 128 regresston parameters.
Figure 3.1. Example of Sequential Bifurcation
yo~o~~1 o~i~o
~







~~~.~i7 ~ 5~518 ~ 5
~ ~4 z
~




s~~ E yz9I5 ~ ~~
~ ~
~33I6~33I6~~ 4 6 ~6`~57I6~~58I6 ~59I6~Y59I6~~6o 6
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3.3 SB in short
We can describe the SB procedure for models with main effects only as
follows.




where "examine gilj" (1-1, . ,2j; js0, ..,m) means
if Silj(b, then the input variables (i-1)N2m-j41 through 1~2m-j
are not important;
if gilj~b and j-m, then input factor i is important;




t t t t t
t t f t
S2i-l~jfl-~2i-1~j41-S2i-2~j;1' ~2i~jt1-~2i~jt1-~2i-l~jtl'
examine R2i-1~j41 ~d ~2i~j;1'
Here y~ denotes the observation with the first ~ input variable at their
high levels (O(~(N); gilj i s the sum of the parameters in the ith group,
where the N-2m input variables are divided into 2~ equally sized groups
(lCi(2j; O~j(m).
~ NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS
To compare our version of SB to other techniques, we compute the number of
observations needed to find k non-zero coefficients (b-0) out of N-2m
non-negative ones. We restrict ourselves to worst-case (upper-limit)
computations. In section 4.1 we shall derive the worst case number of ob-
servations for our version of SB, while in section 4.2 we shall compare our
technique to a number of related techniques.
An alternative for our approach is the computation of the "expected"
number of observations. We do not know k beforehand, neither do we know
which factors are important. For a given physical system each factor has a
number attached to it; the number of observations is not a random number and
computation of some "expectation" is meaningless. We may randomly permute
the input factors, by which the number of observations becomes a random
variable. However, the factor screening is performed only once, that is, for
one permutation, and for this permutation the number of observations is
deterministic, and it may be the worst case.
Computation of the expected number of observations is meaningful in the
case of screening of individual elements, where we may assume that a(known
or unknown) fraction p of a population is defective, and where we want to
find the defective members of a subpopulation. Nevertheless, it is common
use to compute the expected number of observations when screening ex-
planatory variables; see Watson (1961), Patel (1962), Morris (198~). Only
for the benefit of comparability, we follow this habit in section 4.3.
All comparisons presented confirm the efficiency of SB.
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4.1 Worst case number of observations
Suppose we have N-2m input variables, out of which k(k is unknown but
small) are important. In chapter 3 we introduced the notion "stage" of an
observation, e.g. y0I0 and y110 are observations at stage 0, ylll is an ob-
servation at stage 1, in general yi~j is an observation at stage j; compare
definition 3.2. We now consider several values of k.
Case k-0: Trivially, we need two observations: y010 and y110, to find
out that there are no important factors.
Case k-1: We need the observationa y010 and y110, and one observation
at each lower atage j ( j-1,...,m); so we need mt2 observations.
A last example, case k-2: We certainly need the observationa Y0~0' y1~0
and ylll. Now the two positive p's are either in the same half or in dif-
ferent halfs. If we have bad luck, they are in different halfs. In that case
we need two observations at each lower atage j(j-2,...,m); so in total we
need 3t2(m-1)-2m~1 observations.
Now we come to the general case. Be k)0. At stage 0, two observations
are necessary. At stage j(j-1,...,m) the number of observations is equal to
the number of non-zero (aggregated) coefficients found at stage j-1. This
number is k at most; nor can it exceed 2j-1, the total number of co-
efficients at stage j-1. To distinguiah between the upper limits k and 2~-1
we define an integer ,~ (O(~(m) such that 2~-l~kC2~. We separately consider
the first .i stages (where 2j-lCk) and the last m-.~ stages (where 2~-1)k).
In stage j(j-1,...,~) the maximum number of observations is 2~-1; this
maximum applies, if the non-zero ccefficients are not clustered. In stage j
(j-~tl,...,m) we need k observations (or less, if the non-zero coefficients
are clustered at this stage). Hence, in the worst case, the number of obser-
vations is
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2; EJ-12j-1 } Em-~~lk - 1} 2~ f k(m-~).
If k is a power of two, then ,L-21og k, so (4.1) reduces to
1 t k t k(21og N- 21og k) - 1} k(21og2k) ,
(4.1)
(4.2)
which we can also use as an approximation in case k is not a power of two.
Example 4.1. In example 3.1 ~e had 128-2~ variables mith 3 non-zero effects.
So m-7, k-3, and consequently .~-2. The maxtmum number o,~ observattons, ac-
cording to (4.1), is Zf22f3(7-2)~20. Approximation (4.2) gtves It3(2Zo~)
t 20.2. Ttiè actiiul riwrzbe-t oj at,ser~iatiorus ~ras 1S, beccr~:.se t'.-~e effects r~ere
clustered.
4.2 Comparison of SB to other screening techniques
In this section we describe a number of alternative group-screening tech-
niques, and compare them to our version of SB; both in a theoretical and in
a numerical way. We do not discuss techniques that do not treat the simula-
tion model as a black box, such as perturbation analysis and likelihood
ratios; see chapter 1. Neither do we describe techniques designed for the
screening of individusl elements.
In subsections 4.2.1 through 4.2.~ we give brief descriptions of seven
techniques. These descriptions are not meant as introductions to the tech-
niques, but as a means to make the comparison to our SB easier. The order or
the description is partly chronologically, but related techniques are
grouped together. In subsection 4.2.8 we give an example, where we compare
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the worst case behaviour for 1024 input variables, and zero through eight
input variables.
4.2.1 Random Desit~ns.
In Technometrics 1(1959) the rsndom designs technique was discussed in a
number of papers: Satterthwaite (1959), Budne (1959). 1'ouden, Kempthorne,
Tukey, Box, Hunter, Satterthwaite, Budne (1959), Anscombe (1959). In this
technique the number of observations, n, is fixed beforehand, and for each
observation the level of each independent variable is selected randomly to
be 0 or 1, both with probability .5. One may select the two levels of each
variable independently between runs, or select without replacement to
achieve that each variable is at its high level in n~2 runs and at its low
level in the remaining n~2 runs (n should be even). The literature does not
indicate how to select a value for n. Various methods of analysis are
proposed; the most popular method computes the "simple" estimates, i.e. it
takes the difference between the averages of all observations when the vari-
able under consideration is at its high level, and when it is at its low
level respectively.
We give only an extremely rough under-estimate of the number of runs
needed to screen N variables in a random design experiment. Consider the
number of different vectors of length n(n even) which contain n~2 entries
equal to 1 and n~2 entries equel to 0. This number is In~2J. The construc-
tion of a design without complete confounding between anly of the N variables
(which is necessary to be able to trace only one variable) requires at least
n observations with n such that In~2J ) N. We shall not further explore how
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many observations we need to be able to find k~l non-zero variables; in-
stead, we refer to Mauro and Burns (1984) who reject random balance designs,
in comparison to two-stage group-screening, which is our next subject.
4.2.2 Two-Stage Group-Screening.
Two-stage group-screening was introduced by Watson (1961) and is described
in detail by Mauro (1984) and Mauro and Burns (1984). The N variablea are
subdivided into g groups of size G-N~g each (if N is not a multiple of g,
the group sizes are taken as eaual as poasible). In the first staee, the a
groups are studied through a Plackett and Burman (or PB) design; see
Kleijnen (1987, p. 302). The variables within each group are treated as a
whole, i.e.. they are varied simultaneously. The number of observations in
the first stage is the smallest multiple of 4 that is greater than g, that
is gt4-(g mod 4). In the second stage the variables in the groups that in
the first stage turn out to be important (if any), are submitted to a next
PB design. If s groups are left over after the first stage, then the number
of observations in the second stage is sG.4-(sG mod 4), assuming N is a mul-
tiple of g.
If k variables are importsnt and they are all in different groups
(worst case), then the total number of observations is approximately
gtkG-gtkN~g. As is easily verified, the optimal g is about kN, resulting in
2 kN observations, . For small k and large N our procedure is superior, as
it is of the order k 21og N, see (4.2).
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4.2.3 Multi-Stage Group-Screening.
Both Patel (1962) and Li (1962) generalize two-stage group-screening to its
multi-stage analogue. We shall briefly describe Patel's version; Li's ap-
proach differs only in detail.
In the first stage, the group of N variables is divided into gl groups
of N~gl variables each, and analyzed in gltl runs ( analogous to two-stage
group-screening, the variables within one group are varied simultaneously).
Suppose the first stage gives kl important groups. In the second stage, each
of these groups is divided into g2 groups of N~(glg2) variables and analyzed
by using g2 runs. So, in the second stage klg2 runs are performed, resulting
in (say) k2 important groups. This procedure is continued until groups of
size 1 are reached.
Patel neglects the difficulties arising from the requirement that all
divisions should result in integer numbers; so his results tend to be
optimistic. He assumes that every variable has an a priori probability p of
bein im ortant, and finds that in c sta es a y pl-l~cg P g pproximatel 1;cN obser-
vations are needed. Straightforward differentiation yields an optimal c of
-ln p, and so an optimal number of observations of 1-Npe ln p. This number
can be approximated by ke ln N. Because the number of observations in SB is
approximately k 21og N- k ln N~ln 2 and e ) l~ln 2, SB is superior.
4.2.4 Multiple Grouping.
Morris (198~) also generalizes two-stage group-screening, but he uses a dif-
ferent design in the first stage. Suppose N-g1g2...grG. Then for j-1,...,r
Morris splits up the N variables into gj groups "of type j" containing N~gj
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variables. This splitting up is done in such a way, that any so-called
"cell", that is any intersection of r groups with one group of type 1, one
group of type 2, .... , one group of type r, contains exactly G elements. In
the first stage of his procedure Morris performs 2tE~:1(gj-1) experiments,
namely one with all input variables "off", one with all "on", and for
j-1,...,r, i-1,...,gj-1, he puts all variables in the ith group of type j
"on", all other variables "off". In this way he finds (say) sj groups of
type j( j-1,...,r) that contain important variables.
In the second stage Morris analyses the remaining variables. There are
Rr s, cells that may contain important variables, so a total of GRr sJ-1 J j-1 j
váriábicS árc tv bE inVóStig8t2u. HBCauSB w~ ~lr~8dy iG.Qw the grOL'p 8l:~3
from the first stage, a total of GRr s-(~r s-rtl) observations is neededj-1 3 j-1 j
in the second stage.
The total number of observations is i~-1gjfGR~-1sj-~~:lsj{1. Morris
gives solutions only for some specific values of N and p, the probability
that a factor is important.
4.2.5 Jacoby and Harrison ( 1962)'s Sequential Bifurcation.
The original version of SH starts with three observations: one with all in-
dependent variables "off", one with the firat half "on", and one with the
second half "on". From these observations Jacoby and Harrison compute (what
we called) ~lll and ~2I1. A~ilj (lCj~m) that is found to be positive,
causes two next observations, namely one with all variables in the (2i-1)th
group out of 2j{1 groups "on", and one with all variablea in the (2i)th
group oul. of 2j;1 groups "on", to find out whether ~21-l~jti or S21~jt1 or
both are positive. This is repeated until the stage of individual variables
has been reached. The number of observations in the worst case can be com-
puted analogously to (4.1), and is equal to 2~}1-lt2k(m-~) if k out of 2m
~-1 ~iparameters are positive and 2 CkC2 ; if k-0, then ,~-1. The number of ob-
servations is about twice as much as the number in our modification of SB.
4.2.6. Bettonvil ( 1988)'s Sequentiel Bifurcation
In Bettonvil (1988) we introduced SB using a design different from Jacoby
and Harrison (1962) and different from the design used in this dissertation.
In this design we also use y~ and yN as starting points. If, however, some
~ilj~b, then we obtain an observation in which only the input variables cor-
responding to ~2i~f~1 (or only those corresponding to A21-l~jtl, which,
because of symmetry, is equivalent) at are their high levels, all other in-
put variables are at their low levels . If we call this observation y2i~jt1,
then ~2i~jt1 is computed as Y2i~j.1-y0' ~d ~2i-l~jtl is computed as
Si~j-~2i~j.1-Si~j-y2i~jf1~y0' Then ~1ID is computed as yN-y~, and (as fol-
lows from induction) yllj (lCjCm) is computed as
yN-y2l1-y212-...-Y2Ijt(J-1)yD.
The number of observations is equal to the number we need in our
present design. The old design, however, fails when we proceed to observa-
tions with random etror: if the observations are NID(0,62), then pllj has
variance (14jt(j-1)2)o2-(j2-j~2)62 for all j. In our new design, every ~ is
computed as the difference of two observations, so, under the same assump-
tions, it has a variance of 262.
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4.2.~. Search linear models.
In studying the effects of v input variables, a full factoriel design re-
quires 2v runs. To reduce the number of runs, designs have been developed
that assume certain effects to be negligible, for example Placket-Burman
designs assume zero interactions. Srivastava (19~5) distinguishes three
categories of factorial effects: (i) those effects about which we are cer-
tain that they are negligible, (ii) those effects that we want to estimate
anyway, and (iii) the remaining effects most of which are actually negli-
gible, but a few of which may be non-negligible. Consider the model
y - A1~1 t A2~2 . (4.3)
where y(nXl) is a vector of observations, A1(nxvl) and A2(nxv2) are design
matrices, and gl(vlxl) and ~2(v2x1) are regression parameters. Assume sl is
completely unknown, but on ~2 we have partiel information: it is known that
all elements of g2 are negligible, except posaibly a set of at most k ele-
ments, where k is known, and kCv2. Such models are called search linear
models (Srivastava 19~5, 1976).
If we take v1-1 and A1-(1,1,...,1)', and we assume that the
"directions" of the possible effects (the signs of the elements of g2) are
known, then (4.3) reducea to the factor screening problem. Srivastava (19~6)
establishes a connection between acreening and coding theory, and he gives
explicit designs for k-1 and k-2, where the maximum number of runs is equal
to the maximum number we found for our version of SB. For k-1 and v2 a power
of two ( v -2s, say), his design is A TO where T ( 2xv )- 0,0,...,0 ~d2 2- Tl 0 2 (1,1,...,1,
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the v2 columns of T1 consist of all possible s-tuples with elements 0 and 1,
for example for v2- 8, T1 has the shape
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1.
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
Ghosh (19~9) introduces a multistage design, which resembles SB. If out of
v2-2s factors at most k factors are "effective", then he splits groups con-
taining at least one effective factor into two equal parts, until subsets
containing one effective factor in each are reached. These groups are fur-
ther analysed using the design T1 of Srivastava. In this way, the number of
runs is equal to our's.
Ghosh's method resembles SB very much. However, he needs to know an up-
per limit for the number of important factors, while we do not. Further, he
does not specify how exactly he splits up the groups; and as we saw in sec-
tion 4.2.6, when splitting a group, it is important to control the levels of
the factors outside the group. Finally, he switches to the design T1 when he
reaches groups containing one effective factor in each. This is not only un-
necessary (why not continue splitting up7), but in general it is even
impossible to know when a group contains exactly one effective factor.
4.2.8. A numerical comparison
Example 5. Suppose ~e are dealing rutth 1024 vartables (m-10). For a number
of positive effects equaZ to k-0,1,...,8 respectively, the morst case number
of runs is given in table 4.1 for ti.io-stage group-screening (G2), screening
ratth multtple grouptng (MG), Multt-stage group screening (GM), Jacoby and
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Harríson's versfon of Sequential Bifurcatton (JH), and our versíon of
SequentfaZ Bifurcatton (SB).
For multt-stage group screening we applied the formula 1-ke ~n k~1024
(k~0) and rounded up to the next integer; for the other techniques we as-
sumed the Least favorabZe situatton, namely minímal cLustering. For both
variants of two-stage group screening we further assumed that for the first
stage we guessed the number of non-aero coeffícients rtght. By doíng so, we
underestimate the maxímum number of observatfons for these techntques.
The numbers clearly demonstrate the superiortty of our version of
Sequenttal Bifurcatton in terms of worst-case behaviour.
Table 4.1: Maximum number of runs for 1024 input variables
technique number of important input variables
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
G2 2 68 96 116 136 152 168 180 192
GM z 20 35 49 62 74 85 96 107
MG 2 12 33 53 73 80 89 l00 113
JH 3 21 39 55 71 85 99 113 127




JH: Jacoby and Harrison's Sequentiel Bifurcation.
SB: our version of Sequential Bifurcation.
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4.3 ExPected number of observations
In this section we derive the expected number of observations for N-2m input
variables, where each input variable has a known a priori probability p of
being important. Although we dispute this approach, we include it for the
sake of comparability.
Assume that each input variable has a probability p of being important.
Then the probability that a group of n input variables contains at least one
important input variable is
1-(1-P)n. (4.3)
In our search for important variables, the obaervations y~l~ and yil~ are
always performed, and an observation y2i-i~jti (i-1,2,...,2j; j-0,...,m-1)
is performed iff pilj)0. Because pilj contains 2m-~ input variables, the
probability that an observation y2i-i~jfi is performed, is
2m-j1 - (1-p) . (4.4)
At level j(j-0,...,m-1) there are 2j groups, so the expected number of ob-
servations at level jtl is
2m-~2~ (1 - (1-P) ).
and the expected total number of observations is
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m-~
Nm(P) - 2 ' ~~-0 2~ (1 - (1-p)2 ). (4.5)
For fixed m, and p~0, we can rewrite (4.5) as
2}~J-O
2~ (1 - 1. 2m-~P ' 0(P2)) - 2 t m2mP } 0(P2) (P~),
which means that for small p the expected number of runs is approximated by
2fpm2m - 2fpN21ogN - 2tkm. (4.6)
where k-pN is the expected number of important variables.
After porfman (1943), Watson (1961) uses the Relative Testing Cost
(RTC), which is
Expected Number of Tests 100Maximum Number of Tests
as a measure for the performance of screening. For our SB the RTC can be
written as
100 Nm(p)~(2mf1) , (4.7)
where we restrict ourselves to N-2m. At first sight, the RTC is of order m
for m~, see (4.6). However, (4.6) is derived for fixed m and p~0. To get
insight into the RTC of SB, we return to (4.5), keep p fixed and let m-~.
Consider
m-1-j






} ~~-0 2~ (1 - (1-P)2 ) -
2 . 1 - (1-p)2m t ~~-i 2~ ( 1 - (1-P)2m-J) -
m m-1-j
3 - (1-P)2 } ~~-0 2~t1 (1 - (1-P)2 )
- 3 - (1-p)2m ' 2 (Nm-1(P) - 2) -
- 2 Nm-líP) - 1 - (1-P)2m
Nm(P) - 1 - 2 (Nm-1(P) - 1) - (1-p)2m . (4.8)
For m-0 we always have two observations, i.e. NO(p)-2, and by repeatedly ap-







4 - 2(1-p)2 - (1-p)4
8 - 4(1-P)2 - 2(1-p)4 - (1-p)8
or, in general, we have
Nm(P) - 1 - 2m - ~J-1 2m-j(1-P)2~ ~ (4.9)
For m~ we may approximate the RTC by 100 (~ 2-m(Nm(p)-1)), which is
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100 (1 - ~-1 2-~(1-p)2~). (4.10)
For those values of p for which Watson (1961) gives the RTC for two-stage
group-screening, we repeat his values and give the RTC for our SB in table
4.2, which shows that our procedure is superior.
Table 4.2: Relative Testing Cost
for Two-Stage Group Screening and Sequential Bifurcation
prior Relative Testing Cost (x)


















Morris (198~, table VI) gives the expected numbers of runs for selected
values of p for 1024 (m-10) input variables, for his own technique and for
Watson's (1961). For the same values of p we evaluated (4.9) for m-10. This
gives table 4.3, which confirms the superiority of SB once again.
Table 4.3: Expected Number of Runs for 1024 input variables
for Two-Stage Group Screening, Multiple Grouping,
and Sequentisl Bifurcation.
prior Expected Number of Runs
probability Watson (1961) Morris (198~) SB
.oool 21.9 10.3 3.0
.0002 29.8 12.6 4.0
.0005 48.8 20.6 6.9
.001 64.3 26.4 11.4
.002 94.6 41.4 19.6
.005 139.0 81.~ 40.8
.ol 198.2 130.3 ~0.5
.02 262.~ 253.1 120.1
.05 399.5 399.5 234.5
.1 521.1 521.1 3~4.2
5 RELAXING THE ASSUMPTIONS
We are now able to find the important input variables in deterministic first
order models with non-negative regresaion parameters under the following
assumptions:
(1) All input variables assume values 0 and 1;
(2) The number of independent variables is a power of two; and
(3) We can quantify "importance".
In general, these assumptions are not met. In this chapter, we stick to the
deterministic first order model with known signs of regression parameters,
but we shall drop the other assumptions.
5.1 Coding of the input variables
Because of the diversity of possible input variables and possible survey
purposes, we can only give some rules of the thumb. First we note that vari-
ables of' which we do not know the direction of the effect on the output,
must be excluded from the screening.
Among the remaining variables, those that can assume only two values,
are the simple ones: one of these values must be coded "0", the other "1".
For the other variables, we in general recommend to code the extreme values
as "0" and "1", but there are special cases: if the extreme values are un-
realistic, it is better to use other values; if the range of the input
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variables is infinite, some sensible values have to be chosen, etcetera. In
the following example we consider random variables as independent variables.
Example 5.1. Doamfng, Gardner and Hoffman (1985) tnvestígate the dtstribu-
tíon of the dose due to ingestion of the isotope 90Sr, r~here thts dose, }1,
ís an unknorun determíntsttc functton, h, of 24 random vartables xt, all mtth
knotun distributtons. A computer program can calculate the value of y for
each gtven combtnation of 24 inputs, but it is not feastble to tnvestigate h
due to ttme, cost, and pure phyatcal complextty.
To approxtmate h rue ruant, as a first step, to reduce the 24 input vari-
ables to a smaZZer number of tmportant vartables by screentng. We must
select a htgh and a Zom Zevel for each o,~ the input vartables, say Ext t et
for t~1,...,24, mhere "E" denotes expectation. We do not go into the chotce
of et (ts1,...,24); here me onZy remark that such a choíce should be con-
sistent (e.g. choose ei-vi for all vartables).
5.2 The number of input variables
Let us consider the case where N, the number of factors, is not
(necessarily) equal to some power of two. If the sum of all effect
parameters (known after the observation of y(~) and y(N)) exceeds S, it
might seem optimal to split the factors into two equally sized groups.
However, from the viewpoint of worst-case behaviour, this is not so, as the
next example demonstrates.
Example 5.2. Suppose r.~e have N-12 factors. If none of these factors is im-
portant, SB stops after tr.io observattons. If a stngle factor ts tmportant,
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me need (in the morst case) 6 observations, mhether me split according to
scheme (a) or scheme (b) Ln ,~igure 5.1: in both schemes rue need truo observa-
tions at stage 0, and one at the stages 1,2,3, and 4.
F~re 5.1. Ztao ways of splitting 12 variables
Scheme (a) Scheme (b) Stage
12
6 6
3 3 3 3
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12
8 4
4 4 2 2
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1






If tr,~o factors are important, method (a) uses tu~o observations at ZeveL 0,
one at Zevel 1, and (tn the t~orst case) tr.io at the Zevels 2,3 and 4,
together 9 observations. For method (b) me distingutsh three cases:
(bl) both important factors are among the first 8 factors;
(b2) both are among the Zast 4 factora;
(b3) one ís among the first 8, and one among the Zast 4 factors.
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In case (b1) r~e need 2(at level 0)fl(at level 1)fl(at level 2)f2(at level
3)t2(at ZeveZ 4)-8 observattons. In case (b2) r~e find ín the same may
2t1f1f2-6 observations. In case (b3) me need 2f1 observattons to find out
that one important factor is among the ftrst 8 factors and that one ts among
the Zast 4 factors; to find the first one r~e need 3, to ftnd the last one,
~e need 2 more observattons, together 8 observations. In scheme (b) the
~orst case requtres 8 observations, ~hereas scheme (a) has a r,wrst case of 9
~~bservations. So tt is not optimal to split the factors tnto equatly sized
groups.
[The expected number of observattons for tmo tmportant factors is ~11
for case (a) and 7Í6 for case (b) rutth vartances 112Í for (a) and 363 for
(b), assumtng a distrtbution mith equal probability for aZl pairs of
factors. However, me prefer not to discuss "expectations" and "vartances"
because r~e think that such an assumption is unrealistic; see chapter 4.J
It is clear that, if the number of important factors is zero or one, then it
does not matter whether we use method (a) or (b). However, we do not know
the number of important factors, when we start our search.
To see, why it is better to split the parameters according to method
(b), we look at (4.1): if N is 2m (mEI1), the number of observations is
2 t i~ 2J~1 t Fm k If N is not a power of 2, we can reach a power ofJ-1 ~-~t1 .
two by adding dummy variables (i.e., with regression parameters equal to 0)
until we have 2m~N variables with m minimal. In method (s) these variables
are added as uniformly as possible; in method (b) these extra variables are
clustered (at the "right end" in figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2. ~o ways of addin~ 4 dummv's to 12 variables
Scheme (a) Scheme (b) Stage
12.4
6t2 6t2
3t1 3t1 3t1 3t1
2 ltl 2 ltl 2 1{1 2 ltl
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12t4
8 4.4
4 4 4 4
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2






Given a fixed number of important factors, we need fewer observations the
more the important variables are clustered; see chapter 4, where the worst
case number of observations occurred, when the important variables are as
dispersed as possible. When using method (a), up till four important factors
out of twelve may be as dispersed as if we had 16 original factors. In
method (b), we cluster the a priori unimportant factors, and by doing so, we
force the important factors to be clustered as well, thereby reducing the
worst case number of observations.
This is only a tentative reasoning, and not a proof that clustering of
the a priori unimportant factors is always optímal. It is the writer's con-
viction that clustering is optimal (but also, that a formal proof of this
optimality would be long, tedious and boring). So, setting aside this
proof, we adopt method (b).
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Next, we must assign numbers 1 through N to the inputs. We recommend to
order the variables in rising degree of expected importance (the number 1 is
attached to the variable that is expected to be the least important,
etcetera). In this way we probably cluster variables that will turn out to
be important and unimportant respectively. We recommend a rising degree of
importance because, if the total number of independent variables is not a
power of two, we obtain a very fast reduction of the variables if our expec-
tation is right. As an explanation, we refer to example 5.2, where we had 12
input variables. These will be split into groups of sizes 8 and 4,
respectively. It is more efficient to have the few important variables ín
the group of 4, then to have them in the group of 8.
5-3 Quantifying importance
In practice, it may be very difficult to give a value for b, the limit value
for large regression parameters. Therefore we propose a method that does not
require us to fix b; instead we start observing: y~ has all input variables
at their low levels, yN has them all at their high levels, and yN-y~ is an
upper limít for all regression parameters (the situation ~ occur that all
parameters but one are zero). We might be satisfied with this upper limit,
but in general we shall not be, end judge this limit to be too crude. This
is a specific case of the following general situation:
At any time during the screening process we have an upper limit for
each individual unknown regression parameter. This limit is a non-
increasing function U(n) of n, the number of actual observations, and




Trivially, U is non-increasing: an extra observation can never increase the
upper limit.
If we are satisfied with the actuel upper limit, we stop. Otherwise, we
perform a next observation. This observation is intended to reduce the upper
limit: we observe yi with ~n~i~un. If un-~n is a power of two, then we take
i-(un-.in)~2; otherwise we take i-.~n equal to the greatest power of two that
is smaller than un-.~n; see section 5.2.
We continue until the combination of important variables found, the ac-
tual upper limit, and the actual number of observations lead to the decision
to stop. Such a decision is problem-dependent.
Example 5.3. Suppose me have 24 input vartables; y0-0 and y24-2388.2, hence
U(2)z2388.2. We observe y16-748.5, tuhich gtves U(3) - max{y24-y16'y16-y0} L
max{1639.7,748.5} - 1639.7. Next comes y20-1649.5, and so on. The procedure
is outltned in ftgure 5.3, mhere the upper Ztmtts are underltned, and the
parameters found are also tndicated. But these parameters are aZl smaller
than the actuaZ upper Zimtts. So appltcatton of any upper Zimtt that is men-
ttoned tn figure 5.3, t~ill give as a resuZt: no important vartables.
If ine are not satisfted mith the actual upper ltmtt, me go on mtth the
next observatton: y21-1844.5 (not shor.m tn ftgure 5.3; for Zayout reasons me
switch to figure 5.4), mhtch gives ~21~y21-y20-195.0 and 1~22-y22-y21-188.6,
and nom U(12)-y24-y22L355.1.
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U(4)-901.0 -~ E 73g,7 -~~ E
y0 y16 y18 y20 Y24
0.0 748.5 1228.3 1649.5 2388.2
FU(5)- 478.5 -~ f 479.8~ F 421.2-~ F 73g,7-~
yo y8 y16 y18 y20 Y24
o.0 157.1 748.5 1228.3 1649.5 2388.2
F157.1~ F 591.4 ~ F 479.8 ~ F 421.2 ~ Fu(6)-738.7-~
y0 y8 y16 y18 y20 y22 y24
o.0 157.1 748.5 1228.3 1649.5 2033.1 2388.2
F157.1~ F U(7)- 591.4 ~ F 479.8 -~ f 421.2 ~ F383.6~355.1~
y0 Y8 y12 y16 Y18 y20 y22 Y24
0.0 157.1 358.6 748.5 1228.3 1649.5 2033.1 z388.2
F157 .1-~-201. 5-~ F 3g9 ,9 -~ FU ( 8)-479 . 8-~ F 421. 2~ F383. 6~355.1-~
y0 y8 y12 y16 y17 Y18 y20 y22 y24
0.0 157.1 358.6 748.5 1062.3 1228.3 1649.5 2033.1 2388.2
F157.1-~-201.5~ F 389.9 ~ F313.8~-166.0-~ F 421.2 ~ F383.6-~355.1~
~17 s18 U(9)
yo y8 yi2 y16 yi7 y18 Y19 y2o y22 y24
0.0 157.1 358.6 748.5 1062.3 1228.3 1304.8 1649.5 2033.1 2388.2
F157 .1~2oi . 5-~ F 389 . 9 -~ E313 . 8~166.o-~- 76. 5~344 .7~383 . 6-~355 .1-~
U(10) ~17 S18 ~19 S20
y0 y8 y12 y14 Y16 y17 y18 y19 y20 y22 y24
0.0 157.1 358.6 576.5 748.5 1062.3 1228.3 1304.8 1649.5 2033.1 2388.2
~157 .1~201. 5~-217 . 9~172 . 0-~313 . 8~-166. o~ 76. 5~344 .7-~-383. 6~355 . i~
~17 ~18 S19 ~2o U(11)
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Figwe 5.4. Regression parameters
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The rest of the procedure is aketched tn fígure 5.4, mhere the bars give the
sizes of the regresston parameters and the dotted línes give the upper
Ztmtts, ~vhtch decrease from 383.6 (based on 11 observations) to 139.7 (after
17 observations). AZZ regression parameters that exceed some upper Zimit
U(n), are tmportant (relative to the actual upper Zimtt); for instance,
after 12 observattons me have found no important variabLes, but after 17 ob-
servations r~e have found 8 important vartables.
The data in thts example are far from tdeal for SB: instead of a fem
very important vartablea and a Zarge amount of tiny parameters, me have
parameters that range betrueen 0 and 200, plus tr,io really Zarge parameters.
Moreover, the ordering of the variables from unimportant to very important
has succeeded very poorly, see figure 5.4. Yet, after only 13 observat{ons
me knorv that g17-313.8 and g20L344.7, ~hile all other parameters have an up-





In part II we focus on the model
Y- Y(x1,....xN) - RO t~~-1S~x~ t e(xl.....~) . (6.1)
where, exactly as in part I. x~E{0,1} and ~~~0. We assume that the errora
e(x1,...,xN) are i~dependently and identically disrrihured, Tn chapten 7 we
shall discuss errors that are NID(0,62) with a2 known; NID(yt,Q2) stands for
Normally Independently Distributed with mean u end variance o2; we ahall in-
troduce and compare three techniques for finding the important input
variables in the NID case. We shall consider robustness in chapter 8. In
chapter 9 we shall switch to NID with unknown variances.
But first we have to redefine our notion of importance. We want to find
the important factors by means of SB. How do we define "important" in the
present situation? We might concentrate on the probability that a small
parameter is found to be significant; instead we prefer to focus on the
probability that a large parameter is declared large. (For example, consider
two parameters, one with confidence interval [1,2] and one with confidence
interval [-1,11]; 10 is considered large. Then the first parameter is sig-
nificantly different from 0, but unimportant, whereas the second parameter
is nonsignificant, but ~ be important.) We want our procedure to find
parameters that are large relative to o. That is, if a parameter is at least
equal to ác1 (with given b)0), then the probability that this parameter is
declared unimportant, is at most some given E)0. Furthermore, we want the
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number of observations and the number of parameters that is incorrectly
declared important, to be as small as possible.
So we do not judge a parameter large, when it is significantly larger
than 0, but we judge a parameter small, when it is significantly smaller
than bo. The power of our procedure is the probability that a small
parameter is declared small.
In the non-error case (part I) we needed mt2 observations to find out
that an individual factor is important. However, to find out that a par-
ticular input variable is unimportant, we needed at most mt2 (and at least
2) observations. As soon as we obtained a small gklj, we concluded that all
original parameters composing pklj are small, and we stopped investigating
these parameters. When observations have rendom errors, we want to proceed
analogously. Our decision to declare a factor important, must be based on
mt2 observations (and for each individual factor we know beforehand which
observations we need; see appendix 2). The decision to declare a factor
unimportant, however, should be based on as few observations as possible.
Consider the mt2 random variables y. ,~, .,y, with
i~ il'' imtl
O-iC~il~...Cimt1-2m, on which we should base our decision to declare p~ to
be large (that is, larger than b~). We may base the decision to declare S~
not to be large on a subset of these mt2 variables. When do we reject the
hypothesis p~~bc? (Note that at the beginning of the screening process we
have N hypotheses.) We know that the set {yi ,yi ,„ yi } includes y~ and0 1 m.l
y~-1 (see appendix 2). So we might consider ~~- y~-y~-1 -~~te~-e~-1.
Unfortunately, either y~ or y~-1 is the last of the m}2 observations that
comes at our disposal, i.e., y~ or y~-1 is an observation at stage m; this
is also shown in appendix 2. So if we use ~~- y~-y~-1, then we must indeed
have mt2 observations for each factor. This again means that for all factors
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together we must have N41 observations: 2 at level 0. 2j-1 at level j,
j-1,...,m; together 24~-12~-1 - 2.2m-1 - 2mt1 - Ntl. So the number of ob-
servations would be of the same order as the number of factors. But this is
a situation we wanted to avoid! So we cennot use ~~.
Zn chapter ~ we shall discuss three alternatives to meet our demands.
7 THREE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
In this chapter we shall give three techniques for finding the important in-
put variables in case the observations have the random error structure
NID(o,o2) with a known. The first of these techniques has most resemblance
to SB for observations without random errors, and it therefore included.
However, the techniques treated in sections ~.2 and ~.3 will turn out to be
superior.
~.1 Technique 1: Upper limits of group effects
To investigate whether or not ~~~bo (~-1,...,N), we cen look at the sequence
of estimators of group effects for those groups that contain factor number
~. That is, first we have a group of size 2m(-N), next one of size 2m-1
etc. This way of proceeding closely resembles our procedure for observations
without random errors. Now we are dealing with estimators, say
~(~)- (m)- which are all, except for (m)R ~l~o-yl~o-y-0lo, ...,~~ ~~-~~-r~-1~ ~ ~
overestimators of ~~. We might argue that as soon as one of the matching es-
timates is small, S~ can not be large. But things are rather complicated,
because these mtl estimators are mutually dependent. However, from
~~ ),...,~~ ) we can arrive at mtl independent random variables, as follows.
It is feasible to define random variables ~~), ..,~~m) in such a way
that for j-0,1,...,m ~~~) depends on ~~ ) through ~~~) and is independent of
~~) through ~~~-1). For instance, we can take ~~ )-~~),
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(1)--(1)-COV(~(0) ~(1))~VAR(~(1)), and so on. The derivation of the ap-~~ -~~ ~ ' ~ ~
propriate linear combinations is straightforward. The resulting formulas,
however, are very lengthy. For details we refer to Appendix 3. Then we can
construct confidence intervals (say) Ij for ~~j) (j-0,...,m): let ~~j)EIj
with probability pE. Then the probability that (~~ )EID and ~~1)EI1 and
..... and ~~m)EIm) is p~}1. Under the condition (~~)EIC and ~~1)EI1 and
and ~~ )EIm) we can derive a confidence interval for the overall es-
timator of ~~. If this confidence interval contains only values smaller than
b6, then we reject the hypotheses s~)ba; otherwise we do not.
We have not investigated, if it is optimal (in some sense) to construct
the confidence intervals Ij (j-U,i,...,m) in such a way that F(~~j)EIj) does
not depend on j; we made this choice because of its convenience. In the se-
quel we shall return briefly to this issue. We introduced the random
variables ~~ ) through ~~~) to outline the procedure. In the sequel we shall
not need them explicitly.
By proceeding in the above way, we find important input variables with
probability of at least pÉ}1. In chapter 6 we stipulated that we want to
find important input variables with probability of at least 1-E. So we take
pEm'1 - 1-E
or
P - (1-E)1,(m}1).E (7.2)
Now we come to the question, how exactly to arrive at m~l independent decis-
ions, i.e., how to arrive at m.l independent random variables.
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We start with the observations y~10-YO ~d Y1~0-y m' ~d compute the2
group effect
éll~ - Yll~-Y~I~ - Rll~ - ell~ - ~Ip . (7.3)
Because eiI~~NID(O,c2), we know that ~1I~~N(gll~,202). This means that
~1I0 ~ pll~ - af~-1(PE) wP PE ' (7.4)
where ~ denotes the standard normal distribution function. and "wp" stands
for "with probability". Our rule is to declare ~ll~ small (all factors are
unimportant) if
gll~ ~ bv - a~~-1(pE). (7.5)
When at least one of the factors is important, then the probability of stop-
ping after observing only yll~ and yQl~ is smaller than 1-p~ -
1- 1-E 1~(mtl),( ) , see (7.2) and (7.4). If we go on, we observe yl~l-y m-1' We2
can write observation ylllas p~tgll14el11 and we see that
~1~1 - yl~l-y0~0 - 51~1 } el~l - e0~0
and
~2~1 - yl~~-yl~l - 52~1 } e1~0 - el~l.
(7.6)
(7.7)
Here we face the difficulty that ~1~~, ~1~1 and ~2I1 are dependent. That
~1~1 and ~2I1 are dependent, is not relevant, as we are not interested in
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~2~1 when searching for the important factors in the first half of the fac-
tors, and vica versa. The correlation between ~1I0 and ~1I1, however, causes
trouble, as does the correlation between ~1I0 and ~2I1. As mentioned pre-
viously, for factors in the first half (in the second half respectively) of
the total group of factors, we want independent random variables, i.e., now
we want a random variable independent of ~1I0 in (7.3). Therefore we do not
focus on él~l-yl~l-y0~0' but on
2y111-y~10'y110 - Alll-p211;2e111-e~10-e1I0 . (7.8)
This rAndom vAriwhle has n normal ~]istribution with mean Blll-BLiI and
varience 6a2; and it is indeed independent of ~1I0. So
2y111-y~10-y110~s111-g211-c,Í6~-1(PE) wP PE . (7.9)
holds independently of y1~0-y0~0. Now we combine (7.4) and (7.9). We can
rewrite (7.4), substituting ~1~0-y1~0-Y0~0 ~d ~1~0-~1~1}~2~1' ~ followa:
with probability p E
s1~1t~2~1 ~ y1~o-~~o.~~~-1(pE) :




As y1~0-y0~0 ~d 2y1~1-y0~0-y1~0 are independent, (7.10) end (7.11) hold
simultaneously with probability pÉ . But if (7.10) and (7.11) are true, then
we can combine them to
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ftf -1
Slll ~ rlll-y~10'62~ (PE). (7.12)
with yl~l-yfl~0-~1~1, If (~.10) is true, then ( as g211)0) we also know that
S1I1~y110-~OIO}6~~-1(P6)-é110}6~~-1(p6). So. if (~.10) and ( ~.11) are
true, then plll~min{~1IOto~~-1(pE);~lllt6f22~-1(pE)}, The condition that
(~.10) and (~.11) are true, is sufficient, but not necessary: the given up-
per limit for glll may also hold otherwise, i.e., the probability of the
upper limit is at least p~ (abbreviated to wp} pÉ):
p1I1 ( min{~1IOt6f~-1(PE);~1I1to.Í22f~-1(P~)} wP} PE. (7.13)
Before we go on, we introduce a special notation to reduce the length of our
formulas; we define
FE :- 6~-1(PE) - 6~-1((1-e)1~(m'1)).
Hence (7.13) reduces to
plll C min{~lIOtFEf;~1I1tFE~2~}, t 2wP PE . (7.15)
Now we have upper limits for g110 (namely ~1IOtFE~; see eq. 7.4) and for
~1~1 (min{g1~0}Fe~;~l~l}FE~2~}), Next we focus on the corresponding upper
limit for ~2I1. Instead of (~.9) we may as well write




AlIO - s2lltl~lll ~ y110-y~IOtFEf
and
~32I1-Plll ( -2ylllty-0IOtylIOtFEf,
hold. Combining these two inequslities gives
ftf ' ~tf t 2
~2~1 ~ y1~0-y1~1~FE 2 -~2~1}Fe 2 wP PE~
and this inequality, combined with (7.18) and p1I1~0, gives the analogue of
(7.15)~
~ C min{~ tF ~`~ } 22~1 1~0}FE~'~2~1 E 2} wP PE'





In Appendix 3 we prove that for any Sil~ we have
~i~J ` ~il~
} ~.1
wP PE ' (7.22)
where uil~ depends only on the jt2 observations the SB procedure needs to
arrive at pil~. This means that for individual parameters we find (since
pÉ'1-1-E; see eq. ~.I)
P,~ - H~Im ~ u~lm wP} (1-E) . (7-23)
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So we can find important parameters with probability of at least 1-E, if our
rule is to stop the further investigation of any ~il~ when uil~~b6, where
uil~ is the realization of uil~. The random variables uil~ are treated in
appendix 3.
We used a number of Monte Carlo experiments to investigate the be-
haviour of this procedure. We took x-256 variables (m-8), a2-1, and
investigated the following cases:
(a) all parameters zero;
(b) S1-b, all other parameters zero;
(c) ~86-b, all other parameters zero;
(d) ~241-b, all other parameters zero;
(e) ~1-~86-5241-5' sll other parameters zero.
For S1 we always follow the "left branch in the bifurcation tree"; for ~86
we go left, right, left, right, etc.; for ~241 we go right, right, right,
right, left, left, left, left. By considering these cases, we may get an im-
pression of the influence of the path we follow.
We took e-.05, .005, .0005; b-10, 8, 6, and repeated the experiment
1000 times. We recorded the number of times the large parameter was
(correctly) found, the number of times another parameter was (incorrectly)
found, and the total number of observations. The results are given in tables
~.1 through ~.5. To facilitate their comparability, all experiments use the
same pseudorandom number stream (i.e. they use the same seed for the pseudo-
random number generator; see section ~.4 for some remarks on this issue).
From tables ~.1 through 7.5 we see among other things that the proposed
method is very conservative:
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Table 7.1. Performance of SB with p-..-5 0.1 ' 256-













(1): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(2): Average number of observations.
Table 7.2. Performance of SB with g1-ba.
















(1): Fraction of times pi is found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
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Table 7.3. Performance of SB with g86-bc.
















(1): Fraction of times g86 is found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
Table 7.4. Performance of SB with A241-b6.
















(1): Fraction of times P241 is found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found paremeters.
(3): Average number of observations.
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Table 7.5. Performance of SB with P1-~86-~241-~~'








(1): Fraction of times pi is found.
(2): Fraction of times ~Q~ is found.
(3): Fraction of times ~241 is found.
(4): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.















' for E-.05 the probability to find the important variables should be at
least .95, whereas the actusl fraction found is never less than .996;
~ for E-.005 these figures are .995. and .999 respectively;
w for E-.0005 these figures are .9995 and 1.000 respectively.
When b is small and we demand an extreme probability to find the important
variables, many unimportant factors are found: in the experiment with
p86-b-6, e-.0005 we find a fraction of 164.505~255-.645 of the unimportant
factors. In this case, we also need many observations. In the other cases,
the reduction of factors and the number of observations vary from satisfac-
tory to very well.
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We emphasize that we combine nine inequalities (at the stages
0,1,...,8), each valid with probability (1-E)1~9, into a síngle inequality
that holds with probability of at least 1-E. This is a generalization of
(~.13), which resulted from the combination of two inequalities, namely
(~.11) and (~.12). Note that the probability of (~.13) is greater than the
probability of both (7.11) and (~.12): (7.13) is conservative. The effect of
this "over-shooting" is greater, the larger m is.
We can not solve the conservatism of the method by taking different
probabilities in the distinct stages of the procedure, because combining in-
equalities always yields conservative intervals.
There is a relation between the magnitude of the experimental power,
the experimental a-error, and the number of observations: a high experimen-
tal power means that we "play safe"; but if we do so, we tend to declare
unimportant factors to be important, and we need many observations to find
these factors.
Tables ~.2 through ~.5 further show that, for fixed e, a change in b
(and a simultaneous change in ~1, ~86 and~or ~241) does not change the num-
ber of times an important factor is found. The number of times the important
variables are found when there are more important variables (table ~.5) is
greater when compared to situations with a single important variable (tables
7.2 through ~.4). Any pi (i-1,...,N) is declared important, iff uil~áv. If
we change á, then uilm and bcs will change by the same amount (see appendix
3), so uilm)b6 will remain true in exactly the same cases (if the same ran-
dom number stream is used in the various experiments). Changing from table
~.2 (or 7.3 or 7.4) to table ~.5 means increasing other regression
parameters, and so uilm (i-1,86,241) may increase while keeping b6 constant
(again, see appendix 3). Thus if uil~b6 when only pi-b~, then uil~ó6 when
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other parsmeters are also positive; if uilmCbo when only pi~b~, then it mey
happen that uil~bo when other parameters are also positive. Actually, when
switching from one of the tables ~.2, 7.3 or 7.4 to table ~.5, the number of
times that uilm)ba increases. Increasing b within table ~.5 can be regarded
in two steps: first let (say) ~1 and bQ increase by the same amount, which
gives the same times uil~bó; next let p86 and P241 increase, which gives
ullm~b6 the same times or more often (actually, it happens the same times).
Summarizing, the technique works if b is great and E in not too small.
But we can do better, as we shall see in the next sections.
~.2 Technique 2: the difference method
We reconsider the mt2 random variables yi 'yi '"" yi with0 1 mtl~
0-i~~il~...~imtl-2m, on which we base our decision whether or not to declare
p~ to be large (i.e., larger than b~). Appendix 2 not only shows that y~-1
and y~ are among yi 'yi '"'yi ~ we also see there, that if we write0 1 m41
~-1}Ii-1~i2m-1' then x~ is "off" in it~m-l~i relevant observations, and x~
is "on" in mtl-~i-1~i relevant observations. If L:-~m-1~i, then x~ is "off"
in yi ,yi ,...,yi ; it is "on" in yi ,...,yi ; so iL-,i-1, iLt1-,~.
0 1 L L.1 mtl
We may consider yi ,..,yi as (under)estimators of pOtpi}...4~~i-1;0 L
yi ..,yi as (over)estimators of ~~.pl.....p~-itp~. Hence, theLtl' mtl
(Ltl)'(m-Lti) differences yi -yi with i;E{iLtl,...,im41} and i-E{i0,...,iL}
t -
are all (over)estimators of g~.
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Exampte 7.1. Suppose r~e are dealíng ~uith 23~8 factors. To arrive at ~3 rve
observe ~DlDagg, ~1I0-g8, glll-y~, ~112-~Z and g313-}13. Here il-iL-2, i2a3,
t3-4. We auccessively constder
~ll~ - ~ll~-~~I~ - R1tP2f1~3f1~4fP5fPStA~fPBfell~-egl~;
~1I1 - ylll-g~l~ a pltp2t~B3.g4 telll-~I~;
~2~2 - gl~l-g1~2 - ~3fi~4 }el~l-e1~2;
~3~3 - g3~3-g1~2 - S3 }e3~3-e1~2.
No~ r~e consider the minimum of these (over)estimators of p3; and by some
simpZe manipulattons me arrive at a handy formuZation:








mhere ell~,el~l,e3~3,e~l~,ell2 are independent. If ine knor~ the distribution
of min{e1~0'el~l'e3~3j-max{e0~0'e1~2j, then me have a rule to decide mhether
or not p3 is large.
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In general we have mt2 observations available for each ~~. Of these observa-
tions, m-L41 contain ~~; L41 do not. We consider the mtl differences
yll0-y010,...,Y~-y~-1' which are the estimators of those parameters Silj
that contain S~ at stage j, j-0,1,...,m. The minimum of these is at least
S~tmin{ei . .ei }-max{ei ,ei ,...,ei }.
Ltl'. - mtl 0 1 - L
(7.24)
In private correspondence Professor S.S. Gupta of Purdue University pointed
out the work of Bechhofer (1954), who tabulated the values xp't for which
P(max{ul,...,ut}-min{ut}1,...,uk} ( xp't) - P (7.25)
for a number of values of k,t, and p, where ul,...uk are independent stan-
dard normal random variables (see also Dudewicz and Mishra, 1988,
p. 579-608).
Intermezzo. Bechhofer (1954) considers k normal populations with common
known variance a2, and computes the probability that, after taking a
sample of size N from each population and ordering the sample means,
the t populations with the largest sample means correspond with the t
populations with the largest population means. This probability depends
on k, t and fa, where ~-(Ht-pttl)~o and ul)u2~...~y~. In the sequel of
thís intermezzo we shall use the symbol n instead of ~ÍN~. For
k-2,...,10, t-1,...,[k~2] (the problem is symmetric in t and k-t) and
for k-11,...,15 and some selected values of t, Bechhofer tabulates n
against the probability of correct ranking:
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P(min{xl,...,xt})max{xtti,...,xk} ~ (~,26)
min{pl,....ut}-max{ut41,...,y,k})~a 8. Vxi-v2~N (i-1,...,k)).
After multiplying ell variables by ~~Q, we see that (~.26) is equal to
P(min{xl,...,xt}-max{xt41,...,xk})0 ~
min{u1,,.,,Nt}-max{}tttl,,,,,y,k})n 8~ Vxi-1 (i-1,...,k)).
(7.27)
The least favorable configuration is the one with H1-" '-~t ~d
u -. p-N tn. We may take x.-nte. (i-1.,,,.t); x.-e.ttl ' '-xlc' t ttl -i -i -1 1
(i-ttl,...,k), and replace (~.2~) by
P(ntmin{el,...,et}-max{et41,...,ek})0 ~ Vei-1 (i-1,...,k)). (6.28)
As we mentioned before, this probabitity is tabulated against n. Now we
consider (~.24):
~~~min{ei .. ,ei }-max{ei , ..,ei },
mtl~ Ltl L 0
where e. ,.. e are NID(O,o2). Obviously, (~.29) equals
i0 ' ' imtl
(7.29)
p~-ontcs(n}min{ei ~a,....ei ~a}-max{ei ~6,....ei ~v}). (7.3~)mfl Ltl L 0
The value n0 for which ntmin{ei ~a,...,ei ~o}-
m41 Ltl
max{ei ~6,...,ei ~0})0 holds exactly with probability p0 can be found
L 0
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in Bechhofer's table I, where for k we take mt2, and for t we take
min{Ltl,m-Ltl}. So now we have
g~tmin{ei ,...,ei }-max{ei , ..,ei } ) g~-an~ wp Pp. (7.31)mfl Ltl L 0
End intermezzo.
A symmetry argument gives that (~.25) is equivalent to
r(max{u u}-min u u ~ xt~l,.. , k {-1 "' t} p'ti - P. (7.32)
k,t k,k-t mt2,Lt1or xp -xp . Then min{ei , ..,ei }-max{ei ..,ei } ) -axp with
0 L L}1. mtl
probability p. So if S~)btt, then (~.24) exceeds Q(b-xp'2'L'1) with probabil-
ity p.
Now we can use the following stopping rule in our SB procedure: if we
have some - mt2,Lt1pil~ smaller than 6(b-xl-s ) for all its component parameters,
then the components of gil~ are not investigated any further. In this for-
mulation the condition "for all its component parameters" is added, because
L depends on the parameter number.
ExampZe 7.2. In example 7.1 rue had eight factors, and rue rvere interested in
p3. We sa~ that
~ó3fmin{e1I~,e1I1,e313}-max(eDI~,e1l2j ~
~ min{~Zld-~plp,~i1I1-IiBI0,K1I1-g1I2,~3I3-~ZI2j.
Suppose me mant to find aZZ factora that exceed 106, mith probabiltty of at
Zeast .95. Here me have subdivided the five random vartables e1~0, e1~1,
e3~3, e0~0, e1~2 into two seta of taio and three variabZes. Bechhofer's
(I954) tabZe I g{ves that
P(min{e1~0,e1~1,e3~3}-max{e0~0,e1~2} ~ 3.2805 0) : .95.
So r~e say that p3 is "smaLl" as soon as rue encounter a realizatfon of
y1~0-~0~0' `~1~1-y0~0' H1~1-~1~2 or ~3~3-~1~2 that fa smaller than
ZDa-3.28056-6.7195a.
As an illustration, we repeated the Monte-Carlo experiment of section ~.1
with exactly the same input, but now with our new stopping rule. The results
are shown in tablea ~.6 through ~.10.
We note that under the new stopping rule for constant E and varying b,
the numbers of times important input variables are found, do not change.
This is explained by arguments analogous to those given in section ~.1.
Comparison of tables 7.6 through ~.10 with tables ~.1 through ~.5
clearly shows that technique 2 is superior to the "(3roup Effects Method" of
section ~.1, considering all criteria discusaed. We ahall return briefly to
alternative 1 in the sequel.
Up till now we prefer the "Difference Method", or "Bechhofer Method".
But there is a third alternative.
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Table 7.6. Performance of SB with p-..-~ -o.1 ' 256













(1): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(2): Average number of observations.
Table 7.7. Performance of SB with gi-bo.
















(1): Fraction of times pi is found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
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Table 7.8. Performance of SB with g86-óo.
















(1): Fraction of times g86 is found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
Table 7.9. Performance of SB with R241-b6.
















(1): Fraction of times P241 is found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
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Table 7.10. Performance of SB with P1-~86-5241-b6'






















(1): Fraction of times pi is found.
(2): Fraction of times ~~~ is found.
(3): Fraction of times P24i is found.
(4): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(5): Average number of observations.
7.3. Technique 3: sums of squares.
As a final analysis technique, we propose the following sum of squares (SSQ)
test. Given realizations
Yi . Yi ' '''Y,~-1'
Y,~'...,yi
0 1 ~ m}1
of the random variables yi through yi , we define estimates
0 m
yi0. Yi1.....Y.~-1' Y,~~....Yimti
that satisfy the model restrictions pi)0 (i-1,...,N) and p~~bo; that is,
yi (yi Cyi ( . . . . ~Y.i-lCy,~-b6( . . . Cyi -b6;
0 1- 2 - - - m41
and minimize
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(Yi -Yi )2t(Yi -yi )2....4(Y~-1-y~-1)24(Y~-y~)2t....(Yi -Yi )2.0 o i i m.i mti
What is the distribution of the corresponding random sum of squares?
Suppose m-0; so we are dealing with a single variable and we have two
observations y110 and y010. We want to find out whether gl)á6; and if indeed
pl)bcs we must find that inequality with probability of at least 1-e.





y1~0-y1~0 ~d the sum of squares is zero. Otherwise,
it is easy to see that the SSQ is minimal for
y0~0}Y1~0}Sc
2 and this minimum
YGIG - 2 , Y1IG -
. 1 2
if
(y110-y010-ád) . We know that y110-
Then y110-y~10-b6~N(0,262), so we cany010~N(p1,262). Now suppose g1-bcs.
write y110-y~10-b6 as eJ2, where e~N(G,a2). The probability that the sum of
squares exceeds some given number a is
P(2(y110-y010-b6)2)a
- P(e2)a ~ e~0)
2P(e2)a),
~ y1IG-yGIG-ba(0)
which is half of the probability that a xi distributed variable exceeds a.
So if we want the probability of rejecting HG:pi)ba to be at most E, we can
use the xi-test at the level 1-2e, i.e., we reject HO when the sum of
squares is greater than a, where a is such that P(~C2)a)-1-2E.
How can we generalize this approach to m)0? We could not find an exact
solution, but we can resort to intuition and simulation. Intuition says that
the probabily of the SSQ exceeding some given number a is approximately half
of the probability of a xm;l distributed variable exceeding the same a.
Given this approximation, we apply the xm41-test at the level 1-2e to the
sum of squares. Next we apply simulation to verify our intuition. Appendix 4
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gives some more details and the results of a Monte Carlo study. These
results confirm our intuition.
Having found the approximate distribution of the SSQ, we apply this
result to our screening problem. So we repeated the Monte-Carlo experiments
of sections 7.1 and 7.2, now computing the SSQ at all stages of the SB pro-
cedure. As soon as the SSQ under the restriction pil~)bo exceeds a given
number (from a table for the x2 distribution), we declare all parameters
that compose that particular gil~, to be small. The results are presented in
tables 7.11 through 7.16.
These tables show the same patterns for the number of times important
variables are founci whPn changing b, as we sew for ths orher metheds.
Arguments analogous to those of section 7.2, apply again.
Table 7.11. Performance of SB with ~e -..-g 0.1 ' 256-













(1): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(2): Average number of observations.
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Table 7.12. Performance of SB with pl-bcs.
















(1): Fraction of times pi is found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
Table 7.13. Performance of SB with p86-bcs.
















(1): Fraction of times p86 is Found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
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Table 7.14. Performance of SB with R241-b6.
















(1): Fraction of times P241 is found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
Table 7.15. Performance of SB with P1-~86-~24i~ba'
























(1): Fraction of times pi is found.
(1): Fraction of times p86 is found.
(1): Fraction of times P241 is found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
The SSQ-method performs slightly worse than the difference method
(technique 2) does, but it is much better than the Group Effects Method
(alternative 1). The differences between the alternatives 2 and 3 are so
small, that before a definite judgment can be given, some more aspects
should be investigated: do the results depend on the random number seed
used; and how do the methods behave when the model assumptions are
(slightly) violated7
~.4 Pseudorandom number seeds
Given the above results, the Difference Method is preferred; it is slightly
better than the SSQ Method ( and much better than the Group-Effects Method).
F~rthermore, it has a firm theoretical background due to Bechhofer (1954),
whereas the SSQ Method has not. Nevertheless, further investigation (of non-
normal distributions, and some slightly negative parameters) is necessary
before definite judgement is possible. We shall treat robustness in chapter
8.
To see if our results depend on the pseudorandom number seed, which was
the same in all experiments presented in tables ~.1 through ~.15, we
repeated all experiments for b-8 and E-.0005 with four other seeds. Again we
used 1,000 replications, for all three methods. The results are given in
tables ~.16 through 7.20.
Comparison of tables ~.16 through 7.20 with tables 7.6 through ~.15
leads to the conclusion that the seed is unlikely to be the cause of the
patterns of tables 7.6 through ~.15:
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Table 7.16. Stability of SB with ~1-~2-...-s256-0,
s-8. E-.0005.
Difference SSQ
seed 1 seed 2 seed 3 seed 4 seed 1 seed 2 seed 3 seed 4
(1) .001 .000 .000 .000 .004 .001 .002 .001
(2) 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.1 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7
(1): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(2): Average number of observstions.
Table 7.17. Stability of SB with ~1-b~-86, E-.0005.
Difference SSQ
seed 1 seed 2 seed 3 seed 4 seed 1 seed 2 seed 3 seed 4
(1) 1.000 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999
(2) .006 .002 .004 .004 .025 .018 .022 .016
(3) 10.2 10.2 10.2 10.2 11.0 10.9 11.0 10.9
(1): Fraction of times gl is found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
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Table 7.18. Stability of SB with g86-óo-86, e-.oo05.
Difference SSQ
seed 1 seed 2 seed 3 seed 4 seed 1 seed 2 seed 3 seed 4
(1) 1.000 1.000 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
(2) .010 .010 .018 .016 .045 .043 .054 .046
(3) 10.3 10.3 10.3 10.3 11.6 11.6 11.7 11.6
(1): Fraction of times S86 is found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
Table 7.19. Stability of SB with P241-bo-86, E-.0005.
Difference SSQ
seed 1 seed 2 seed 3 seed 4 seed 1 seed 2 seed 3 seed 4
(1) 1.000 1.000 .999 i.000 1.000 .999 i.000 .999
(2) .016 .oi9 .023 .018 .058 .059 .072 .068
(3) 10.3 10.3 10.3 10.3 11.5 11.5 11.6 11.5
(1): Average number of times P24i is found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
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Table ~.20. Stability of SB with P1-S86-~241-56-~' E-'~5'
Difference SSQ
seed 1 seed 2 seed 3 seed 4 seed 1 seed 2 seed 3 seed 4
(1) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
(2) 1.00o i.ooo .999 i.ooo i.ooo i.ooo i.ooo i.ooo
(3) i.ooo i.ooo .999 i.oo0 i.0o0 .999 i.ooo i.o0o
(4) .046 .043 .058 .052 .194 .205 .208 .211
(5) 23.8 23.~ 23.8 23.8 2~.0 2~.0 2~.0 2~.0
(1): Average number of times ~i is found.
(2): Average number of times pQ~ is found.
VV
(3): Average number of times P241 is found.
(4): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(5): Average number of observations.
the Difference method is "always" slightly better than the SSQ method is
(and both are much better than alternative 1, for which we omit the results
for varying seeds).
All results in this chapter are derived under the assumption that the
errors are NID(O,o2) with a2 known. The assumption of a known mean 0 is not
relevant: if the errors are distributed NID(u.e2) with k known or unknown
and 62 known, the results do not change: if yi-~0}Si}...`~i}ei with
ei~-NID(N,cs2), then yi-(~0}p)i~l}...4~1'(ei-p) with ei-K~NID(O.o2), and p0 is
irrelevant.
As we said before, in the experiments of tables 7.1 through 7.15 the
same random number stream is used. We have 135 experimental situations
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(namely 15 tables, 3 values of E, and 3 values of b), each replicated 1,000
times. These 135 experiments can be compared best, if the deviations from
the expectations of any observation in any replication are the same in each
experiment: if for the moment yi~~ ~ denotea the realization of yi in the
~th experiment and the .ith replication, and pi~~ denotes the sum of ~BO and
~1 throu h in the
thg si j experiment (i-0,...,N; j-1,...,135; ~E-1,...,1000),
then we want that
t t
yi,Jl,~-Ri ~1 - yi.J2.~-Si.J2
(i-o,...,N: ~1,~2-1,....135; ~-1,....looo);
(7.33)
that is, the realization of yi~~~~-Eyi~~~~ solely depends on i. This means
that in any experiment it is insufficient to generate only the observations
needed for this particular experiment, because in another experiment we may
need ap rtly the same pseudorandom numbers to garantee (7.33). That is why we
generate all y's in the experiments.
For our experiments we used the subroutine G05DDF of the NAG library to
generate normal variates, i.e., we use the Box-Muller transformation; G05DDF
uses the pseudonumber generator G05CAF, which is a multiplicative congruen-
tial generator with multiplier 1313 and modulus 259. NAG subroutine G05CB is
used to let G05CAF start with a fixed seed, namely 2if1, where i is given by
the user. In the experiments of tables ~.1 through 7.15 the seed is 20161~1.
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~.5 General number of input variables
Suppose N is not a power of two, and we are dealing with observations with
random error, where the errors are NID(O,Q2) with known o2. How do we adapt
the methods of sections ~.1 through ~.3 to this situation? Of course, we can
simply add dummy input variables (i.e., ~e's known to be zero; see section
5.2) to the problem to arrive at a situation where we do have 2m input vari-
ables, and apply the given methods; however, by doing so, we are certainly
not reducing the number of observationa.
In sections ~.1 through ~.3 we started our reasoning from individual
inpilt faCt'vrs; f'vP edCi, factor ti1Q SCCOí~péulyin~ (T'u;2) OuSei-Jati0ia6 W~r6
identified, and after 2,3,...,m~1 observations we decided to continue the
search or not; after mt2 observations we could decide that the individual
input factor is important. What we have to do now (N~2m), remains essen-
tially the same, the difference being that the number of observations
(formerly m}2) is not a constant anymore, but depends on the decomposition
of N, 8s gíven in appendix 2.
Example 7.4. Suppose, we have 241 tnput vartables. No~ foZLomíng (A2.8), me
wríte: 241-1t128t64t32t16. For aZl factors, except the last one, rve could as
meZt have had 256 factors; factor ra~mber 241 is treated as if rue had 24s16
factors. We repeated some of the experíments, presented in tables 6.1
through 6.15, mhere rue had N-256. We applíed the three proposed techníques
to ftve cases:
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(í) b-6, all parameters zero;
(it) g1-b-6, all other parameters zero;
(iii) g86-b-6, all other parameters zero;
(tv) 5241-b`6, all other parameters aero;
(v) 51-~86-5241-b-6, all other parameters zero.
We always used e-.05. We generated the same random numbers as tn the experi-
ments of tables 7.1 through 7.15 to tmprove the comparability of the old and
neru results, but now we have to be extra careful with the random number
stream.
In sectton 7.4 we saw that it is usefuL to generate all yt (i~0,...,N),
even though we do not know in advance which observattons are really needed
in the simulation. When dealing with 256 input varfabZes, we generate 257
random variables for every replícation, (say) y(oZd)~ (old) (old)0 y1 ' ' "' y256
Then for the matchtng ezpertment with 241 ínput variables we use
y0(new)-y~oZd), y~new)-y~old)~ .....,
y240 )sy240d)' but me compute y24~) ín
old (n2)~ (old)two ways: y n1 -y and241 - 256 y241 y241 ' The reason for thfs is, that for
parameters among the ftrst 128, the observattons that use y241), are the
same as those we had with 256 t~t variables, while the results for 1~241-b
are more easily to tnterpret when we use y241). The results in table 7.21
show that if P241ab, we use much fewer observatfons and we find considerably
fewer zero parameters mhen there are 241 Lnput variables than when there are
256 input vartables, for all methods. The fractton of ttmes the tmportant
vartabZes are found, hardly changes. For the cases ~Zab, g8óab, and all
~Bi-O, it does hardly matter r~hether we have 241 or 256 fnput variables.
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Table 7.21. Performance of SB with 256 and 241 input variables;b-6,e-.05
Case Group Effects Difference SSQ(a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c)
pi-0 (4) .212 .166 .136 .001 .001 .001 .012 .007 .011
(5) 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.9 2.9 2.8
(i) .997 .997 .995 .954 -954 .949 .946 .946 .944
g1-ba (4) 3.400 3.175 3.178 .007 .007 .009 .045 .040 .045
(5) 19.5 18.7 18.6 10.2 10.2 10.1 11.3 11.3 11.2
I 1 1go -boV6 (4) 5.067 4.842 4.831 .0 9 9.0 .022 .00 .085 .094
(5) 23.8 23-0 22.9 10.3 10.3 10.3 12.1 12.1 12.1
(3) .996 .992 -991 .951 .959 .956 .955 .957 .952
~241-sd (4) 4.523 2.294 2.293 .028 .002 .002 .115 .028 .030
(5) 21.6 13.8 13.8 10.3 6.2 6.2 12.0 7-4 7-4
(1) i.0oo 1.000 1.000 .963 .963 -963 .974 -974 .974
(2) i.oo0 1.000 i.000 .981 -98i -981 .988 .988 .988
~1-~86-~241-s6 (3) .999 .999 -998 .960 .964 .962 -972 .976 -974
(4) 8.918 6.684 6.685 .070 .044 .044 .412 .298 .299
(5) 43.0 35-2 35.2 23.8 19.7 19.7 28.1 23.4 23.4
(1) Fraction of times pl is found.
(2) Fraction of times p86 is found.
(3) Fraction of times 1~241 is found.
(4) Average number of incorrectly found parameters .
(5) Average number of observations.
(a) 256 input variables (see tables 7.1 through 7. 15).
(b) 241 input variables wi th y241)-y256d) (see example 7.4).
(c) 241 input variables with y(~)-y(old) (see example 7.4).241 241
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7.6 Variation of p-áa.
To compare our three analysis techniquea, we investigated how many times we
find a large regression parameter that is about as large as áo. We took
(more or less arbitrarily) gi-ba -;0.25a, t0.5a, tct, t2~, and t4o, where
i-1,86,241, and b-100, and recorded, how many times the regression parameter
is found. All simulations described here involve 256 input variables, and
are replicated 1000 times. The average results are given in figures ~.l.a
through ~.l.c. (for E-.05; the results for other values of E are similar).
For pi~óa we want as few parameters found as possible. So we see that for
~i(b6 the Bechhofer method is better than or about as good as the SSQ
method; both are superior to the Group Effects method. For pi)b6 both the
Group Effects method and the Bechhofer method reach the value 1(that is, in
sll 1,000 replications the important factor is found); the SSQ method,
however, does not reach that limit; this can be explained as follows. The
sum of squares consists of two parts: one part depends on á, the other part
depends on the order of the obaervations. For g~, the first part becomes
zero, but the latter part is constant. If this constant exceeds a2X2, then
the regression parameter can not be found.
For another type of comparison we took all regression parameters equal
to zero, and varied b(between 0 and 8). For e-.05 the average number of
parameters found is given in figure ~.l.d. The results for other values of e
are similar. We see that the Bechhofer and SSQ method can hardly be distin-





Figure 7.1. Varying beta minus delta~sigma
for normal distribution
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Figure 7.1.c. Varying Beta(241)
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~.7 Conclusion
Based on the results so far, we conclude that the Group Effects method is
clearly inferior to the other methods, and we do not report on it any fur-
ther (actually, all investigations of chapter 8 also involved the Group
Effects method, but the result was always the same: too many factors are
found using too many observations).
8 RELAXING THE ASSUMPTIONS
In this chapter we investigate the behaviour of SB in case our assumptions
are violated: what happens if we have some negative regression parameters,
and what if the errors are not NID?
e.í Negative regression parameters
The effect of negative regression parameters is investigated by means of a
case study. We use data from Mauro and Burns (1984), who have 100 input
variables with regression parameters ranging from 9.57 to -3.85, 48
parameters are 0.00; the 32 positive and 20 negstive regression parameters
are reproduced in table 8.1.
Table 8.1. Non-Zero Regression Coefficients in Mauro and Burns Study.
9.57 2.71 1.18 .40 .12 .05 .02 -.O1 -.02 -.07 -.22 -.45 -1.04
6.28 2.31 .92 .32 .11 .04 .02 -.oi -.03 -.08 -.25 -.51 -1.34
4.79 1.74 .72 .17 .09 .04 .O1 -.O1 -.03 -.15 -.28 -.64 -2.00
3.20 1.52 .57 .14 .06 .02 .01 -.01 -.05 -.20 -.36 -.82 -3.85
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The 100 input variables are rendomly permuted and all yi-~itei, ei~NID(0,1)
(i-0,1,,,,100) are computed (to achieve maximal comparability between
experiments; see section ~.4). Next SB is applied with threshold value b and
probability E, uaing the difference (or "Bechhofer") method of section 7.2,
and the SSQ method of section ~.3, adapted for N not being a power of two;
see section ~.5. Thís is repeated 1,000 times for each combination of á and
E.
We took b-8 combined with E-.2, .1, .05 and .005 (that is, the prob-
ability of finding a factor with a regression coefficient of 8 should be .8,
.9. .95 ~d .995 respectively); b-6 combined with E-.2, .1 and .05; b-4 com-
bined with E-.2 and .1; and b-2 combined with E-.2. To improve the
comparability of the experimental results, we used the same random permuta-
tions and the same realizations of the observations for all (ó,E)-
combinations.
The results are presented in figures 8.1 through 8.10. It is evident
that the Bechhofer method is superior to the SSQ method: the former dis-
covers fewer small and more large parameters in fewer observations.
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Figure 8.1. Sensitivity to negative
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8.2 Observations with non-normal error distribution
In this section we investigate the behaviour of SB for observations
t
yj~~ - ~i~~ a ei~~
(8.1)
with errors eil~ that are independently and identically but non-normally
distributed. We compare the Bechhofer and SSQ methods for the following
distributions:
(a) The errors are distributed uniformly. This distribution has skew-
ness Q and kurtosis 1,Rd4.
(b) The errors are distributed exponentially. This distribution has
skewness 2a3 and kurtosis 9a4.
(c) Minus the errors are distributed exponentially. Here the skewness
is -2a3, and the kurtosis is 9a4
(d) With probability .5 the errors come from distribution (b), with
probability .5 they come from distribution (c). The resulting distribution
is double-exponential (Laplace). Its skewness 1s 0; the kurtosis is 6a4.
The normal distribution has skewness 0 and kurtosis 3a4. The expecta-
tions of the error distributions are irrelevant, as we are only concerned
with differences of observations; see section ~.4. The magnitudes of the
variances are also irrelevant (as long as they are positive), as we take 6
as our unit of ineasurement.
To improve the comparability of the results, we again used common ran-
dom numbers, now combined with the inverse transformation method. That is, a
pseudorandom number rE(0,1) that is used for generating an observation for
distribution (a), is also used for diatributions (b) through (d); the obser-
vations are computed as F~(r), where F denotes the cumulative distribution
function. The pseudorandom numbers r are generated by the NAG subroutine
G05CAF.
A number of robustness studies use distributions from "the Princeton
study" (Andrews et al., 1972). We do not, since Andrews et al. confine them-
selves to symmetric distributions that are as least as longtailed as the
normal distribution is. In this study, however, we also want to consider
asymmetric distributions and a shorttailed distribution. So, apart from the
normal distribution, we have only the Laplace distribution in common with
Andrews et.al. ,
Using the distributions (s) through (d), we can investigate the in-
fluence of skewness and kurtosis on the behaviour of SB. Distribution (b)
has right skewness; distribution (c) has left skewness; distribution (a) has
thin tails; and distribution (d) has heavy tails. Distribution (d) is quite
artiflcial; a reasonable alternative would be a t distribution. However,
when investigating distributions (b) and (c) for the effect of skewness, we
can not unravel the skewness effect from the kurtosis effect. By combining
(b) and (c) into the symmetric distribution (d), we can compare (d) to the
normal distribution and see the effects of heavy tails; we can compare (b)
and (c) to (d) to see the effects of skewness.
Note that we might have confined ourselves to a single asymmetric dis-
tribution, because of the symmetry in the SB procedure itself; that is, the
effect of changing from a normal to an exponential distribution for input
variable i, is the same as changing from a normal to minus an exponential
distribution for input variable Ntl-i. This can be seen as follows. Consider
the sequence of random variables y~ - ïi-0gi'e~ (.~-0,1,...,N); the decision
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to call an input variable important or not is based on the realizations of
(a subset of) these random variablea. Next consider the sequence y~ defined
as y~:--yN-~ (~-0,1,...,N). Then y~ - -ii-0~i-eN-~- -~N}~izN-.~tlsi-eN-~'
With R~:--AN. R~:-~N-~ end e~:--eN-~ (~-1,....N) we have y~ - ï'1-0~i-e~.
Considering input variables 1, 86, and 241 for distribution (c) is equiv-
alent to considering input variables 256, 171, and 16 for distribution (b).
In view of the previously mentioned comparability. we nevertheless decided
to use distribution (c).
The results of 1,000 replications are given in tables 8.2 through 8.15,
where N stands for the normal distribution, U for the uniform diatribution,
E"r fur the expOné~itiái iii3i.fibutitin, rr~í ii~r minus thé expoi~eiiiiai áisiribu-
tion, and ED for the double exponential distribution.
Table 8.2. Performance of SH with 256 input variables;
~61-áo, all other regression parameters zero.
Comparison of Bechhofer and SSQ methods: fraction of times pl is found.
Bechhofer method SSQ method
N U EP EM ED N U EP EM ED
E~.oS .954 .999 .980 .864 .937 .946 .989 .906 .904 .912
E-.005 .993 1.000 .995 .961 .991 .994 i.ooo .964 .962 .983
E-.0005 1.000 1.000 .997 .988 .995 .999 1.000 .981 .985 .994
Average result of 1,000 simulations;
pl should be found with probability 1-E;
standard deviation ,~e(1-E)~1000 - .0069 (for E-.05),
.0022 (for e-.005), .0007 (for e-.0005).
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Table 8.3. Performance of SB with 256 input variables;
~86-b6, all other regression paremeters zero.
Comparison of Bechhofer and SSQ methods: fraction of times p86 is found.
Bechhofer method SSQ method
N U EP EM ED N U EP EM ED
e-.o5 .962 1.000 .920 .920 .910 .960 .990 .897 .894 .917
s-.0o5 .997 1.000 .973 .970 .971 .997 1.000 .973 .957 .977
e-.0005 1.000 1.000 .990 .987 .993 1.000 1.000 .986 .982 -995
Average result of 1,000 simulations;
S86 should be found with probability 1-e;
standard deviation Je(1-e)~1000 - .0069 (for E-.05),
.0022 (for e-.005), .0007 (for E-.0005).
Table 8.4. Performance of SB with 256 input variables;
~241-Sc' all other regression parameters zero.
Comparison of Bechhofer and SSQ methods: fraction of times ~241 is found.
Bechhofer method SSQ method
N U EP EM ED N U EP EM ED
E-.05 .951 1.000 .936 .933 .918 .955 .995 .913 .893 .916
s-.oo5 .994 1.000 .972 .973 .970 .994 1.000 .965 .958 .971
e-.0005 1.000 1.000 .986 .985 .990 1.000 1.000 .979 .978 .993
Average result of 1,000 simulations;
5241 should be found with probability 1-E;
standard deviation JE(1-E)~1000 a.0069 ( for e-.05),
.0022 (for e-.005), .0007 (for e-.0005).
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Table 8.5. Performance of SB with 256 input variables;
~1-~86-~241-5~' all other regression parameters zero .
Comparison of Bechhofer and SSQ methods :
fraction of times Ai, ~86 ~d ~241 are found.
Bechhofer method SSQ method
N U EP EM ED N U EP EM ED
pl found
E-.05 .963 0.999 .981 .889 .952 .974 .999 .938 .939 .954
E-.005 .994 1.000 .995 .971 .994 .996 i.000 .976 .979 .990
e-.o005 i.000 i.00o .997 .993 .996 1.000 1.000 .989 .995 .997
~86 found
E-.05 .981 i.ooo .934 .934 .931 .988 .998 .930 .932 .954
E-.~5 .998 1.000 .978 .975 .980 1.000 1.000 .983 .971 .988
e-.ooo5 i.ooo 1.000 .993 .989 .996 i.ooo i.ooo .99i .989 .997
~241 found
e-.05 .960 1.000 .946 .935 .927 .972 .998 .929 .922 .935
E-.005 .995 l.ooo .976 .973 .976 .996 i.ooo .970 .966 .978
e-.ooo5 i.0oo i.ooo .989 .986 .99i i.oo0 i.0oo .983 .978 .995
Average result of 1,000 simulations;
~1' ~86 ~d ~24i should be found with probability at least 1-e.
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Table 8.6. Performance of SB with 256 input variables;
all regreasion parameters zero.
Comparison of Bechhofer and SSQ methods: number of observations.
Bechhofer method SSQ method
N U EP EM ED N U EP Fl~l ED
s-1o
E-.05 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
e-.005 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
e-.00o5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.0
s-8
E-.05 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.0
e-.005 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.2
e-.0005 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.1 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.7 2.7
b-6
e-.05 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.9 2.8
e-.005 3.1 3.3 3.0 3.0 3.1 5.1 5.3 4.7 4.9 5.0
e-.0oo5 7.7 8.1 6.9 7.2 7.6 8.7 9.3 8.8 8.8 8.7
Average result of 1,000 simulations.
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Table 8.7. Performance of SB with 256 input variables;
~1-ba, all other regresaion paremeters zero.
Comparison of Bechhofer and SSQ methods: number of observations.
Bechhofer method SSQ method
N U EP EM ED N U EP EM ED
b-10
e-.o5 9.9 10.0 9.9 9.6 9.8 9.9 10.0 9.8 9.7 9.8
E-.005 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 10.0 10.0
e-.0005 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.2 10.0
5-8
E-.05 9.9 10.0 9.9 9.7 9.8 10.0 10.0 9.8 10.0 9.9
E-.005 lo.0 10.0 lo.o i0.2 10.0 10.3 10.3 i0.i 10.6 10.4
E-.0005 i0.2 10.2 10.2 10.6 i0.3 11.0 10.9 i0.6 11.3 11.0
b-6
E-.05 10.2 10.2 10.1 10.3 10.2 11.3 11.2 10.6 11.5 11.2
E-.005 12.1 12.0 li.o 12.2 11.8 15.8 15.9 13.6 15.5 15.2
E-.0005 19.9 19.6 16.8 18.9 18.9 23.5 24.2 22.8 22.8 22.6
Average result of 1,000 simulations.
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Table 8.8. Performance of SB with 256 input variables;
~86-b~, all other regression parameters zero.
Comparison of Bechhofer and SSQ methods: number of observations.
Bechhofer method SSQ method
N U EP EM ED N U EP EM ED
b-10
E-.05 9.9 10.0 9.7 9.7 9.7 9.9 10.0 9.8 9.8 9.8
e-.005 10.0 10.0 9.9 9.9 9.9 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
E-.0005 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.1 10.1 10.2 10.1
b-8
E-.05 10.0 10.0 9.8 9.8 9.7 10.0 10.1 9.9 10.0 10.0
e-.005 10.0 10.0 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.3 10.5 10.6 10.7 10.6
E-.0005 10.2 10.4 10.5 10.6 10.4 11.0 11.6 11.5 11.7 11.7
b-6
e-.05 10.0 10.5 10.4 10.5 10.3 10.3 12.2 11.7 11.9 12.0
E-.005 12.1 13.5 12.5 12.7 12.8 15.8 18.9 16.9 17.4 17.8
E-.0005 19.9 23.7 20.9 21.7 22.6 23.5 30.0 28.3 28.3 28.1
Average result of 1,000 simulations.
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Table 8.9. Performance of SB with 256 input variables;
5241-So~ all other regression parameters zero.
Comparison of Bechhofer and SSQ methods: number of observations.
Bechhofer method SSQ method
N U EP EM ED N U EP EM ED
é-10
E-.05 9.9 10.0 9.7 9.8 9.8 9.9 lo.0 9.8 9.8 9.8
e-.005 10.0 10.0 9.9 10.0 9.9 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
E-.0005 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1
á-8
E-.05 9.9 10.0 9.8 9.9 9.8 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 9.9
e-.005 10.0 10.0 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.5 10.4 10.6 10.4 10.4
e-.0005 10.3 10.3 10.6 10.4 10.4 11.6 11.4 11.6 11.2 11.5
b-6
e-.o5 10.3 io.4 10.5 10.3 io.3 12.0 11.8 11.9 11.2 11.6
e-.oo5 12.9 12.8 12.6 11.8 12.5 17.3 17.7 16.7 15.6 16.7
E-.0005 21.1 21.5 20.0 19.1 20.7 25.9 26.9 25.9 25.8 25.7
Average result of 1,000 simulations.
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Table 8.10. Performance of SB with 256 input variables;
~1-s86-~241-s6, all other regression parameters zero.
Comparison of Bechhofer and SSQ methods: number of observations.
Bechhofer method SSQ method
N U EP EM ED N U EP EM ED
b-10
e-.05 22.8 23.0 22.5 22.4 22.5 22.9 23.0 22.6 22.6 22.~
e-.005 23.0 23.0 22.9 22.9 22.9 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0
E-.0005 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.1 23.0 23.2 23.2 23.3 23.4 23.3
S-8
e-.05 22.8 23.0 22.7 22.6 22.6 23.1 23.1 23.0 23.1 23.1
E-.005 23.1 23.0 23.2 23.3 23.2 24.3 24.2 24.3 24.4 24.3
e-.oo05 23.8 23.7 24.0 24.2 24.0 27.0 26.8 26.4 26.5 26.8
b-6
s-.o5 23.8 24.0 23.9 23.8 23.7 28.1 27.9 26.7 26.9 27.4
E-.005 29.2 29.6 27.6 27.8 28.4 40.9 41.8 37.9 38.2 39.2
e-.0005 44.9 45.0 41.2 42.0 43.5 60.0 60.8 59.6 58.7 58.8
Average result of 1,000 simulationa.
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Table 8.11. Performance of SB with 256 input variables;
all regression parameters zero.
Comparison of Bechhofer snd SSQ methods:
number of unimportant variables found.
Bechhofer method SSQ method
N U EP EM ED N U EP EM ED
5-10
E-.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E-.005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
e-.0005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
b-8
e-.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E-.005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
e-.0oo5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
b-6
s-.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E-.005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.l 0.1 0.1
E-.0005 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
Average result of 1,000 simulations.
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Table 8.12. Performance of SB with 256 input variables;
p1-ba, all other regression parameters zero.
Comparison of Bechhofer and SSQ methods:
number of unimportent variables found.
Bechhofer method SSQ method
N U EP EM ED N U EP EM ED
á-10
e-.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E-.005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
e-.o0o5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
s-8
E-.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
s-.o05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
E-.0005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
s-6
e-.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
s-.oo5 0.2 0.l o.l 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.3 o.i 0.~ 0.5
E-.0005 2.0 i.9 i.i 1.9 1.8 1.5 1.6 0.9 i.~ 1.4
Average result of 1,000 simulations.
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Table 8.13. Performance of SB with 256 input variables;
~86-5~. sll other regression paremeters zero.
Comparison of Bechhofer end SSQ methods:
number of unimportant variables found.
Bechhofer method SSQ method
N U EP EM ED N U EP IIN ED
á-10
e-.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
e-.005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E-.0005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5-8
e-.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
e-.005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0
E-.0005 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1
b-6
E~.05 0.0 0.0 0.l o.i 0.1 o.i 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2
E-.005 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7
eL.0005 3.2 3.3 2.5 2.7 3.0 2.2 2.5 2.0 2.2 2.1
Average result of 1,000 simulations.
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Table 8.14. Performance of SB with 256 input variables;
~241-b6, all other regression parameters zero.
Comparison of Bechhofer and SSQ methods:
number of unimportant variables found.
Bechhofer method SSQ method
N U EP EM ED N U EP EM ED
b-10
s-.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E-.005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
e-.0005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
b-8
E-.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E--~5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0
E-.0005 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1
b-6
e-.05 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2
e-.005 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.9 0.8 0.~ 0.~ 0.8
e-.0005 2.9 3.0 2.4 2.3 2.7 2.6 2.9 2.~ 2.2 2.4
Average result of 1,000 simulations.
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Table 8.15. Performance of SB with 256 input variables;
51-~86~~241-So' all other regression parameters zero.
Comparison of Bechhofer and SSQ methods:
number of unimportant variables found.
Bechhofer method SSQ method
N U EP EM ED N U EP EM ED
b-10
E-.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.o 0.0 0.0
e-.005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E-.0005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
á-8
e-.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
e-.005 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1
e-.0005 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.3
b-6
E-.05 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.5
e-.005 1.1 1.1 0.9 1.2 1.1 2.6 2.6 1.6 2.2 2.3
E-.0005 7.2 7.2 5.3 6.0 6.5 7.7 8.4 7.0 7.0 6.9
Average result of 1,000 simulations.
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Tables 8.2 through 8.5 are the most important tables. They show that both
the Bechhofer method and the SSQ method depend on the shape of the
distribution. Extreme observations are the cause that important variables
are not found: in the Bechhofer method we take the difference of the minimum
of one group and the maximum of an other group; in the SSQ method every out-
lier contributes to the SSQ.
Errors with small kurtosis give fewer extreme observations than for
normal errors do, so important variables are found more often than in the
normal case. For errors with large kurtosis there are more extreme observa-
tions than for normal errors, so important variables are found less often
than in the normal case.
Both methods are obviously sensitive to kurtosis: in case of heavy
tails, the number of important variables is too small. The SSQ method is
somewhat more sensitive in this respect. On the other hand, the Bechhofer
method is sensitive to skewness, whereas the SSQ method is not: compare the
results for EP and EM in case Sl~b6 (pl ie sensitive to skewness, g86 and
~241 are not; see section ~.1).
The results of tables 8.2 through 8.15 do not lead to a definitive
choice between both methods.
8.3 Varying the regression parametera
Trivially, for any method of chapter ~, the probability of finding an input
variable will increase as the corresponding regression parameter increases,
with b fixed. The technique with the steepest "power curve" may be con-
sidered best.
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Therefore we repeated all experiments of section 8.2 for varying mag-
nitudes of the regression parametera, while keeping ó constant, in the same
way as we did in section ~.6. Part of the results is represented in figure
8.11. The other results are similar, and therefore they are omitted. In
figure 8.11 we have E-0.05, that is, the preacribed probability of finding
an important regression parameter is .95.
We see that for both methods the probability of finding a regression
parameter decreases quite fast for decreasing p, for ell distributions; we
also see that the Bechhofer method beats the SSQ method for increasing p.
The most striking example is found in figure 8.ll.c, where for ~1-b6 SSQ is
hPSY, but i1PR2` ~1-(bt.5?o BPrhhofPr catches uo; and near p1-(b.l)a it
reaches the .95 point, whereas the SSQ method fails even for g1-(bt4)a.
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Figure 8.11. Varying beta minus delta~sigma
for four distributions
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Figure 8.11. Varying beta minus delta~-sigma
for four distributions (continued)
Fi~re 8.11.e. Varyirq Beta(86) for Fi~.re 8.11.f. Varyinp Beta(86) for
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Figure 8.11. Varying beta minus delta~sigma
for four distributions (continued)
Fig~e 8.11.i. Varying Beta(241) for
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Throughout this chapter we assume that the observations have random errors
with error structure NID(O,a2) with a2 unknown. We give generalizations of
the difference (or Bechhofer) method and the SSQ method. We present Monte
Carlo results, showing that the SSQ method with unlrnown variance gives
results that are about as good as the results of the groups effects method
..ith knck:. vsriance. '!'!~ese ~osults suppcrt o~~ decisio . not to examine the
group effects method any further.
Up till now, we have a slight preference for the difference (or
Bechhofer) method over the SSQ method, based on the results of chapters ~
and 8. That is why we treat the generalization of the difference method to
unknown o2 first. However, the generalization of the SSQ method will turn
out to be much more appealing.
9.1 The Difference Method
4.1.1 Introduction
In section ~.2 we saw that to arrive at p~, for any .~-1,...,N where N-2m for
some mEli, we use the observations yi 'yi '"'~i 'yi ~.~ri (where0 1 L Ltl~ m}1
iC,...,im41 depend on .~; iU-O, im}1-N, iL-.i-1, and iL;1-~; see appendix 2)
When using the difference method we consider
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min{yi ,.,yi } - max{yi , ,,,yi } )
Ltl~ mfl 0 . L
~~ f min{ei ..,ei } - max{ei , ..,ei },
Lfl~ mtl 0 . L
which, accordin to section m}2'L'1g 7.2. exceeds a(b-x1-E ) with a probability of
at least 1-E, if ~~)b~ (this probability is exactly 1-e for ~~-bQ, ~j-0,
j-1,...,N, j~~; in all other cases is exceeds 1-E), The values z}2'Ltl are
P
tabulated by Bechhofer (1954); they are the solution of
P(max{utt1,...,uk}-min{ul,...,ut} ( xP't) - P. (9.1)




where ~ is the cumulative distribution function and p is the density func-
tion of the standard normal distribution. Equation (9.2) can be solved
numerically; see Bechhofer (1954), see also Dudewicz and Mishra (1988,
P. 579-608).
Despite the correspondence between Bechhofer's ranking problem and our
screening problem in case of known variances, we can not use the generaliz-
ations of the ranking problem to unknown variances in the screening problem
with unknown variances. All solutions of the ranking problem with unknown
variances use observations from all populations involved (see e.g. Gupta and
Panchapakesan, 1979, pp. 20-25). Translated to our screening problem this
would mean, that we would need realizations of all yi (i-0,1,...,N). Because
our purpose is, to have as few observations as possible, this way of
proceeding is inappropriate.
Another way of adapting the difference method to unknown o would es-
timate 6 from only some prior observations, and then solve a problem
analogous to (9.1) and (9.2). Say s is such an estimator of ~, and s~a has
some known distribution function F(e.g. (n-1)s2~62 has a x2 distribution).
Then find x from
P(min{el,...,et}-max{ettl,...,ek}~ó~ ) xs) - P;
i.e. , salve ;: in
P(min{ul,...,ut}-max{ut}1,...,uk} ~ xs~tJ - b) - p, (9.3)
where p is given. The probability in (9.3) can be reformulated as
J t J }~[~(ytá-xs~6)~k-t[1-~(Y)]t-ly,(Y)dYdFÍs~~).
0 -m
(9.4)
which, to the best of our knowledge, has not (yet) been tabulated. We
refrained from solving (9.4), becauae we believe that the game is not worth
the candle. Namely, we do not want many prior observationa, because our pur-
pose is, to reduce the number of observations. On the other hand, with just
a few prior observations we may expect that the number of observations
during the screening is later, which is also unacceptable. Rather than solv-
ing (9.4) (for various values of b, k, and t end various numbers of prior
observations), we switch to another approach.
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9.1.2 The Bechhofer approach used twice
When we ]mow yi , .,,yi ,yi .,,yi , we have information not only on ~~0 L L41~ m.l
(through min{yi ,.,yi }-max{yi ,,,,yi }), but also on the variance of
Ltl' mtl 0 . L
the observations, via the spread within the sets yi ,...,yi and
0 L
Yi ..,yi . We must, however, realize that this spread is caused not
L41~, mtl
only by random error, but also by the remaining regression parameters ~j
(j~~). How to unravel the two causes of the spread?
We start with the easiest case (~~-bv, all other parameters zero), and
after some steps we shall arrive at the most general case (~~)bo, all other
parameters non-negative).
9.1.2.1 A single non-negative parameter
Let ~~-b6, Sj-O (j-1,...,N, j~~), In the same way as we derived a lower
limit of min{yi ,,,,,yi }-max{yi ,,,,yi } in section 7.2, we can derive
Ltl mtl 0 L
an upper limit of max{yi , ,,yi }-min{yi ,...,yi }, Combination of
Ltl, mtl 0 L
these two limits gives us a test criterion. As derived in section 7.2, with
probability 1-E1 we have
mt2,L41min{yi ..,yi }-max{yi ,....ri } ~ a(b-xl-e )' (9.5)Ltl~ m41 0 L- 1
We define
z1:-(max{yi , ..,yi }-min{yi ..,yi }tbo)~6.
0 L Ltl, mtl
11~
Then we can restate (9.5) as
mt2,L~121 ( xl-E1
with probability 1-E1. Be
z2:-(max{yi ,, ,yi }-b~-min{yi , ,,,yi })~~,
Lfl~ mtl 0 . L
Because of symmetry we then also have
m.2,L}1z2 ~ xl-E2
with probability 1-E2. Stated differently,
max{y. .. y }-min{y ..,y } ( e(S.xmt2,Lt1)
1Lf1'~ ' im}1 i~'~ iL 1-E2 (9.6)
with probability 1-E2.
Now we want to combine (9.5) and (9.6). To that end we need to know the
probability that both (9.5) and (9.6) are true. We can prove that this prob-
ability is at least 1-E1-E2 and at most 1-E1-E2.ElE2. These boundaries
follow from the following considerations.
If zi and z2 were independent, then (9.5) and (9.6) would hold simul-
taneously with probability (1-E1)(1-E2)-1-E1-E2}ElE2. If zl and -z2 were
identical, then (9.5) and (9.6) would hold simultaneously with probability
1-E1-E2. Actually, the truth lies midway, as we show in the following
intermezzo.
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Intermezzo. To gain insight into the relation between zl and z2, we look at
the relation between min{yi ,,,,yi } and max{yi ,,,,yi } on one hand,
0 L 0 L
and between min{yi ,...,yi } and max{yi ,...,yi } on the other
Lfl mfl L;1 mtl
hand. It is intuitively clear that min{y ., y} andi0, ,
iL
max{yi ,,,,,yi } are dependent: when min{yi ,,,,,yi } is large,
0 L 0 L
max{yi ,,,,yi } tends to be large too; we call them "positively
0 L
related" (for L-0 they are even identical). The exact relation between
min{xl,...,xn} and max{xl,...,xn}, for xl,...,xn independent, all with
cumulative distribution function F, can be derived as follows.
P(max~t~min-u) - P(xl~t~...nxn(tlxl)u~...n~)U~3i:xi-u) -
- P(x (tn...~x ~tlx )u~...Ax ~u) --1- -n-1- -1- -n-1-
- jjn-1 P(x (t~x ~u) - (F(t)-F(u))n-1~1-1 i- i- 1-F(u)
for t)u; the probability is 0 for t(u. This probability can also be
derived from the joint distribution of min and max, as given by David
(1981) and others.
The derivative of P(max(t~min-u) to u for constant t is negative, which
means that the maximum tends to be large when the minimum is large; and
that is what we called positively related. The same relation follows
from




which can be derived in the same way as P(maxCt~minau). Now we know
that min yi ,..,yi } and max{yi ,..,yi } are positively related, and
0 . L 0 . L
so are min{yi ..,yi } and max{yi ..,yi }. So zl and z2 are
Ltl~ m~l L.1~, mtl
positively related. Hence it is easy to see that the probability that
(9.5) and (9.6) hold simultaneously, liea between 1-e1-e2 and
1-el-E2tele2.
End Intermezzo.
With probability of at least 1-sl-sZ both (9.5) and (9.6) hold. But if (9.5)
and (9.6) hold, then we can solve o from (9.6), and substitute this ~ value
into (9.5) (or vica versa), yielding
min{yi ..,yi }-max{yi ,...,yi } )
Ltl. m41 0 L
) (max{yi ...yi }-min{yi ,....yi })N (9.7)
- L.1.. m~l 0 L
~(á-xmf2'Lfl)~(b;xm}2'L;1).1-E1 1-e2
rovided that b-z`2'Lf1~0 (which is (-lnp 1-E - guaranteed if é~2J
1 -
el); see
Dudewicz and Zaino, 1971).
If ~B~~ba, say p~-(bt0)o, the same derivation applies with b replaced by
ót~. So with probability of at least 1-el-eZ (9.7), with b replaced by bt~,
holds. Elementary mathematics shows that
mf2,L.1 m}2,L.1 m.2 Ltl mt2,Lt1(S.n-xl-E )I(btetxl-e ) ) ( b-xl-e~ )~ís}xl-e ).
1 2 - 1 2
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which means that (9.~) holds (with probability of at least 1-e1-E2) for all
g~~óa.
This means that we can use ( 9.7) as a test criterion, where we take
e1-e2 because we see no reason for any other choice. If we know that g.-0J
(j~~), and we want to verify whether p~~ács (where ó is known and o is
unknown), then we observe yi ,..,yi and verify (9.~). If (9.~) is true,
0 mfl
we accept HO:g~)á6, otherwise we reject H0.
Example 9.1. Suppose me have 24-16 input vartables, and r~e rutsh to find out
r~hether p2~56, ~uhere a is unknor.m and ~ue assume that R12~3j...s~16s0. We use
the realtzattons y0--0.19, y1--0.65, y2-0.77, y4r0.98, y8-0.84, and
y16-1.47. We demand a probabtlttg of .9 of lindtng p2 tf p2 is tndeed not
Zess than 56.
Here ~ue have 1-e1-e2-.9, so e1-e2-.OS; L-1 (t~o "Loruer observations"),
and m-4 (a total of 6 observattona). Bechho)'er (1954) gives x895L3.4154. We





rahích ts true. So me do not re,ject HO:p2~5~.
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We do not know yet, if (9.7) has any disciminating power, that is, is (9.~)
violated if g~Cé6? It is indeed possible that (9.7) is violated, as is shown
in example 9.2. We shall return to this issue in the sequel.
Example 9.2. Suppose me again have 24-16 ir~.at vartables, but nor~ tue mtsh to
find out mhether p3~5o,
A1-R2-P4-...-P16-0.
u~here o ts unknor.m and me assume that
We use the realizations y0--0.19, y2-0.77, y3-1.15,
y4s0.98, y8a0.84, and y16-1.47. We demand a probabiZity of .9 of ftnding ~3
if it is indeed not Zess than Sa.
Again rue have e1-e2-.05 and m-4, and Ls1, so again me use x89523.4154.




0.84-0.77 ~ (1.47f0.19) . 1.5846~8.4254,
mhich is not true; so rue re,fect HO:g3~5a.
9.1.2.2 All regression parametera non-negative
In the preceding subsection we assumed 5~-0 (j~~), when we considered some
~~. Things become more complicated if we assume p~~0. In that (general) case
it stíll makes sense to consider max{yi , . .,yi } as an estimator of
0 L
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P~t...tp~-1, and min{~i ,.,,,yi } as an estimator of ~~f...g~-lt~~; it
Lfl mtl
makes no sense, however, to consider min{~i ,,,,yi } as an estimator of
0 . L
P~t...tR~-1, nor to consider mex{yi ,,,yi } as en estimator of
L.1~, m~l
P~t...P~-ltp~; min{yi , ,, ,yi } is suited as an estimator of g;
0 L ~
max{yi .,,yi } is as an estimator of ppf...tpN.
Ltl,. mtl
Example 9.3. We reconsider the data o~ exampZe 9.2. To ,~tnd out ~uhether
p3~5Q, r~here o is unknorun, r~e use the same realizations y~~-0.19, y2-0.77,
y3-1.15, y4-0.98, y8s0.84, and y16-1.47. We demand a probabílity of .9 of
finding g3 if it is indeed not Zess than 56.
It does not make sense to use y~ to esttmate p~tpltp2; the only
reasonable estimate of gOtglt~B2 ~e have at our dtsposal is y2. On the other
hand, because y4~y3 and y8~y3, there ts no need to assume that any of
54,...,~8 ts positive; thus ft makes sense to uae y3, y4 and y8 as estimates
o,f ~~}~1~`~2}S3, . Finally, yi6 is not a reasonable estimate of H~fpl`~2}~3.
If we knew p~ (j-1,...N, j~~E), then yi0}~1}...'S.~-1' yil}~iltl`...'~,~-1'
""'' yi }Si tl}" '`~~-1' ~i would all be unbiased estimators ofL-1 L-1 L
Ot...;P~-1' and yiL}1. yiL}2-p~tl-...-PiL;2. . yim}1 S~}1 AN would...., - -...-
all be unbiased estimators of p~t....p~. By the same reasoning as given in
subsection 9.1.2.1, we would arrive at the following analogue of (9.~):
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min{yi ,yi -~,itl-...-~i ...,yi -~,C.i-...-~}









Next we check if, given the realizations y .. y , there exist non-
i0~. ~ im.l
negative values ~~ (j-1,...,N, j~e~ij, such that (9.8) with the random
variables replaced by the corresponding realizations holds.
ExampLe 9.4. For the data Ln exampZe 9.3 rue have to cheek if there are non-
negattve values ~B~ (,j-1,...,16, j~3) such that
min{y3,y4-~4,H8-A4-...-AB.il16-P4-...-P16Ï - max{bOfplfp2,y2} ~
(max{y3,y4-R4,~l8-A4-...-~8,7l16-P4-...-P16j - min{IlOfP1tR2,H2})
x (b-x695)~(bfx695),
r~here y0--0.19, y2-0.77, y3a1.15, y4-0.98, b8-0.84, y16-1.47, S-5 and
x695~3.4154. We take p1 and p2 together in P1~3, ~5,...,~8 together in 1~2~2,
and A9' "''S16 together tn p211. Then rue must check íf there are g1I3~0,






If a solution exists, then there is also a solutton mith S4r0, because an
increasing ~4 can only decrease the left hand side and can not influence the
rfght hand side. We take ~4-0. For the same reason ~e take ~2I2-0. Zf ine Zet
~2~1 increase from 0.0 to 0.63, the Zeft hand síde ís constant, the ríght
hand side decreases; but mhen ~2I1 exceeeds 0.63, the Zeft hand side
decreases, the right hand side ís constant. So, if a solution extsts, then
there is also a solutton mith ~2I1-0.63. Finally, in the same may, ~e take





~hich is not true. So me re~ect H0:~3~Sa.
We devised a method to generalize the procedure of example 9.4, and wrote a
computer simulation program to investigate the behaviour of the proposed
adaption of the Bechhofer method. Some results are given in table 9.1.
In section 9.2 we shall describe a generalization of the SSQ method for
unknown variance, which turns out to be superior to the method presented






Table 9.1. Performance of SB with unknown variancea.



















(1): Fraction of times the importent factor is found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
l
9.2 The SSQ method
9.2.1 Introduction
The SSQ method for detecting whether or not a particular factor is import-
ant, when the observations are NID(pi,a2) with a2 unknown, ia a generaliz-
ation of the corresponding method with a2 known. In the latter case, we used
the realizations Yi '"'Yi 'yi "~yi (with iL-,~-1 end iL41-~, when0 L L~1,. m}1
g~ is the parameter of interest) of the correaponding random variables, and
we computed estimates y. ,...,y ,y ,...,y that satisfy y C...Cy ;
10 iL iLtl imtl 1Ó iL
yi ~yi -ba; and yi C...~yi ; and minimize SSQ -~~}~(Yi -Yi )2. IfL Ltl Ltl - mfl j j
with probability of at least 1-E we wanted to detect the parameters pi)ba,
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we accepted as being important those input variables for which
SSQ~o2xm}1(1-2e); see section ~.4.
When c2 is unknown, and we have realizations y,..., y, y .. ,i0 iL iL{1,
yi then for any y)0 we can proceed analogously; that is, we compute es-mtl~
timates yi (o), ., , yi (~)~ yi (a)~ „. yi (6) that satisfy0 L L.1 m41
yi (~)~...~yi (~); yi (~)~yi (~)-b~; and yi (á)~...~yi (á); ana minim-0 L L - L{1 Ltl - mtl
ize SSQ(6) -~~}0(yi.-yi.(6))2. If SSQ(v)~62Xm}1(1-2E), then we reject the
J J
composite hypothesis [a-~ and ~~)b6]. If and only if for all ~)0 we reject
this composite hypothesis, then we reject the hypothesis ~~)b6.
Example 9.5. Suppose ~e have 24-18 input variabZes. We have realizattons
y0--0.19, y1--0.65, y2-0.77, y4~0.98, y8-0.84, and y16-1.47; and me ~ant to
ftnd out í1 52~56, mhere v is unknor~m. We demand a probabilfty of .95 of
findtng ~2 tf ~2 is indeed not Zesa than So. For any á~0 ~e can compute
SSQ(á), and compare thts value to 9.24v2 (~here P(~5~9.24)-.90).
For O~á~0.238 ~e have y0-y1--0.42, y2-0.77, y4-y8-0.9Z, y16-1.47, and
SSQ(6)-0.1156, mhtch should be smalter than 9.24á2; gtvtng 6~
(0.1156~9.24)1~2 - 0.1119. So for any ~ in the interval (0.1119,0.238) me do
not re~ect the hypothesis that S2 ís important relattve to ~.
So we do not re~ect the hypothesis ~2~Sa.
ExampZe 9.8. Suppose me agatn have 24L16 input variables. We have realtza-
ttons y0--0.19, y2-0.77, y3-1.15, y4s0.98, y8L0.84, and y16a1.47; and ~e
mant to find out tf ~3~Sa, ~here 6 is unknorrn. We demand a probability of
.95 of ftnding S3 if it is indeed not Zess than So. For any ~~0 ~e can agatn
compute SSQ(á), and compare this value to 9.2462 (where P(~~9.24)a.90).
For Ocác0.044 ~e have y0a-0.19, y2:0.77,
y3ay4-y8a0.99, y16-1.47, and
SSQ(á)-0.0482, which should be smaLler than 9.24~2, giving ~~
(0.0482~9.24)1,2 z 0.0722 ~ 0.044. So for any ~ in the interval (0,0.044) me
re~ect the hypotheses ~3~5~.
For 0.044các0.3 me have y0:-0.19, y2~0.935-3.75Q, y3-y4sy8-0.935t1.25~,
y16s1'47, and SSQ(á)-18.75Q2-1.65ót0.0845, ~hich should be smaller than
9.24á2, giving 1.65-J-0.4919 ~ 6 c 1.65tJ-0.491919.02 19.02 ~~hich has no real
solutton. So for any ~ in the interval [0.044,0.3) me reject the hypotheses
S3~5á.
For 0.3c~c0.38 me have y0-y2~0.71-3á, y3-y4-y8-0.71t2á, y1fi-1.47, and
SSQ{6)z30á2-8.4~}1.097, z~hich sheuld be Less thar. 9.24á2, mhich gives
8.4-J-20.5349 8.4tJ-20.5349
41.52 ` a` 41.52 .~hich has no real solution. So for any á
in the tnterval [0.3,0.38) ~e reject the hypotheses ~3~Sá.
For ~~0.38 ~e have y0-y2L0.8367-ZOá~3, y2ry4-y8ry16~0.8387t5á~3, and
SSQ(á)~33.3333á2-10.9333~t1.9147, which should be Zess than 9.24~2, gtving
10.9333-J-64.9891 10.9333~-64.9891 ~ ~hich has no real soZution. So48.1887 ` a ` 48.1887
for any á~0.38 ~e re~ect the hypotheses ~3~5~.
We do reject the hypotheses ~3~Sa, because for any v~0 ~e reject the
hypotheses ~3~Sá.
Straightforward application of a search procedure like the one demonstrated
in the examples 9.5 and 9.6, would require N.1 observations; see the dis-
cussion on this subject in chapter ~. The realizations yi ,..,yi come in a
0 m





~2 r~e use yi ~1l0, ~!t jyl' yt ay2' yt sy4' yi Ly80 1 2 3 4
and
namely at stage 0 rue get y0 ~ y16' and at the next stages me ob-
tain y8, y4, y2, and yl respectively. For g3 r~e use yi~-y0, y~1-y2, yiZry3,
yi3-y4, 1li4-y8, ~d yi5-y16; in the order (y0 and y16), yg, y4, 2l2, 2l3.
At each stage we may stop. But how can we see, when to stop?
9.2.2 Stage-wise approach
The search for important factora could run as followa (later on we shall
describe a faster variant). We observe
yi for
mtl
yll~(~) and y~l~(6), namely if yll~-y~l~Cba, then yl~~(a)-Y1~~,
Y~I~(o)-Y~I~. and SSQ(6)-0; if yll~-y~l~bcs, then yll~(o)-(Yll~'Y~I~tb6)~2.
Yo~o(á)-(Y1~o}YO~o-sá))2, and sse(~)-(b~-yllotyo~o)2)2.
There are two interpretations of SSQ(~) at this stage. First, it is the
sum of squares under the hypothesis pll~bó, keeping in mind that, if we
reject pl I o-áá,
y~l~ and yll~, which serve as yi and
0
variables. . For any v)0 we can compute
then we reject all hypotheses p~~b6 (,~-1,...,2m). Second,
for all .~-1 m,...,2 , SSQ(á) is the minimum sum of squares (over all values of
yi , j-1,...,m) under the hypothesis ~~~áá. Namely, the sum of squares under
J
~~)b6 is ~~t0(yi -yi )2~ where the sequence yi is non-decreasing, and- j j J
yi -yi ~b6. We only know yi and yi at this moment; minimizingLtl L 0 m;l
each of the 2m input
~j{0(Yi.-yi,)2 over all values of yi (j-1,...,m) gives us exactly the SSQJ J j
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as defined above: take
Yi -yi -y0~0 (~-1,...,L) and yi -yi Ly1~0~ ~ ~ ~
(j-L.1. . ,m).
We do not reject the hypothesis ~llo-b~, if SSQ(á)~~2xm}1(1-2e) (in the
sequel we abbreviate xmtl(1-2E) to x2). This means that we "accept" the
hypothesis ~ll~b~ for yll~-y~l~)bá (where SSQ(á)-0C~2X2), and for those
realizations y110 and y010 with y1~0-y0~~bv, for which
(bo-y1~0;Y0~0)2~2o2x2' As bá-y1~0.y0~~0, the latter demand is equivalent to
b~-y1~0}y0~0~~(2x2)1~2, or y1~0-y0~0)6(b-(2X2)1)2). So we accept all obser-
vations y110 and y010, for which Y1~0-y0~0)b~, and those for which
~(b-(2X2)1)2)~y1~0-yO~O~b~, that is, we accept all y110 and y010 for which
y110-y010)6(b-(2x2)1)2). (9.9)
So, given á)0, we do not reject Sll~bá if (9.9) holds. Now we switch the
argument. We may as well say, that given y110 and y010, we "accept" sll ~)0
for which (9.9) is true.
Exampte 9.8. Be y~--0.19, y16-1.47, and x2-9.24, as in examplea 9.5 and 9.6.
Then ~e accept all ~~0 ~or ~htch 1.47f0.19~6(5-~18.48), that ta, aZZ
áE(0,2.3675).
Mathematically, (9.9) means
~if b2)2X2, then we accept all ó)0 for which ~~ 1 0 0~ (9,10)
b-(2x2)1 2
if b2-2X2, then we accept all v)0, iff y1~0)y0~0 (9.11)
Y Y
if b2~2x2, then we accept all C)0 for which ~) 0 0- 1 0, t9,12)
(2X2)1,2-b
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We see that if b2)2x2, then yil~~lo impliea that no ~ satisfies our
demands. If, however, b2C2X2, then whatever realizations yil~ and y0lp we
have, we can always find values for á, for which SSQ(v)~62x2. But since
E(yi~0-y-0~o))ba, it would be strenge to accept realizations that are in the
wrong order. Therefore we demand
b2 ~ 2x2. (9.13)
Table 9.2. Minimum detectable effect for given probability
and number of factors N-2m.
P
P
m N .9 .95 .975 .995 .9975 .9995 .99975 .99995
0 1 1.8124 2.3262 2.7718 3.6428 3.9697 4.6535 4.9225 5.5021
1 2 2.5373 3.0349 3.4616 4.2919 4.6036 5.2565 5.5139 6.0697
2 4 3.0469 3.5359 3.9534 4.7634 5.0672 5.7037 5.9548 6.4973
3 8 3.4608 3.9445 4.3561 5.1530 5.4517 6.0773 6.3241 6.8575
4 16 3.8182 4.2980 4.7054 5.4930 5.7878 6.4055 6.6491 7.1756
5 32 4.1372 4.6140 5.0183 5.7986 6.0906 6.7019 6.9430 7.464i
6 64 4.4279 4.9024 5.3042 6.0787 6.3683 6.9745 7.2136 7.7301
7 128 4.6968 5.1694 5.5691 6.3388 6.6265 7.2283 7.4657 7.9784
8 256 4.9482 5.4192 5.8170 6.5827 6.8687 7.4669 7.7027 8.2122
9 512 5.1850 5.6546 6.0510 6.8131 7.0976 7.6926 7.9271 8.433? i
10 1024 5.4095 5.8779 6.2730 7.0321 7.3153 7.9075 8.1408 8.6449
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In table 9.2 we list some minimum values of b, given m(remember that we as-
sume N-2m input variables), and the minimum probability P of finding en
important factor. From table 9.2 it is clear that (9.13) is hardly a real
constraint. We shall return to demand (9.13) in the sequel.
If y1~0~y0~0, we immedíately conclude that there are no important input
factors; if y1~0)y0~0, then there may be one or more important input fac-
tors, and we
We use
continue with the next obaervation, yl~l.
observation yili to investigate plll as well as p211. First we
consider A1~1.
For any á within
YOIO. Yili, rnd y1~0
we can compute SSQ(6),
the range given by (9.10) or (9.11) we have estimates
(which all depend on cr), for which Y0~0}bo~yl~l~y1~0'
and compare it to 62x2.
First of all, note that if y1~1~y0~0, then we reject the hypothesis
gili~bó,
sume
exactly as we reject gilo-bó if y1~0~y0~0. So in the sequel we as-
y0~0~y1~1 (and
yolotsá~yi~l~yilo.
y0~0~y1~0)' We distinguish four cases for the condition
Case (a): y0104ó6~y1~1~y1~0. This occurs, when y0~0}b6~y1~1~y110. Then
Y0~0-Y0~0. Y1~1-Y1~1. Y1~0-Y1~0. and SSQ(o)-0. So if y0~0~y1~1~y1~0, then we
accept all ~ for which O(~~(Y1~1-y0~0),b'
Case (b): y0~0}ó6~y1~1-y1~0. This occurs, when yi~i)y1~0 and
yol~tbtf~(yilityilo)~2 . Then yo~o-YO~o. Y1I1-Y1I0-(Yili'Y1I0)~2, and
SSQ(o)-(Y1~1-y1~0)2~2. From SSQ(á)Cá2x2 we obtain ~)(Y1~1-Y1~0)~(2x2)1~2. So
if yl~i)yl~o and Yo~o~(Y1~1}Y1~o)~2. then we accept all 6 for which
(Y Y )I(2x2)1~2~á~(Y }Y )~2-y ,lll- 1~0 1~1 1~0 0~0~ this may be an empty set?
Case (c): y0~0;bá-yl~iCy1~0. This occurs, when y1~1Cy0~0'b6 and
Y1~0)(y0~0}yl~l'Sá)~2. Because of the correspondence between this case and
y0~04Sá-y1l0 when dealing with two observations. we have (yl~l-y0~0),b C~ C
(Y1~1-Y0~0))(b-(2x2)1)2) (see 9.9). Because of Y1~0~(Y0~0}Yi~l`bá)~2, we
also have ~~(2Y1~0-y0~0-yl~l))b. So if YO~O~Y1~1~y1~0~ then we accept all á
for which (Ylll-y010))b C 6 C min{(Ylll-YOIO))(S-(2x2)1,2).
(2Y1I0-YOIO-Ylll))S}.
Case ( d): y0l0fb~-Y1I1-Y110. This occurs, when yl~o-(y0~04yilltáó))2
and yOlOtbá)(y1lOtyll1))2. Then yOlOtbcs-Y1I1-Y110-(YOIOfy1I1fy1lOtb~))3. and
SSQ(6) can be written
62 with vl(~2
as 3(bá-(y1lOtyll1)~2.y010)2,2(y110-ylll)2. If ál and
are the real roots of the quadratic equation SSQ(~)-62x2 (if
any), then we have ~1C~(~2, under the constraint 6 )
max{(2Y1~0-Y0~0-Y1~1),S. (ÍY1I0}Y1~1)I2-Y0~0)Iá}.
We see that the problem of finding a c! for which y0~0{b6~y1~i(y110 is
not straightforward, although, it is simple for given values of Y0~0' yl~l
and y1~0.
ExampZe 9.9. Agatn, be m-4, b-5, and X2-9.24. Note that b2~2x2. Example 9.8
showed that, after observing y010--0.19 and y110-1.47, rue "accept" all ~ for
~hich 0 ~ a~ (y1~0-y0~0)~(b-(2X2)1~2) -(1.47t0.19)~(5-4.2988) - 2.3675. So
~ue continue and observe y1I1s0.84.
For esE(0,0.206) me have y0~0-y0~0, y1~1sy1~1, y1~0-y1~0, artd SSQ(~)~0.
So me accept all áE(0,0.206).
For vE[0.206,0.458) me have y0I0z0.325-5á~2,





So rue accept aZZ
For ~E[0.458,2.3675) t~e have y010-0.7067-106~3, y1~1-y1~0'0.7067t56~3,
and SSQ(6)-3(b6-(y1~0}y1~1),2ty0~0)2}2(y110-y111)2-3(56-1.174)2f20.632,
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whtch shouLd be compared to áZx2. The roots of SSQ(~)-62x2 are 0.1703 and
0.8836. So we accept aZl cE[0.458,0.8836).
Summartatng, after observtng onZy y010--0.19 and y110-1.47, we accept
0~6~2.3675; after observing y1I1~0.84 too, we accept onZy 0~~~0.8836.
In general, suppose that we do not reject the hypothesis ~ilj~ba, because we
accept the values ~ in some interval (say) ÍjCR}-(0,~). If j-m, this means
that we do not reject the hypothesis Si)bv.
If j(m, then y2i-l~jtl is observed, and this observation is used to in-
vestigate both ~2i-1~j41 ~d S2i~jt1~ A naive way of investigation (which we
present because the more efficiPnt way that we actually use is based on it)
proceeds as follows.
For S2i-l~jtl as well as for ~2i~jt1 we can construct intervals ItCR{
(t-1,...,j}3) such that R{ - tui It, where for 6EIt SSQ(6)-Pt(~) with Pt
some second degree polynomial (t-1,...,jt3). We can solve the jt3 in-
equalities Pt(á)~~2x2, resulting in jf3 intervals (~i,~2) (t-1,...,j;3). The
values of ~ satisfying SSQ(6)~á2x2 are then given by
tt3
Íj}1 - U1 Itn(ái,~2).
Details of this approach are given in Appendix 5. This method explores all
~E(O,m). It is more efficient to explore for both ~2i-l~jfl and S2i~jt1,
only ~EÍj; in general this will reduce the number of quadratic equations to
be solved.
It is even more efficient, to compute, at all stages (j) of the search,
only the lower limit (say) áj of Íj. At the beginning of the procedure, if
y~l~yll~, we immediately stop; if yCI~~y1I0, then á~-0, and we do not need
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to bother about the size of the upper limit of Í0; we know i t exists, and so
we know that there exists e ó~0 with SSQ('v)Cá2x2. In the next atages, we
start with á~ from the previous stage and if we compute only the lower
limit, we have to solve fewer quadratic equations than would be needed when
computing both upper and lower limits.
9.2.3 ~perimental results
To get insight into the actual behaviour of the SSQ method, we repeated the
experiments of chapters ~ and 8. We give only part of the results, which
suffices to give a good idea of the performance of the method.
Table 9.3. Performance of SB with g-..-g 0.i ' 256-














(1): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.





Table 9.4. Performance of SB with gi-ba.
















(1): Average number of times ~i ia found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
Table 9.5. Performance of SB with g86-bo.
















(1): Fraction of times p86 is found.
(~'): AvernKo numbr~r of incorrectly found parameters.





Table 9.6. Performance of SB with P241-b~.
















(1): Fraction of times P24i i s found.
(2): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3): Average number of observations.
Table 9.7. Performance of SB with R1-~86-~241-b~'






















(1): Fraction of times pi is found.
(2): Fraction of times g86 is found.
(3): Fraction oF times ~24i ia found.
(4): Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(5): Average number of observations.
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Tables 9.3 through 9.7 correspond with tables 7.1 through 7.15: we inves-
tigate the SSQ method for unknown variances for 256 input variables with
varying numbers of important factors, namely none, one (factor 1, 86, or
241), and three (factors 1, 86 and 241), for some (b,e) combinations.
Contrary to chapter 7, we do not consider é~6 combined with es.005 or with
e-.0005, because these combinationa violate the condition b2~2X2 (see (9.13)
and table 9.2). From tables 9.3 through 9.7 we conclude that
- the important variables are found more often than prescribed;
- in general more than 99X of the unimportant variables is recognized as
such;
- compared te tha R9Ch~lofer Wet!:od fo. !~.own rarisr.c..~ (the bast technique
for known variances), the average increase in the number of observations is
2.8 in case of no important factors, 5.2 for one important factor, and 13.1
for three important factors.
In our opinion these results are very satisfactory.
Figures 9.1 and 9.2 correspond with figures 8.1 and 8.2, where we studied
the effects of negative parameters. We have 100 input variables with regres-
sion parameters ranging from -3.85 to 9.57; see section 8.1. Figures 9.1 and
9.2 give the fraction of times that the various input variables are found in
1000 simulations. The number of times that a particular input variables is
found by the SSQ method for unknown variance ia always at least equal to the
number of times that the SSQ method for known variances finds this input
variable: if the variable is found with 6 known, then it is also found for
c1-v .
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Fig~re 9.1. Sensitivity to negative
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regression ccefficients
Bechhofer - - - SSO --- unknown var.
obs: 13.1 obs: 13.5 obs: 25.1
Figixe 9.2. Sensitivity to negative
regress~on ccefficients: delta-8 p-.90
~.oo -
o.oo




SSQ --- ur~Fcnown var.
obs: 15.0 obs: 26.4
t0
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We see that on the one hand the SSQ method for unknown variance sometimes
"finds" very small (and even negative) regression paremeters, which can hap-
pen if the estímated variance is amall. On the other hand large regression
parameters are found in fewer cases than prescribed, which can happpen when
an inversion in the monotony of the observations, caused by a negative
regression parameter, is treated as if it is due to error. In the latter
case the variance tends to be overestimated, and large regression parameters
tend to be underestimated.
Next we examine sensitivity to nonnormality. Table 9.8 corresponds with part
of tables 8.2, 8.7, and 8.12. When applied t~ the uniform distributior. ("U")
the proposed method finds the important factor too many times, but the num-
ber of unimportant factors found and the number of observations are quite
low. The results for the distributions "EP" and "ED", compared to the SSQ
method for errors with known variance, are good. The results for the dis-
tribution are relatively poor. So the SSQ method for unknown variance
is quite robust to deviations from normality; however, skew distributions
demand caution.
Finally we examine how many times are variables found if g~ba. Figure 9.3
corresponds to parts of figures 7.1 and 8.11. In figure 9.3.a we have b-100
and we let S1 vary from 366 to 1640 (that is, (b.64)o); we take E-0.05, that
is, a regression parameter of 100ct should be found with probability 0.95.
First of all, note that the SSQ method for known variances never finds pl in
ell 1,000 replications, even not if p1-164v (actually the meximum fraction
is o.961); we have already discussed this phenomenon in section 7.6 (figure
7.1), figure 9.3.s confirms this phenomenon unmistakably.
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(3)
Table 9.8. Performance of SB with 256 input variables;
S1-ba, all other regreasion parametera zero.
Method used: SSQ for unknown variancea.
b-10
N U EP EM ED
b-8
N U EP EM ED
.968 .991 .942 .914 .936
.040 .055 .062 .241 .067
12.9 13.2 12.8 13.8 13.0
.979 .995 .946 .922 .949
.090 .139 .127 .423 .i52
13.7 14.0 13.5 14.9 13.9
(3)
.999 i.ooo .985 .976 .991
.077 .126 .115 .397 .134
13.6 13.9 13.5 14.9 13.9
i.000 1.000 .994 .992 .997
.155 .211 .175 .571 .230
14.4 14.6 14.0 15.7 14.5
.999 1.000 .987 . 982 .996
.090 .329 .244 .777 .344
15.2 15.4 14.6 16.6 15.2
i.00o i.ooo .996 .998 .997
.514 .587 .411 1.135 .609
15.2 17.0 15.7 18.1 16.8
Average result of 1,000 simulations.
(1) Fraction of times ~1 is found.
(2) Average number of incorrectly found parameters.




EM: Minus exponential distribution.
ED: Laplace distribution.
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Figure 9.3. Varying beta minus delta~sigma
for unknown variance
Figure 9.3.a. yary~ng Beta(1) for Figire 9.3b. Varying Beta(1) for
Normal D~stribut~on (N) Un~form DistribuLOn (U)
betall)Isigna - delta
Figure 9.3.c. Varying Beta(1) for
minus Expcnential Distribution (EM)
beta( 1)IS~grna - delta
Bechhofer - - - - - - SSQ
beta(1)Isigma - delta
Figixe 9.3.d Varying delta for







In figures 9.3.a,b,c the curves representing the number of times a varying
S1 is found by the SSQ method for unknown varíance, are notably flat. This
means that our method tends to find many moderately important input
variables. It does not find many really unimportant input variables,
however; this is shown in table 9.8 and in figure 9.3.d, which resembles
figure ~.l.d, but with the following adaptions. Because for the SSQ method
for unknown variance with p-.95 and x-256 we have to take b~5.4192 (see
table 9.2), we let b run from 5 to 13. For b-5.42 the SSQ method for unknown
variance finds an average number of .188 of the zero input variables in
1,000 simulations. This is a fraction of .188~256 -.~3 per thousand; there-
fore we let the fraction found run from 0 to 0.001.
9.3 Conclusions
The Bechhofer as well as the SSQ method can be generalized to unknown
variances. The generalization of the SSQ method performs better than the
generalization of the Bechhofer method. Without the need for a pilot study
for estimating the variance, the SSQ method finds the important variables at




10 NO RANDOM ERRORS
10.1 Introduction
Among the models with interactions among input variables we concentrate on
models with first order interactions only, and with all possible interac-
tions respectively. All other models with interactions take an intermediate
pcsitioa, snd csr. be regarded as specisl csses cf Wodels :tith all pcssible
interactions. Investigation of models with first order interactions only on
the one hand, and with all possible interactions on the other hand, will
show that for both model types we can devise a generalization of the SB pro-
cedure, but these generalizations differ. The generalization for models with
all possible interactions can find all input factors that are important in a
very restricted sense; since this generalization does not seem of much prac-
tical relevance, we treat it in appendix 6.
In section 10.2 we shall discuss the first order interaction model in
relation with the concepts of monotonicity and importance. In section 10.3
we consider some consequences of the choices made in section 10.2. Given
these consequences, it is a small step to the SB procedure for models with
first order interactions (without random errors); we take this step in sec-
tion 10.4.
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10.2 The first order interaction model
In part III we confine ourselves to models with main effects and first order
interactions:
Y(x1,....xt,I) - SO t F~-1~~x~ } ~~-1~~'-~tls~~.x~x~. , (10.1)
where x~E{0,1} (~-1,...,N) and 5~~,-5~,~ is defined for all R~~'
(~,~'-1,...,N). In this chapter we assume that y is observed without error;
until further notice we take N-2m for some mEn.
Model (10.1) is equivalent to
Y(z1.....zN) - XO t ~~-1Y~z~ t ~~-1~~'-~tly~~.z~z~. (10.2)
where z~E{-1,1} (~-1,...,N) and r~~,-~~,~ is defined for all .i~~',
(~,~'-1,...,N). When input variable ~ is at its low (high) level, we take
x~-0 and z~--1 (x~-z~-1). Actually, y is a function of the original inputs
v1,...,vN; the notation y(x1,...,xN) or y(z1,...,zN) should read as
Y(xl(~1).....~(~N)) or Y(zl(~1)....,zN(~N)); see chapter 1.
The parametrization according to (10.2) has some advantages, as we
shall see presently. The relation between (10.1) and (10.2) is
straightforward:
z~ - 2x~-1 (~-1,....N) ( 1o.3.a)
Y~~, - ~~~.~4 (~.~'-1.....N, ~~~') (10.3.b)
~~ - ~~~2 } ~~'~~~~~,14 ( ~-1....,N) (10.3.c)
á0 - SO ; F~-1~~12 } ~~-1~~'-~.ls~~'j4 (1o.3.d)
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or, equivalently,
x~ - (z~tl)~2 ( ~C-1,...,N) (10.3.e)
p~~, - 4à~~~. (~,~'-1,....N, .i~~') (10.3.f)
p~ - 2y~ - 2~~' ~,~Y~E,t' Í ~-1. . . . , N ) (10 . 3 . B )
AO - D~0 - F,~-1Y,~ ' ~,C-1~,~' - ,~t 1~,~~' . ( l0 . 3 . h )
In previous chapters we wanted to find the "important" independent variables
for the model without interactions, and we imposed constraints on our model.
The analogue of the constraint "p~~0" for the first order model, is the
followine.
Assumption. If we change any input variable from its low level to its
high level, while keeping all other input variables fixed, then the
response will not decrease.
In symbols, this assumption reads:
Y(xl,...x~-1.O,x~~1,..,xN) ~ Y(x1,...xR-1'1'x,~tl' " 'xN) (10.4.a)
for any ,~-1,...,N and all values of x~, (.~'~~),
or, equivalently,
Y(zt,...z,~-1~-1.z~.1~..,zN) C Y(zl,...z,~-1.1,z~~1....zN)
for any ~-1,...,N and all values of z~, (~'~.~).
(10.4.b)
This assumption means that we know the direction of the influence of input
variable ~, exactly as we did for the first order model.
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We call an input variable important in a narrow sense, iff there is a~
combination of the other input variables for which the change of the ínput
variable under consideration from its low level to its high level changes
the output by an amount of more than some given b)0. In symbols, factor ~
(1(~CN) is important in a narrow sense, iff
Y(x1,...x~-1'1.x~.1....xN) ~ Y(x1,...x~-1'0'x~ii" " xN) ` b (10.5.s)
for some set of values of x~, (~'~~),
or, equivalently,
Y(z1....z~-1'1'z~tl " ''zN) ~ Y(z1,...z~-1'-1,z~t1,...zN) } b (10.5.b)
for some set of values of z~, (~'~~).
Importance in a broad sense will be defined in the next section, after a
discussion of some characteristics of model (10.1).
10.3 Monotonicity and importance in first order interaction models
We want to formulate the monotonicity demand (10.4) and the importance
definition (10.5) in terms of either the parameters ~~ and gR~, or the
parameters ~~ and y~~,; the latter will turn out to be easier to manipulate.
In (10.4) as well as (10.5) we consider
Y(zl,. 'z~-1'1'z~.l" ''zN) - YÍz1,...zR-1'-l,z~~1.. .zN).
which because of (10.2) equals
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2~r~ . 2~~, ~~~r~, z~, .
So for any ~L, (10.4.b) implies
2~r~ ~ 2~,~' ~,~~.~.C' z~, ) 0 (10. 6)
for all z~,E{-1,1} (~'~.~). According to (10.5.b), variable .C is important in
a narrow sense, iff
2~r~ t 2~~';f~~,~~' z~, ) á
(10.7)
for some set of values of z~, ( .L'~,~). In (10.6) we may take z~,--sign(y~~,),
t.hnt. i~; , i I' y~~, )0 then r~, -- 1 , and 1 f~r~~, ~0 then z~, -1 (.~' ~,~) . Hence
2~r~ - 2~~, ~~ ~ ë~, ~? 0.
or
~~,~~~y~~,~ ~ y~ (~-1,....N), (10.8)
which means that the interaction terms are small, relative to the main
effects. This may be considered a drawback of our assumptions. We shall
return to this issue in the sequel.
Because z~, may assume the values -1 and 1, we may replace z~, by -z~,
(,~'-1,...,N, .i'd~) in (10.6) and achieve
2~r~ - 2~~' ~,~~,L,L' z~, ) 0 .
(10. 9)
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Combination of (10.6) and (10.9) gives
y~ ) 0 (~-1,...,N). (10.10)
which is also implicated by (10.8). Note that (10.10) is much simpler than
the counterpart that follows from (10.3.c): 2~~t~~,~~s~~,)0.
Suppose that factor ~ is important in a narrow sense. Then (10.7) is
true for some set of values z~,; (10.9) is always true. The combination of
(10.7) and (10.9) gives
4y~ ) b for important factors. (10.11)
Instead of looking for important factors, as defined in (10.5), we may look
for factors that satisfy (10.11). We call these factors important in a broad
sense, and can interpret them as follows. In (10.2) we take zR equal to 1
and to -1 respectively, and for both values of z~ we compute the mean over
all 2N-1 combinations of the other input variables. For z~-1 this mean is
~04y~; for z~--1 this mean is ~0-y~; their difference is 2~~. So an input
variable is important in a broad sense, iff the mean increase in y due to
changing the input factor from its low level to its high level, exceeds b~2.
We emphasize that (10.5) implies (10.11), but (10.11) does not imply
(10.5). So there are more important factors in a broad sense than there are
important factors in a narrow sense (as the terms "broad" and "narrow"
suggest). This is illustrated in the next example.
Example 10.1. Suppose y-4z1t3z2fz3-z2z3. It fs easfly verified that thfs
model fs monotonous fn aZZ varfables for all values of the other variables.
If ine take 4~5~8, then varfables 1 and 2 are important fn a narrom sense,
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since y(Z,zZ,z3)-y(-I,z2,z3)t8 for all values of z2 and z3; and
y(z1,1,-1)-y(z1,-1,-1).8 for all valuea of s1. But then vartables 1 and 2
are also important in a broad sense (since (10.11) is an impltcation of
(10.5)). Vartable 3 fa unimportant ín both senses.
If ~e change the model to y-3a1t3a2fa3-a2s3 and keep 4~b~8, then onty
vartabZe 2 is important in a narrom sense, but both variabZes 1 and 2 are
tmportant tn a broad sense.
Both definitions of importance make sense. Which one is preferred, is mainly
a matter of taste. We see three reasons for preferring the narrow sense over
rhe brparj ecnse dpfin1t10P: firQt, there is the symmetry between the
monotonicity demand ( 10.4) and the importance demand ( 10.5); second, as ap-
pendix 6 shows, ( 10.5) makes more sense in general higher order models; and
third, we think that for many practitioners (10.5) is clear, whereas (10.11)
may be not.
Nevertheless, the procedure we shall describe in section 10.4, is
designed to find important input variables in the broad sense. Our main
reason is, that limitation ( 10.8) may be removed: instead of applying
(10.4), we assume only (10.10). Furthermore, in this way we shall arrive at
a relatively simple screening procedure. Finally, it can be argued that in-
put variables that satisfy (10.11) but not ( 10.5), are not totally
unimportant: if ~r~)b~4, then the mean effect ( over all combinations of the
other input variables) of changing z~ from -1 to tl exceeds b)2, so there ís
certainly some set of values of z~, (.L'~~) that satisfies
Y(zl,...z,~-1.1.z~t1....zN) ) Y(zl,...z,~-1~-1,z~t1,..,zN) t ó~2.
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Summarizing, from now on we assume ~r~)0, and we look for factors with
~~~b~4; unless stated otherwise, "importance" will mean "importance in a
broad sense". The factors found in this way are a superset of the factors
that satisfy ( 10.5) and a subset of the factors that satisfy (10.5) with b
replaced by ó~2.
In the preceding chapters we saw that the SB screening for models without
interactions is based on the monotonicity of the sequence YO' yl' y2' "'
yN-1' YN~ where yk denotes the outcome when the first k input variables are
at their high levels (k-0,1,...,N). We now derive a similar characteristic
for models with first order interactions.
For any combination z1,...,zN (all with values -1 or tl), it follows
directly from (10.2) that
YÍz1,....zN) - Y(-zl,....-zN) - 2~~-1X~z~ . (10.12)
Since all yR~O (see 10.10), a non-decreasing sequence is easily constructed
as follows. Let yk be the observation with the first k input variables at
their high levels, and the others at their low levels. Besides, let y-k be
the "mirror" observation of yk, that is the observation with the first k in-
put variables at their low levels and the others at their high levels
(k-0,1,...,N) (Box and Wilson, 1951, P. 35. introduced an analogous design).
Note that y-O-yN and Y-N-yO (~~none off" is "all on", and vice versa). With
zl- "'zk-1 and zk}1- "'-zN--1, (10.12) reduces to
Yk - y-k - 2F~-1ó~ - 2~~-k~lë~ ( k-0.1,....N). (10.13)
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where ~~:1-~~-N}1-0 by definition. Because ~r~)0, this implies that the se-
quence
YO-y-O' yl-y-1' y2-y-2' ""' yN-1-Y-(N-1)' yN-y-N i
s non-decreasing:
the difference between y~-y-~ and y~-1-y-(~-1) is 4y~, which is non-
negative, and corresponds to the criterion for importance (10.11). We
emphasize that even if (contrary to the basic idea of screening) all input
variables are important, we never need more than 2N observations to find
this out, even though our response model contains 1tNtN(N-1)~2 parameters.
10.4 The SB procedure
Now we are ready to describe our screening procedure for models with first
order interactions. In section 10.4.1 we shall give a global description of
the procedure. After introducing some special notations in section 10.4.2,
we shall describe the screening formally in section 10.4.3. The efficiency
will be discussed in section 10.4.4.
10.4.1 Global description
Because of the correspondence between the sequences y0' yl' y2' "' yN-1'
yN for models without interactions, and YO-Y-O' Y1-Y-1' y2-y-2' "'
YN-1-y-(N-1)' yN-Y-N for models with
first order interactions, the screening
procedures for these models are completely analogous. So we start with ob-
servations YOÍ-Y-N) and YN(-Y-0). If 2yN-2y0 (- (YN-y-N)-(y0-Y-0)
4~r1f4~r2t...t4~rN) C b, then none of the effects is important. Otherwise, we





If 4~1t4Y2....t4yN~2 ( á, then the first half does not contain important
factors, otherwise we go on with yN,4 and Y-N~4; if 4~rN~2t1.4~N~2f2....,4YN
~ ó, then the second half does not contain important factors, otherwise we
go on with Y3Nj4 and y-3N~4' ~d so on.
Example 10.2. Be N~8 (m-3) and 5-0. Suppose that y2~0, ~r3~0, and X1-y4rY5-
g~saY~-~8-0; the interaction terms are irrelevant. From observattons
y0(-i!-8) and y8(-y-0) r~e knoru that 4~8 ~r ~(y y- )-(y y- )- 2y -2y ~ta1 i 8- 8 0- 0 8 0
0, so at Zeast one factor ts tmportant. Next come y4 and y-4, ~htch give us
4Lt-1~t L(y4-y-4) -(y0-y-0) ~ 0(at Zeast one important factor among the
irst 8,~ four factors); and 4~t-5~t s(y8-y-8~ -(y4-4-4) - 0, so
~5-~6-y7-y8-0: no ímportant factors among the number 5 through 8.
Zn the same r,iay y2 and y-Z give that ~actors 1 and~or 2 are important,
as mell as factors 3 and~or 4. Then yl and y-1 jtve us y2, and y3 and y-3
give us y3. We need a totaZ of 10 observations to ,~ind the important factors
and the sizes of thetr main effects.
If we have found that some group of parameters sums up to an amount greater
than b~4, then we split this group into two parts through the use of two new




We divide the input variables at stage j(j-0,1,...,m) into 2~ groups of
size 2m-~ each, as we did for the model without interactions. The sum of the
main effect parameters in the kth group (k-0,1,...,2~) is called ~klj, the
parameter of group k at stage j:
kM2m-~X :- ~ ~ (j-0,....m; k-0,....2~). (10.14)
kI~ R-Ík-1)w2m-j~l ~
The sum of the first i group parameters at stage j (i-0,1,...,2j) is called
.
~ilj~
~ilj -- ~k-1 ~klj ( j-0,....2m; i-0.....2~). (10.15)




(j-0,.. .2m; i-0... .2j). (10.16)
The observation with all input variables in the first i out of 2j groups at
their high levels, and the other input variables at their low levels, is
still called yilj; and its mirror observation (i.e., where all input vari-
ables in the first i out of 2~ groups are at their low levels, and the other
input variables are at their high levels) is demoted by y-ilj. Hence for
models with first order interactions we get
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yi~j
Because of (10.14) and (10.15) the second term on the right equals
~~~1JY~ - ~k-1~k~2J j é~ - ~k-lëklj - ~ilj~.~-(k-1)~2 41
and because of (10.14) and (10.16), the third term is
N f~~-1~2j}12r~ - Y-ilj.
So we can write yilj as follows:
4 t i~`2~ 1 i~`2~
yi~J - yir2m-j - D'0 ~ ~ilj - y-ilj ~ ~~-1 - ~~'-~}1~~~~ ~
- YiN2m-j - à~0 t~~~lJÓ~ - F~-iM2j}ló~ '~,~i~1J-1~~~2.itlDr.t,i,
t
N-1 N CiM2j ('N
4 ~~-iN2ji1~~'-~41~~~'
- L~-1 L~'-i~2j}lÍf~~~ .
~ J
} ~,~-íM2jt1~~~-~.1~,~.~~
- ~~-1 ~~ -1~2j}lll~~,. (10.17)
In the same way we derive
y-i~j - Y-iN2m-j
} t i"2~ 1 ix2~- YO - ~rilj t y-ilj t~~-1 -~~,-~~ló~, '
s j
} ~~-iM2jtl~,t'-~Etl~,~,t~ - ~~-~ ~~ -i„2jf1~,~,~'. (10.18)
Combining (10.17) and (10.18) we find that
yi~J - y-ilj - yi~Zm-j - y-iw2m-j - 2~i~j - 2~}i~j. (10.19)
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Then we also have
y(i-1)IJ - y-(i-1)IJ - 2~i-lIj - 2~i(i-1)IJ
and thus
(yil~ - y-iIj) - (Y(i-1)IJ - y-(i-1)I~) -
- 2yjIJ - 2~;iI.~ - 2~i-l~j ' 2~}(i-1)I.t -
- 2~k-1~kl~
- 2~k~iylykl~ - 2~k-1XkI~ { 2~k~iYkl~ -
- 4~iIJ ~
(10.20)
So any ~ril~ can be computed as a combination of the four observations yil~,
y-iIj' yi-lIj' ~d y-(i-1)I~. For j~0 and isl these four observations are
yN' y-N' y0' ~d y-0, where y-N y0 ~d y-O-yN' so in this case we are ac-
tually dealing with only two observations.
10.4.3 Formal description of the screening procedure
Screening starts with YOIO(-yO-y-N) ~d yll0(-yN-y-O)' which are the obser-
vations with all input variables at their low and high levels respectively .
Equation (10.20) implies r1lo-(yllo-y-llo-yolo}y-oIo)~4, where y-ll0-y0I0
~d y-OlO-yll0' so ~1I0-(yll0-y0I0)~2' If yllo-S~4 (see 10.11), then none of
the input variables is important, and the procedure stops. If yll0~á~4, then
we observe both Ylli(-yN~2) ~d y-lIl(-y-N~2)~ that is, we take the observa-
tion with the first half of the input variables at their high levels and the
second half at their low levels, and its mirror observation. Then we use the
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fact that Y0~0-Y0~1-Y-2~1 (all "off") and Y1~0-Y2~1-Y-0~1 (all "on"), and in
(10.20) we substitute j-1, i-1, and j-1, i-2, respectively:
yl~l-y-1~1-y0~1}y-0~1 - 4~1~1
and
Y2~1-y-2~1-yl~l`y-1~1 - 4Y2~1 '
(10.21)
(10.22)
and both are compared with b (because of 10.11). If necessary (that is, if
~1~1 and~or ~r211 exceed b~4), we observe the observations at the next stage:
Y1I2yxj4 and y-1~2-Y-x~4 and~or Y3I2-y3N~4 and y-3I2-y-3N~4. 'rhis is
repeated until we reach the individual factors.
Formally, we can describe the SB procedure for models with first order in-
teractions as follows.
Observe y010 and y1~0;
compute á'1~0-(y1~0-Y0~0),2'
examine Y1~0;
where "examine yilj" (i-1, . ,2j; j-0, . ,m) means
if yilj~b~4, then the input variables (i-1)M2m-~tl through i~2m-~
are not important (see 10.14);
if ~rilj~b~4 and j-m, then input factor i is important;
if ~rilj)b~4 and j~m, then
observe Y2i-l~jfl ~d y-(2i-1)~jtl'
compute á2i-l~jti ~d ~2i~jt1'
examine ,y2i-iljtl and examine ó2i~jf1'
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For the computation of X2i-i~jti and ë2i~jt1 we use (10.20):
~2i-l~j;l - (Y2i-l~jtl - y-(2i-1)Ijtl - Y2i-2~jt1 } Y-(2i-2)Ijtl)~4;
ó'2i~jt1 - (Y2i~jt1 - y-2i~jt1 - Y2i-l~jtl ~ Y-(2i-1)Ijfl)l4.
where we need the observations Y2i-l~jtl' Y-(2i-1)~jtl' Y2i-2~jt1'
Y-(2i-2)~jil' Y2i~jt1' ~d y-2i~jt1. Of these observations, y2i-i~j.i and
and
Y-(2i-1)~j41 are known: the procedure specifies that they are observed right
before the computation of á2i-i~j,l and ë2i~jt1. The remaining observations,
3~2i-2~jt1' y-(2i-2)~jtl` Y`Lijjtl` ~`~ v-2ijjtl' can be rewritten as yi-i~j'
Y-(i-1)Ij' Yilj' and y-ilj, respectively. Now we prove that
when examining yilj we know the observations
yi-llj' Y-(i-1)~j~ Yi~j'
and Y-i~j'
Proof. We prove (10.23) by induction.
When examining ó~1~0
true for i-1, j-0.
we know y0~0-y-1I0 and y1~0-y-0~0,
(i0.23)
so (10.23) is
Suppose (10.23) is true for some i and j: we are examining yilj and
know Yi-l~j' y-(i-1)~j' Yi~j' ~d y-ilj, which can be written as Y2i-2~j;1'
y-(2i-2)~j'1' Y2i~jt1' and Y-2i~jt1. As the procedure requires, we observe
y2i-l~jtl ~d y-(2i-1)~jtl' So when examining à'2i-l~jti we know Y2i-2~jt1'
y-(2i-2)~j.l' y2i-l~jrl ~d Y-(21-1)~jtl' ~d when examining à~2i~j.1 we know
y2i-l~jtl' y-(2i-1)~jtl' y2i~j41 ~d y-2i~ji1' ~is means that (10.23) is
true for 2i-1 and j}1 on the one hand; and for 2i and jtl on the other hand.
So (10.23) is true for any i and j, which implies that the SB procedure
is consistent. Q.E.D.
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The procedure does find sll important input variables, because if some
~~~b~4, then at all stages j(j-0,1,...,m-1) there is some yilj that con-
tains y~ and, consequently, is also larger than b~4. The procedure then
proceeds to stage jtl, where the same argument applies, until we reach stage
m, where we find ~~ itself.
For the models with and without first order interactions we have proce-
dures that differ only in the use of the mirror observations.
10.4.4 Number of observations
The maximum number of observations for the model with first order interac-
tions and b-0 can be directly derived from the maximum number of
observations in the model without interactiona, as follows.
If k, the number of non-zero first order coefficients, is zero, then we
need only two observations: y0 and yN.
If k)0, let .iEn be such that 2~-lCk~2~. From ( 4.1) it immediately fol-
lows that the maximum number of observations is
2~t1 t 2k(m-~),






In chapter ~, when dealing with the first order model with noise
N
y - HO 4 ~-1~kxk ' e .
we used (a subset of) the observationa
yi 'yi ' "'yi '~i "'yi0 1 L Ltl~ mtl
(11.2)
with 0-i0(...(iL-~E-1, ~-iL.1~" " ~imtl-N, to investigate ~~ (.~-1,...,N-2m;
il,...,im, and L depend on ~). We called factor ~ important if g~)ó0o, where
we assumed a given b0)0 and a common variance ct2.
Now we investigate ~r~ in the first order interaction model with noise
N N-1 N
y - ~0 } ~k-l~kzk } ~k-1~k'-ktl~kk`zkzk, ~ e .
We use ( a subset of) the combinations of observations
(11.3)
yi -y-i 'yi -y-i ~ ...yi -y-i 'yi -Y-i " 'yi -~-i (11.4)0 0 1 1 L L Ltl Ltl, mfl mtl
with 0-i0~...~iL-,~-1, ~-iLt1C...~im.1-N (~E-1,...,N-2m; il,...,im, and L
depend on .L). Now we call factor ~i important if 4y~~blo ( importance in a
broad sense), where we assume bl)0 given and c2 the known common variance of
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the observations. We might also have searched for important factors in the
narrow sense, that is, factor ~ is important, iff there is any combination
of the other factors for which the chenge of factor ~ from its low level to
íts high level increases the expectation of the output by an amount of at
least álo. A similar discussion on the notion of importance as given in sec-
tion 10.3 applies here.
The sequences (11.2) and (11.4) both have non-decreasing expectations
with a jump at factor ~ iff this factor is important. In (11.2) this jump is
~~, which is at least á06; in (11.4) this jump is 4~~, which is at least
blo.
In (11.2) we have mt2 independent random variables, each with variance
62; in (11.4), however, we have only mtl independent variables (since
yi -y-i --(yi -Y-i )~ we use 2mt2 observations for each individual0 0 mtl m.l
factor), each with variance 2v2. The methods presented in chapter ~ were
designed for mt2 independent random variables, divided into two groups,
namely one group with Ltl variables, and one group with mtl-L variables. It
is easy to achieve a similar situation in the first order interaction model
by observing y~ and yN twice, so that we get, say, y~l), y~2), yNi), and
yN2); in (11.4) we take yi0-y01)' y-iO-yNl)' yim}1-yN2)' ~d y-im;i-y02).
Then (11.4) represents m.2 independent random variables, exactly as (11.2)
does.
Next we look at the implications of the fact that the variances of the
observations in (11.2) are o2, whereas the variances of the combinations in
(11.4) are 2a2. If we multiply ell observations in (11.2) by J2, we obtain
the sequence of random variables
~. J2,y J2,...,y. J2,y. J2,....r. J2 . (11.5)
10 il 1L 1Li1 lmfl
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which ell have variance 2a2; in expectation the difference between yi J2
Lil
and yi J2 is p~J2, which exceeds b06J2 iff factor ~L is importent. In (11.4)
L
we also have mt2 random variables with common variance 2Q2; in expectation
the difference between yi -y-i and yi -y-i is 4~r~, which exceeds blct
Ltl Ltl L L
iff factor ~E is important.
So if we take b1-á0J2 (or b~-b1~J2) then the procedures for finding the
important factors in the two models are equivalent. This means that we can
use tables ~.1 through 7.15 to illustrate the behaviour of the procedure for
the model with first order interactions; all we have to do is replace b by
bJ2 and p by 4~~J2, and double the number of observations.
Example Z1.1. Table 7.9 sho~s, among others, that if pl~áa6, and me demand
that important factors be found ~uith probabiltty 0.995 (that is, e-0.005),
then, averaged over 1,000 simulattons, the Bechhojer or di,~ference method
ftnda pl 0.993 times; 0.150 other ,~actors are found, and the number oj ob-
servattons is 12.1. This means that if ~ue nom take b1-6J2 (r~hich ts about
8.5) and ~1-24~J2 (r~hich ts about 2.12), then ~ue achieve the same results,
apart from the number of observatíons; the Zatter becomes 24.2.
When using this adaption, both yQ and yN must observed twice. This is not
very appealing, since one of our basic assumptions was that in practice an
observation is expensive. Unfortunately, to observe y~ and yN only once and
to treat y0-yN and yN-y~ as if they were independent, would be wrong, as can
be indicated as follows. If in (11.4) y-y- and y -y- were inde-i~ i~ imal im41
pendent, then the Bechhofer method would work perfectly. But it we observe
yU and yN only once, then yi -y-i (-yO-yN) ~d yi -y-i (-yN-yp) have a0 0 mtl m;l
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correlation of -1. This implies that min{y, -y ,,,,, ,y, -y }1Lt1 -iL}1' lm}1 -im}1
tends to be small when max{yi -y-i ' yi -Y-i '"" ' yi -y-i ) is large,0 0 1 1 L L
and vice versa. The hypotheses H~:~~-bo is rejected when
min{yi -y-i ..,Yi
-y-i ) - max{yi -y-i .Yi -y-i ~ ...Yi -y-i ) isL.1 L.1. m.l mtl 0 0 1 1 L L
smaller than some given value. Because of the given dependency, this will
happen more often than under independence; so important factors will not be
found often enough. A similar arguments holds for the SSQ method.
However, there is a way to avoid double observations of y~ and yN, and
yet to use the Bechhofer and the SSQ methods correctly. In practice there
will always be at least one important factor; so we always proceed to stage
one, where we observe yN~2 and y-N~2. For each factor we may use only m.l of
the mt2 random variables of (11.4): for 1C~CN~2 we drop yi -y-i , and
- - mtl m~l
for N~2C~CN we drop yi -y-i , This meena that for 1C~CN~2 we use yQ and yN
- 0 0 - -
only in the lower limit (and not in the upper limit); that is, we use the
mtl independent random variables
yi -r-i 'yi -y-i ' " 'yi -y-i 'yi -y-i " 'yi -y-i0 0 1 1 L L L;1 Lfl ~ m m
(11.6)
where i~-0 and im-N~2. Analogously, for N~2C,~CN we use y~ and yN only in the
upper limit and not in the lower limit; we use the m.l independent random
variables
yi -r-i 'yi -y-i ~ ...yi -y-i 'yi -y-i " 'yi -y-i (11.7)1 1 2 2 L L Ltl Lfl~ mtl mtl
where i1-N~2 and im41-N.
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In the latter approach there is a close correspondence between models
with 2m input variables with first order interactions on the one hand, and
models with 2m-1 input variables with main effects only on the other hand:





as follows. For the detection of important
main effects only and 2m-1 input variables, any
variable requires mtl independent random variables with




where variable .~ is important iff g~, which is the difference of the expec-
tations of yi and yi , exceeds bCoC. For the detection of important
Ltl L
variables in models with first order interactions and 2m input variables,
any variable requires m.l independent random variables with common variance
2oi, see ( 11.6) and (il.~), where variable ~ is important iff 4~~, which is
the difference of the expectations of yi -yi and yi -yi ~ exceedsLtl Ltl L L
blcl-(S1,J2)'(61J2). So if we have cC-~1J2, bC-b1~J2, and ~~-4y~, then we
have complete equivalence.
Consider a Monte Carlo study for models with first order interactions
with a given set of parameters ~rl,...,r m(the magnitudes of the first order
2
interaction parameters do not matter, because these parameters are
eliminated by taking "mirror observations"), a given oi and a given S1. This
study is equivalent to two Monte Carlo studies for models with main effects
only, namely one with g~-4~r~ (~-1,...,2m-1), and one with p~-4y m-12 ;.~
(,~-1,...,2m-1). Both main effects studies must use 6~-2mi and áC-b1~J2. A
factor ~ declared important in the first (second) main effect simulation
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corresponds with a factor ~(2m-l.,i) declared important in the interaction
simulation; an observation yi needed in the first (second) main effect
simulation corresponds with two observations Yi and Y-i (y2m-l;i and
y-(Zm-1}i)) in the interaction simulation. Note, however, that both main ef-
fect simulations always use observations y0 ~d Y m-1' y0 ~d y m-1 in the2 2
first main effect simulation correspond with y0 and y m, and with y m-1 and
2 2
y-2m-1 in the interaction simulation; y~ and y2m-1 in the second main effect
simulation correspond with Y2m-1 and y-2m-1' snd with y2m and y0 in the in-
teraction simulation. This means that the total number of observations in
the interaction simulation is twice the sum of the total number of observa-
tions in the two main effect simulations minus four.
Example 11.2. In chapter 7 ~ue performed a rtumber of Monte Carlo stmulations.
For 256 ínput vartables, v2-1, ~1-6' S2-" '5~256-0, b-6, and e-.005, the
Bechhofer method found (averaged over 1000 stmulations) p1 .993 times, and
.150 other variables after 12.1 observations (see table 7.9). For 256 input
variables, 02-1, p1-...-~256-0, Sz6, and E-.005, the Bechhofer method jound
(averaged over 1000 simulattons) .032 vartables after 3.1 observations (see
tabZe 7.6).
Hence, the results of a Monte Carlo study ~tth first order tnterac-
tions, 512 input variables, a2-.5, ~1-1.5, ~r2-...-~512-0, b-6J2, and E-.005,
using the Bechhofer method and averaging over 1000 simulations, r~tZZ be that
~r1 is jound .993 times, .182(S.ISOt.032) other varíables are found, and
28.4(-2~(12.1f3.1)-4) observations are needed; see table 11.2.
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No new Monte Carlo studies are performed for the first order interaction
model; instead we used tables 7.6 through 7.15 to construct tables 11.1
through 11.10.
Tables 11.1 through 11.10 show that both the Bechhofer and the SSQ
method find the important variables with the prescribed probability; the SSQ
method needs a few more observations than the Bechhofer method does; and
both methods declare unimportant variables (incorrectly) important in
roughly the same number of cases. The Bechhofer method is alightly
preferred. We saw the same slight preference for the main effects model; be-
cause of the relation between the main effects model and the first order
ir.terscticr. madel, we must find it here again.
Table 11.1. Performance of SB with ~11-.....-,y512-0.













(1) Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(2) Average number of observations.
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Table 11.2. Performance of SB with ~ri-b6~4.



















(1) Fraction of times ~ri is found.
(2) Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3) Average number of observations.
Table 11.3. Performance of SB with ~r86-ba~4.
















(1) Fraction of times ~r86 is found.
(2) Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3) Average number of observations.
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Table 11.4. Performance of SB with é241-ba~4.



















(1) Fraction of times ó241 is found.
(2) Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3) Average number of observations.
Table 11.5. Performance of SB with ~rl-y86-~241~bo~4.






















(1) Fraction of times Yi is found.
(2) Fraction of times ~r86 is found.
(3) Fraction of times ó24i is found.
(4) Average number of incorrectly found parameters.




Table 11.6. Performance of SB with ~r1-.....-~512-0.
Method used: Sum of Squares.
b-10J2











(1) Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(2) Average number of observations.
Table 11.7. Performance of SB with ~r1-ba~4.
















(1) Fraction of times yl is found.
(2) Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3) Average number of observations.
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Table 11.8. Performance of SB with ~r86-ba~4.



















(1) Fraction of times ~r86 is found.
(2) Average number of Incorrc~ctly found parametera.
(j) Average number of observations.
Table 11.9. Performance of SB with 2~241-áo~4.
















(1) Fraction of times ó241 is found.
(2) Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(3) Average number of observations.
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Table 11.10. Performance of SB with r1-r86-~241"b6~4'






















(1) Fraction of times ~r1 is found.
(2) Fraction of times ~r86 is found.
(3) Fraction of times ó241 is found.
(4) Average number of incorrectly found parameters.
(5) Average number of observations.
PART IV
SE~iJENTIAL BIF~RCATION IN PRACTICE
AN APPLICATION
12 A GREENHOUSE MODEL
12.1 Introduction
At the Dutch National Institute of Public Health and Environmental
E'rotection or RIVM (Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Miliehygiene) a
greenhouse simulation model is developed, called IMAGE: the Integrated Model
fnr the AagaSSment nf thB GreePhQUSe EffeCt; See ROtmanS (1000). ThiS mCdel
aims at giving quantitative insight into the greenhouse phenomenon. It con-
sists of separate, sutonomously functioning modules, which are concatenated
and integrated with each other.
An essential part of IMAGE is the carbon cycle module. This module
describes the global circulation of C02, Carbondioxide, in the atmosphere,
oceans, and terrestrial biosphere; and simulates the future concentration of
C02 in the atmosphere. This deterministic simulation module includes more
than 500 variables. For many inputs it was clear in advance, what direction
a possible effect would have; for about half of the inputs this was not
clear. For some 20 variables we performed a pilot investigation (one factor
at a time). We applied Sequential Bifurcation to 281 input variables (i.e.
the input variables with a priori known directions of effects, and the input
variables for which pilot runs were performed). A model with first order in-
teractions was supposed to be a good approximation. For each input variable
the system experts gave a more or less realistic range. Based on prior ex-
pert knowledge about the input variables, we sorted the input variables in
increasing order of expected influence.
Setting all input variables at their low and high levels yielded a
predicted C02 concentration in the year 2100 (abbreviated to PC02 in the
sequel) of 195.54 and 4316.02 ppm (part per million), respectively. Both
figures were considered to be unacceptable by the system experts (we shall
return to this issue in section 12.4.1). After some trials it was decided to
reduce all input ranges to 1~10 of their original sizes. The results for
PC02 were 98~.508 for all input variablea at their new low levels, and
1495.66 for all input variables at their new high levels.
12.2 Finding the important variables
We started a sequentisl bifurcation screening, assuming a model with first
order interactions only. This implies that observations come in pairs, see
part III; the first pair is (y0,y281), the next pair is (y256,y-256) , and
so on. We continued the analysis until all input variables not yet declared
important, had an upper limit of their first order regression parameter of
2.5. We needed ~~ pairs of observations to reach this point, and up till
then we had found 35 input variables with first order regression parameters
larger than 2.5 (remember that the sum of all 281 first order regression
parameters is (y281-y0)~2 - 254.0~6).
Unfortunately, 20 of these 35 factors are burdened with extra
complications: linear dependencies. The most important variable is factor
60, which denotes partitioning of net primary production (NPP) between
leaves in grassland. This variable is related to variables 6~, ~4 and 81,
denoting partitioning of NPP between branches, stems, and roots in
grassland, respectively. Variables 60, 6~, ~4, and 81 should sum to one. The
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SB analysis does not account for linear dependence among inputs. We proceed
as follows.
The SB analysis gives y60-18.845, y67-4.69, y74-4.0325, and r81-8.6225.
The ranges of these variables are (after taking 1~10 of the original
intervals) [0.58,0.62], [0.0,0.01], [0.0,0.01], and [0.39,0.41]. Consider
the standardized model y- y0 ` y6oz60 } y67 z67 } y74z74 } y81z81 with
ziE[-1,1] (i-60,67,74,81) and the original model y- a0 } a60v60 } a67 v67 4
a74v74 } a81v81 with v60E[0.58,0.62], v67E[0.0,0.01], v74E[0.0,0.01], and
v81E[0.39.0.41], and v60tv67}v74fv81-1. Then a60-~60~0.02, a67-~67,0.005.
a74-~75~0.005, and a81-~81~0.01. We can compute y-a0 (note that a0 is
unknaw~} for any value of v60' "67' v74 snd v81 in thP given range, account-
ing for the linear constraint. The minimum and maximum values of y-a0 are
reached for (v60,v67,v74,v81) - (0.58,0.0,0.01,0.41) and (0.61,0.0,0.0,0.39)
respectively, corresponding to (z60'zb7'z74'z81) z(-1,-1,1,1) and
(0.5,-1,-1,-1) respectively. The difference between these extreme values is
2.9575. For e single variable the difference in outcome between its extreme
values is 2y. So (setting aside interactione) we may eay that the combína-
tion of the four given variables corresponds to a single variable with
~-1.47875, which is smaller than our limit value of 2.5. We declare these
four variables to be unimportant.
In this reasoning we did not account for interactions, although we
started with a model that did include first order interactions. However, the
results of our analysis permit us to neglect the interaction terms, as we
shall see in section 12.4.3.
A similar linear dependency holds for variables 57, 64, 71, and 78; for
58. 65. 72, and 79; for 59, 66, 73, and 80; for 61, 68, 75, and 82; for 62,
69, 76, and 83; and for 63, 70, 77, and 84.
Table 12.1. The important variables of the RIVM model
number, name effect range meaning
250 CHREF(31) 12.~4~5 0.0 0.6 shift from temperate forest
to agricultural land
246 CHREF(24) 8.3~25 0.9 1.4 shift from temperate forest
to grassland
19 TC2A 7.35 19.0 21.0 residence time in the
(thick) cold mixed layer
237 CHREF(10) ~.0925 0.0 0.3 shift from temperate forest
to open tropical forest
243 CHREF(20) 6.8 0.5 0.0 shift from human area
to temperate forest
242 CHREF(19) 5.6 0.4 0.0 shift from agricultural
land to temperate forest
241 CHREF(18) 5.26 0.5 0.0 shift from grassland
to temperate forest
240 CHREF(16) 5.2075 0.3 0.0 shift from open tropical
forest to temperate forest
281 STIM 4.8305 0.41 0.38 biotic stimulation factor
13 PRECIP 4.46 0.81 0.79 rate of precipitation
of carbon in the oceans
86 CHAREF(2) 3-5525 0.11 0.095 fraction of charcoal formed
upon burning of branches
239 CHREF(15) 3.4175 0.2 0.0 shift from closed tropical
forest to temperate forest
22 IAREA(1) 3.4125 1382.23 1482.23 initial area of ecosystem 1
(tropical closed forest)
20 MFLOW 3.04~5 2.2~ 2.3~ circulating massflow
(Gordon flow)
244 CHREF(21) 2.8625 0.2 0.0 shift from semi-desert
to temperate forest
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All these variables declared important by the SB analysis, except 62, 69,
~0, ~5, ~6, ~~, 83, and 84 (where the first order regression coefficients of
variables 62 and ~~ are computed during the analysis). We used three more
pairs of observations to compute
~69, y70' Y~5' y76' y83' ~d y84. Next we
computed upper and lower bounds for the six linear combinations and found
out, that all these linear combinations could be considered as unimportant.
In this way we removed 20 of the 35 variables, originally found to be
important.
The remaining 15 variables are given in table 12.1, together with their
first-order regression parameters (standardized on [-1,1]), their "low" end
"higti" values (note that in Order to have pesitive effecrs only; the "low"
value exceeds the "high" value for some variablea), and their meanings. It
took us 160 observations to find these variables: ~~ pairs for SB and 3
pairs to eliminate the variables with linear dependencies.
12.3 Verification
Table 12.1 shows that shifts from and to temperate forest turn out to be the
key variables in the C02 model. In earlier small experiments with the model
these shift variables had not received much attention. These experiments
concentrated on the following which were assumed to be important: STIM,
PRECIP, MFLOW and DIFF (DIFF represents "effective diffusivity in the
oceans" and ranges from 3971.~ to 4190] (see Van Ham, Rotmans, and Kleijnen,
1990; and Kleijnen, Rotmans, and Van Ham, 1990). The first three variables
are found also by SB, see table 12.1; the last variable ia not found in the
SB analysis.
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Table 12.2. Verification results
Factor Simulation
(i) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) output
t f 4 t t f t t 1271.87
, ~ t - 4 - - - 1243.74
t f - f - f - - 1237.61
t f - - - - ; t 1230.32
~ - t t - - . - 1234.59
t - f ' - } - . 1229 . 06
t - - } t - - t 1226.51
t - - - ~ t t - 1225.50
- - - - - - - - ii77.63
- - - } - ~ } f i2o4.59
- - t - t - . . 1210.63
- - t } 4 f - - 1217.82
- t - - ; t - . 1214.25
- t - } . - f - 1219.70
- ; t - - ~ 4 - 1222.23
- t t t - - - . 1223.20
Table 12.3. Estimated effects.
(1) CHREF(31) 13.07 (0) mean 1224.33
(2) CHREF(24) 8.54 (12) -0.05
(3) TC2A 7.31 (13) 0.10
(4) STIM 5.16 (14) 0.09
(5) PRECIP 4.42 (15) 0.08
(6) CHAREF(2) 3.54 (16) 0.07
(7) MFLOW 3.10 (17) 0.07
(8) DIFF 1.98 (18) 0.06
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To verify our results, we simulated 16 more combinations of 8 factors,
reproduced in table 12.2, where ~(-) denotea the high (low) value of the
factor. For this experiment the system experts chose ~ of the 15 most im-
portant variables (see table 12.3), plus the variable DIFF. From the
simulation outputs we computed the grand mean, the eight main effects, and
seven interactions (indicated as interactions with variable 1 in table 12.3,
but the interactions are aliased; see Kleijnen, 198~). Table 12.3 shows,
that the estimated main effects are quite close to the SB estimates (see
table 12.1), that the main effect of DIFF is indeed smaller than 2.5, and
that the (aliased) interaction effects are small indeed, as we assumed in
sectic.. 12.2.
So the verification results confirm the SB results (the latter changed
the insights of the system experts and gave rise to further investigation of
the greenhouse model). However, these results do not mean, that the output
of the C02 model is a first order function of the inputs, as is demonstrated
as follows. We put all input variables at their midvalues. According to
table 12.3, the predicted response is 1224.33; the actuel response, however,
is 1202.95. The difference 21.38 is large in comparison to the main effects.
So the first order model is appropriate for finding the important input
variables, but not for prediction. As stated in the chapter 1, Sequential
Bifurcation is meant for finding the important variables, not for model
explanation. Applied to the C02 module, SB does give insight into the im-
portant explanatory variables, even when the first order model does not
coincide with the simulation model.
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12.4 Discussion
1. The system experts used the simulation program many times before we ap-
plied SB to it, but they never varied more than about 20 variables
simultaneously. The outputs in these earlier runs ranged between 400 and
23~ PPm. our first results were 195 ppm ("all low") and 4316 ppm ("all
high"); see section 12.1. Not only were these results judged to be
(physically) unrealistic, it was also doubted by the developer of the
simulation model whether the simulation model would still hold in these ex-
treme cases.
Putting 20 variablea at the values ~1 reaults in a euclidian distance
of J20--4.5 from the origin, whereas doing this with 281 variables results in
a distance of J281-16.8. In the field of experimental design, Box and Draper
(198~) discuss the relation between the so-called region of interest, the
region of operability, and the choice of an experimental design.
2. It is not necessary to decide, whether we should use a deterministic or a
random model to approximate the deterministic simulation model. The reason
is that the simulation observations are almost perfectly monotone. The only
deviations from monotonicity are:
y14 -y16 - 0.54,
y-16-y-14 - 0.64
y-28-y-24 - 1.30
y52 -y56 ' 1.06
y-56-y-5~ - 1.28.
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These deviations are very small, compared with the effects found; e.g. the
effect sizes of factors 250 and 244, CHREF(31) and CHREF(21), respectively,
are computed from
y25o -y249 - 30.16
y-249-y-250 ' 20.83
yz44 -y243 - 6.30
y-243-y-244 - 5.15.
Whether we assume that the deviations are caused by wrong coding of some
variables (determinístic model) or by error ( random model), is irrelevant:
the conclusions of our investigation, namely which variables are important,
ào not depend on ~kte chuice uf the mode2.
3. We started with a(meta-)model with first order interactions for the RIVM
simulation model. The outcomes of the simulations with all variables at
their high levels and at their low levels respectively were unacceptable to
the system experts. So we reduced all input variables ranges to 1~10 of the
original ranges. This means a reduction of the standardized main effects by
1~10, but a reduction of the standardized interaction effects by 1~100.
We would have obtained very much the seme reaults as given in table
12.1, had we assumed a regression model with main effects only (thereby
halving the number of observations). This is demonstrated in figure 12.1.
Figure 12.1.a shows the values of yi-y-i for those i-0,1,...,281 for
which an observation is generated; for intermediate values we applied linear
interpolation. We see a small deviation from monotonicity near i-56; a large
increment of the function denotes an important effect. The effects larger
than 10 are given in figure 12.1.b. Here the "effect" of a variable i is
(yi-y-i)-(yi-1-y-(i-1))' which equals 4~rí; see the discussion following
(10.13). So the effects exceeding 10 correspond to first order regression
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terms exceeding 2.5. The apparently important variables between 57 and 84
are the "partitioning" variables, which we discussed in section 12.2.
We sorted the input variables in increasing order of expected
influence. We see, however, that the truly important variables appear near
20 and near 240. So we did not use SB efficiently; see section 5.2. On the
other hand we arrived at unexpected important variables, which gave new in-
sights into the system's behaviour.
Figures 12.1.c and 12.1.d represent the analogue results, had we ap-
plied a model with main effects only. The correspondence with the former
results indicates that we might as well have used the simpler model. The
only differences in the results between the two ways of analysis are the
variables 22 (IAREA(1)) and 68 (a partitioning variable), which are found
when applying the model with interactions and not found when applying the
model with main effects only. Variable 68 is removed from the solution be-
cause of the linear dependence between the "partitioning" variables. So
missing IAREA(1) would be the price of the applying a model for which SB is
much more efficient.
During the application of SB to the C02 model it became more and more
clear that the interaction terms were negligible. However, in order to be
able to compare the results of the analysis for both models, we decided to
continue with the interaction model. Moreover, if the first results of an
analysis indicate tiny interaction coefficients, then there still may appear
larger interaction coefficients during the further analysis. There is no
general rule to weigh efficiency against extra information.
Figure 12.1. The Greenhouse Model
Figue 12.1.a. Model with mteraction Fi~re 12.1b. tubdel with mteraction
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12.5 Conclusions
The outcomes of the SB analysis did not coincide with the expectations of
the system experts. Especially the ahifts from and to temperate forest had
received too little attention in their prior studies of the system. The
results of our analysis gave rise to further investigation, which takes
place now.
The choice of the low and high levels of the input variables must
receive much attention before starting an SB screening. Not only may the
system not be able to cope with extreme input values, but reduction of the
input ranges diminishes the influence of interaction terms. A main effects







f~ function V~-~R (~-1,...,N)
FE 6~-1(PE)
m g~allaat inrcgar cuC}~ that 2m)N
N number of input variablea
p probability
P (1-e)1~(m'1)E
P(.) probability of event
v~ value of ,ith input variable on original scale ( .~-1,...,N)
V~ .~th input variable (.~-1,...,N)
wp with probability
twp with probability of at least
x~ scaled input variable with values 0 and 1(,~-1,...,N)
y outcome of experiment
y~ observation for x1-...-x~-1, x~}1-...-xN-O (R-O,...,N)
y-~ observation for x1-...-x~-0, x~~1-...-xN-1 (~-0,...,N)
yilj observation y w m-j at level j(j-0,..,m, i-1,3,..,2~-1; or j-0,i-1)
i 2
z~ scaled input variable with values -1 and 1(,~-1,...,N)
g~ first order regression parameter (,i-0,1,...,N)
~~ ~~-0~i (~-0....,N)
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Isil~ accumulated parameter of Qroup i at level j( j-o,...,m; 1-0,...,2~)
Ri~~ ~o } ~,~-1 ~~~~ (J-o,.. .m; i-o,.. .2~)
a~~, first order interaction regression parameter (.~,~E'-1,...,N; .i.~~')
r~ first order re~ression parameter (~-0,1,...,N)
r~ ~i-OYi (~-0....,N)
Yil~ accuiulated parameter of group i nt level j(j-o,...,m; i-o,...,2~)
ril~ ~.it:l r,t~~ (~-o,...,m; i-o,...,2~)
~
r}i~~ F~-it1 r,~~~ (~-o,....m; i-o,...,2~)
r~~, first order interaction regression parameter (~,,i'-1,...,N; .it~')
L importance measure
e prescribed probability of not findinQ an important variable
a standard deviation
f~ density function of the standard noraal distribution
f stendard normnl cumulntive diatribution function
x2 xatl(1-2E)
APPENDIX 2
THE PATH TO INDIVIDUAL EFFECTS
In general we view SB as a"top-down" problem: we start with a great many
input variables, and reduce these to the individual important input
variables. In this appendix, we follow a"bottom-up" approach: we focus on
an individual input variable, and investigate how, during the various stages
Gf .~iB, irifGrmfitivri 'vn thi5 inpiit jiárifibiC Cvmeá at our disposal. :his ap-
proach is most useful for models with random errors.
The most important result of this appendix will be: if we apply SB to
N-2m independent variables and variable ~ is important (1~,~(N), then we use
mt2 observations (say) y,y ,... y to find variable ~. If we order the
i0 il ~ imtl
indices such that i~(il(...Cim;l, then i~-0 and imt1-N; il,...,im are deter-
mined by ,i. Furthermore, {i~,il,...,im}1} includes both ~-1 and .i. If input
variable ~ is unimportant, SB uses a subset of {yi ,yi ,..,yi } to find0 1 mtl
this out. Whether or not factor .~ is important, our decision to declare it
important (to declare p~ large) depends on (a subset of) yi ' yi '"'0 1
yi 'm~l
If N is not a power of two, then the number of observations needed to
arrive at some p~ (as well as their indices) depends on .~.
The remainder of this appendix is rather technical. The reader who is
not interested in the derivations of the above statements, may confine her-
or himself to the examples at the beginning of each subsection of this
appendix.
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A2.1 The number of input variables is a power of two
Example A2.1. Suppoae we are dealtng mfth 16-24 factora. Each time ree spltt
a group of parameters that p1 is part of, into tmo subgroups, p1 is in the
Zeft subgroup. Each time we split a group of parameters that ~816 Ls part of,
into tr.ao subgroupa, p16 is in the rtght aubgroup. Regresaton parameter P12
is part of (respectively) p , p , g , g aná g ; so at ftrst it1~0 2~1 3~2 6~3 12~4
is in the right subgroup, next in the Zeft, then in the right, and finally
in the right subgroup. We rorite the parameter ra~mber minus one in binary
form, using m-4 dtgtts. For g1 this binary form is 0000; for g16 tt form is
1111; and for p12 it is 1011 (because of 11-8t2t1). Nor~ me see that the path
tomards a parttcular regresston parameter corresponds to the gtven binary
form: a zero corresponds to a Zeft subgroup, and a one corresponds to a
rtght subgroup.
Nor~ we Zook at the sequence that arises from taking the first one, tr,io,
three, and four dtgtts respectively of the given btnary forms. For ~12 this
sequence is 1, 10, 101, 1011; in dectmal notatton 1, 2, 5, I1. Add one to
each of these numbers, and rue find the group numbers of the groups that ~12
belongs to at the stages one through four: 2, 3, 6, and 12. The observattons
at these stages, as far as they concern p12, are y1~1, y3~2, y5~3, ~
y11~4, respecttvely. The ftrst indices are equaZ to group numbers, or one
less; equality hoZds, tff the group number ts odd.
We want to determine the groups to which a particular individual parameter
g~ (iC,t(N) belongs, at the various stages of the SB procedure. Because of
definition 3.1, factor number ~ belongs at stage j(j-0,1,...,m) to the
group i~, for which
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(ij-1)M2m-j ( ~ C ij~2m-j.
Elementary mathematics showes that this is equivalent to
~-1i - 1 ; f ,~ l2m-~ (A2.1)
where [.] denotes the entier function. So ij-1 is found simply by deleting
the last m-j digits in the binary representation of ~-1 (analogously to what
happens if we divide a number in decimal form by a power of 10). Because of
1~.C(2m we have 0~~-1C2m, and we can write .i-1 in binary form using m digits:
there are unique numbers .~kE{0,1}, k-1,..,m, such that
~E - 1 t ~m ~E 2m-k .k-1 k (A2.2)
We find ij by deleting the last m-j digits in this binary representation:
ij - 1 ; ~~ ~ 2j-k
k-1 k (A2.3)
At each stage j(j-1,...,m) we need one observation to arrive at p~. Call
this observation yiol,. Now p~ is part of pi,-llj-1 with
J
i. - 1 , ~j-1 ~ 2j-1-k~~-1 k-1 k
see (A2.3). The
(A2.4)
accumulated parameter ~i j-1 is split into ~2i 1 j~dj-ll j-1- I
~2i j by means of observation y2i 1 j-y o'~
~-lI j-1- I ijlj
we have i~-2ij-1-1,
and by substituting (A2.4) we obtain
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i; - 2(1}~k-i ~k2j-1-k)-1 - 1 ~ ~-i .~k2j-k - ij - ,Lj. (A2.5)
For those jE{1,2,...,m} for which ,~j-0, (A2.5) yields that i~-1j, ij is odd
0(as ij is), and x~ is "on" in observation y o (remember that in y o the
ijlj ijlj
first i~ groups of size 2m-j are on, and that factor .i belongs to the i~h
group). For those jE{1,2,...,m} for which ~j-1, it holds that i~-ij-1, ij is
even, and x~ is "off" in observation y o . This means that by writing ~-1
ijlj
in binary form (see eq. A2.1), we can immediately see in how many of the
(mt2) observations needed to arrive at p~, x~ is "off" and x~ is "on": we
simply count the numbers of 0's and 1's in this binary form (of m digits).
The number of times x~ is "off", is equel to lt~k-l~k' the number of times
it is "on", is equal to 1;~-1(1-~Ck)-m.1-~-1~k'
Concerning factor number ~, SB boils down to successively considering
the accumulated parameters pijlj (j~0,1,...,m; ij given by eq. A2.3), but
only as long as they exceed b. For this process, we use the observations
y0~0' y1~0 ~d y oI , where for j-1,....m i~ is given by (A2.5). Hereij j
YCIC-YC. Y1IC-YN~ ~d Yio j-Yio~2m-j (j-1,...,m), where (A2.5) implies that
JI J
io,~2m-j - 2m-jt~j-1~ 2m-k
j k-1 k Íj-O.l,...,m). (A2.6)
For j-m ( A2.6) reduces to im - 1.~-i,~k2m-k, so (A2.1) yields im -~-~m'
This means that for odd ~ (where ~m-0) we obtain im-~: the observation at
the last stage is y~lm-y~. For even ~(where ~m-1) we have im-.~-1, so the
observation at the last stage is y~-l~m-y~-1. Furthermore, for odd .~, sup-





2m-rt,~-1-2m-r -,~-1, so the observation at stage r is
yiolr-yio~2m-r-y,Z-1'
r r
Analogously, for even ~, suppose r is such that ~-0,r
~r;l-" '-~m-1. Then for j-r (A2.6) gives irN2m-r
2m-r}~-1-~k-r.12m-k




We see that for any ~ we use the observations
these is observed at stage m.




and y~, and one of
In this section we shall prove that considering only numbers of input vari-
ables equal to powers of two, is not e restriction. Given any number of
input variables, the way in with SB arrives at any particular individual in-
put variable can be described in terms of a screening problem with 2m~ input
variables for some m'En.
Example A2.2. Suppose, as in example 5.2, that me have tr.~elve factors. After
three observattons (y~, y12, and y8) me have one group of eight, and one of
jour control vartables. To reach any o1 the first eíght variables, rue need
three more observattons; to reach any o1 the last four variabZes, r~e need
tmo more observations.
So r~e need six observattons to reach any o1 the first etght vartables
(e.g. to reach gs rue need y0, y12, y8, y4, ys, and ys). If ine tuould have
started mith sizteen input variabZes, then me atso awuZd have needed six ob-
servattons to reach any of the lirst etght variablea (that is, the same
observations tuith y12 replaced by y16). For the first eight input variables
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the screentng is performed as if ine had sizteen input variables from the
beginning.
In the same r,iay ~ue need five observations to reach any of the Zast four
vartables; so for these the screening is performed as if ine had eight input
vartables from the beginntng (mith eight ir~ut vartables rue use five obser-
vations to reach any índividual input vartable).
Be N the number of input variables, and be m such that 2m-1~N~2m. Then we
can write N-1 in binary form, exactly as we díd for ,~-1 in the previous
section: there are unique numbers nkE{0,1} ( k-1,...,m), such that
N - 1 ; ~-1 nlc2m-k
~ (A2.7)
for example 12-1f8}241-1t1M2~-1t~w24-2t1M24-3t1~24-4; 2m-1;Ei-12m-i. Note
that n1-1, because N~2m-1. By (A2.7) N-1 is split into m subgroups, of which
c:-~k-1nk are nonempty. Let kl~k2~...(kc be such that nk -1 (i-1,...,c).
i
Then we can rewrite (A2.7) as
m-k
N- l;~i-12 i ~
where we know that k1-1.
(A2.8)
The first two observations are y~ snd yN; the next one (if any) is
y2m-1' 2m-1 is the greatest power of two that is amaller than N. After three
observations we have split up the total group into two parts; one containing
2m-1 factors, and (see A2.7) one containing ltïk-2 nk2m-k factors. The first
part or subgroup is treated as if we had 2m input variables from the very
beginning (if we had 2m input variables from the beginning, we would have
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subgroups of size 2m-1 factors after three observations, and we find our-
selves in this situation with regard to the first subgroup). We can also say
that this subgroup is treated as the first group at level 1 in a problem of
size 2m. Nence, after mt2 observations we reach individual factora in the
first subgroup. We say that for factors in this subgroup the "virtual size"
is 2m.
In the second part the next observation is y ; the greatestm-1 m-k2
2 .2
power of two that is smaller than the size of this part (ltïk-k2nk2m-k -
c m-ki m-k2 m-k2
l.~i-22 ) is 2 . The second nonempty subgroup contains 2 factors,
m-k2t2
and for its factors the virtual size is 2 : this subgroup is treated as
m-k2t2
if we had 2 input variables from the beginning and as if this group is
the third subgroup at level 2(compare the reasoning we gave for the first
subgroup); after m-k2t4 observations we reach individual factors in the
second nonempty subgroup.
In general, by (A2.8) we split N into ctl nonempty subgroups, contain-
m-k m-k m-k
ing 2 1, 2 2, .. , 2 c, and 1 factors reapectively. Nonempty subgroup
m-ki
number i(i-1,...,c) contains 2 factors. After observations Y0. yN'
y m-k ' y m-k m-k ' '" ' y m-k m-k m-k ' that is if2 observations,
2 1 2 1;2 2 2 lt2 2~...f2 i
we know the sum of the parameters contained in this subgroup. As it contains
m-k.
2 1 factors, it takes m-ki more observations to reach any individual fac-
tor in it. So, it takes i42tm-ki - mt2-kiti observations to reach any factor
in nonempty subgroup number i. Note that if we would start with a total
m-k.ti
group of factors of size 2 1, then it would also take mt2-ki41 observa-
tions to reach any individual factor. That is why we can say that a factor
in nonempty subgroup number i is treated as if the whole problem contained
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m-kiti m-ki;i
2 factors (abbrevíated to "the virtuel size is 2 "). In e problem
with 2 factors the sizes of the groups at level i are 2 i, so non-
empty subgroup number i acts like a group of level 1 in such a problem. In
the observations
y m-kl' y m-kl m-k2' "' y m-kl m-k2 m-ki-1
all
2 2 42 2 i2 4...;2
input variables in the ith subgroup are "off", so this subgroup is in the
right part of the bifurcation. In observation y sub-m-kl m-kz m-ki
2 42 ....~2
group number i is "on", so it is in the left part of the bifurcation.
Concluding, subgroup number i is treated as group number 2i-1 at level i in
m-k fi
a problem with 2 1 independent variables.
After ct2 observations we have "isolated" group c, and by doing so, we
have also isolated the last (Nth) factor; so it takes c42 observations to
reach the last factor. So for this factor the virtuel size is 2c; it is
treated as the last input variable in such a problem.
Example A2.3. The smallest por~er of tr.w that ts not smaller than 12, ts
24-16. So rue have N-12, m~4. AppLfcatton of (A2.8) gtves 12-1t23t21f2C: c-3,
k1z1, k223, k3-4. The first nonempty subgroup contatns eight factors; the
m-j fl
"vtrtual stze" for any of the ,~irst etght ~actors ts 2
1-24-1`1,16;
these factors are treated as if the ~hole probZem contatned 16 tnput vart-
ables, and they are tn the first group at Zevel 1.
In the second and third nonempty subgroups r~e have tteo and one factors,
respectiveZy; the virtual sises are 24-3t2-24-4}3~8, mhere the second non-
empty subgroup ts treated as the thírd group at levei troo, and the third
nonempty sub9roup as the seventh group at leveZ three. For the stngle
rematntng factor the virtuat stae is 2c~8.
m-ki4i m-k
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Ezample A2.4. If N-2m, then ~ue sptit up N~Ifïi,12m-i, so cam, and kisí for
all i. The virtual sizes are 2m-iti-2m and 2c-2m respectively; the numbers
of observations, needed to reach an individual factor are mf2-itiIImt2 and
cf2-mt2 respectively. If N-2m, nothing changes, as was to be ezpected.
For any individual input variable, ( A2.~) determines the nonempty subgroup
it is part of. This subgroup determines the virtual size for the input
variable. This virtual size is always a power of two. And so for this par-
ticular input variable the theory of section 6.1 applies.
It is not a restriction if we confine ourselves to N-2m, as a problem
with .. genersl nuWber of input variables can be trensformed into sub-
problems, each with a number of input variables equsl to a power of two.
APPENDIX 3
UPPER LIMITS OF GROUPED PARAMETERS
We want to find the upper limit of some parameter ~ílj (j-0,...,m;
i-1,...,2~), based on jt2 observations yi 'yi '"'yi, wíth0 1 . ~tl~
0-i~~i1(...(i~}1-2m. We define the vector y:- (yi ,yi ,..,yí. )T and the0 1 ~.1
vector ~ :- (~ll~,,.,,~ilj)T, where the symbol "T" stands for transposition.
The elements of ~ represent the estimators of the parametera of the groups
to which pílj belongs at the stages O,l,...,j.
Example A3.1. Suppose m-3; í-j-2. To arrfve at p212 ~e use the observations
~~-~~I~ and g8-g1I0 for ~ZI~; ~uith y~-~ZIZ me arríve at ~ZI1; and r~e need
~2-g1~2 to fínd ~2I2. So ín thís case g-(~0,~2,y~,~8)T -(~~I~, ~1~2,
~1~1, ~ZI~)T and ~ z(é1~~,~1~1,~2~2)T, The relatíon betrueen ~ and ~ ís
gt:~en by
-1 0 0 1
-1 0 1 0
0 -1 1 0
The relation between ~ and y is given by ~- Ay where A is a(jtl)x{jt2)
matríx with in each row exactly one -1, exactly one 1, and the remaining
entries 0's. We can write A-(A-,A}), where each row of A- contains exactly
one -1, each row of A} contains exactly one 1, all other entries of both A-
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and A{ are 0. If we use the symbol u for a vector of appropriate length con-
sisting of 1's, then A-ua-u; A}u~u; Au~O ("0" stands for a vector of
appropriate length with all elements equal to 0). We can write ~- Ay -
A-y-4A}y` by applying the appropriate decomposition to y: y- contains the
observations where the input variables corresponding to pilj are "off"; y4
contains the observations where the input variables corresponding to pilj
are "on".
The elements of ~ are dependent; they are a transformation of the inde-
pendent elements of y. Now we are going to decompose this transformation (A)
in such a way, that we can compute upper limits for individual independent
random variables. To this end we define a matrix C such that
(a) the elements of Cy are independent, and
th(b) the k element of Cy (k-0,1,...,j) is a linear combination of the first
k elements of ~.
Example A3.2. In example A3.1 ~e have ~Z~Os~1~0-~0~0, so the first ro~u of C
must be equal to (a multiple of) the ftrst rom o,~ A. Further rue have
~1~1-~1~1-~0~0, so 2~1~1-~0~0-~1~0-2~1~1-~1~0 satisffes the demands, as does
any multtple o,~ it. Finally r,ie have ~2~2a~1~1-~1~2, so the job is done by
3~1~2-~0~0-~1~0-~Z~ZL-3~2~2fi2~1~1-~1~0 and tts multtples.
We normalize the rows of C in such e way, that the kth entry of Cy contains
the kth entry of ~ k.l times (k-0,1,...,j). C is a(jfl)x(jt2) matrix. Now
for k-0,1,...,j (Cy)k
variance c2k (we shall
is a random variable with expectation (CEy)k and
return to the magnitude of ak later). So with prob-
haveability pE we
(k-0,1,.. ,j) in
(Cy)k)(CEy)k-6k~-1(pE). If we collect vk~-1(pe)
a vector fE, then the independence implies that Cy)CEy-fE
with p;~bability pÉ}1. Now we introduce the matrix D:-CT(CCT)-1; D is a
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(jf2)x(jtl) matrix. Later on we shall prove that ADC-A, and all elements of
AD are non-negative, but first we consider the consequences of these at-
tributes of D.
As all elements of AD are non-negative, Cy)CEy-fE implies ADCy )
ADCEy-ADfE, and consequently ~- Ay - ADCy ) ADCEy-ADfE - AEy-ADfE -
EAy-ADfE - E~-ADfE, with probability at least pÉ}1. All elements of ~ have
expectations greater than or equal to pilj, because of the definition of ~.
So (as all elements of AD are non-negative) we have j;l upper limits for
The minimum of ~-ADfE is greater than ~ilj with probability at least
Example A3.3. Continutng examples A3.1 and A3.2, ~e have
-1 0 0 1
C- -1 0 2-1 ; Dr






AD L 1~2 1~2 0.
0 1~3 1~3
;
We note that Cy - (y11~-yDlp,2yll1-yDlp-g1ID,-3y1I2fy~IDtyllCtylll)
- - - - - - T
T
(~Z~C'2~1I1-~ZID'3~2~2-2~1~1}~1~0) ~ the elements of Cy are tndependent and
have vartances 262, 602 and 1262 respectively. Hence Cy ~ CEy-FE(f,~,~)T
r.rp pÉ. Wtth at Zeast the same probabtltty ~~ E~-FEAD(f,f, 12)T -
(A1 I C, PZ I 1,1~2 I 2)T-FE (~, ~Z~, ~3~) . Hence 1~2 ~ 2
~ mtn{~1IC,PZIZ,fi2l2} ~
mtn{~1~C-FE~, ~Z~ZtFE~2~, ~2~2}FE~312} urp{ pÉ. If ~e have realtzations
yC~C y1~C y1~1 and y212, ~ue can compute 1~1~0 ~1~1
for SZIC ~ZIZ and p212.
and p212, and upper Ztmtts
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It remains to prove that D-CT(CCT)-1 satisfies ADC-A, and AD contains
non-negative elements only. Note that we started with some fixed i and j
(j-o,...,m; i-1,...,2~), and that y, ~, A, C, and D depend on i and j; so
actually they should be indexed. Up till now we omitted the indices for ease
of notation. From now on, we supply these symbols with an index denoting the
stage (j). We still omit the index for the group number (i) to avoid awkward
expressions. The group number will be clear from the context.
We use induction and start with j-0 (so i-1). In this case we have
A~-(A~.A~)-(-1 1); C~-(C~,C~)-(-1 1); D~-(-1~2 1~2)T. (A3.1)
Suppose we have Aj-(A~,A~) and the corresponding Cj-(C~,C~) and
Dj-C~(CjC~)-1 for some i and j(j-o,...,m-1; 1-1,...,2j). We assume: (a)
AjDjCj-Aj; (b) AjDj is a lower triangle matrix with non-negative entries
only, and positive entries on the main diagonal; (c) Cju-o; (d) the last
column of C~ contains non-positive entries only; (e) the first column of C~
contains non-negative entries only; and (f) CjC~ is a diagonal matrix with
entries (2,6,12,...,(jtl)x(jt2)). Note that all these assumptions are
satisfied for j-o. To arrive at ~ and S our next observation2i-l~jtl 2i~j;1'
is y2i-l~jtl. The vector y changes from (say) yj
3(y~T~~~T)T to yj}1 -
(yjT,y2i-1~j~1,yjT)T; the vector ~ changes from (say) ~j to ~j}1 -
(~j'~2i-1~j41)T (if we focus on S2i-l~jal) or to ~j~l -(~j'~2i~j)T (in the
other case). For both cases we must prove (a) through (f), in order to prove
that (a) through (f) hold in all cases: induction.
The matrix A changes from Aj-(Aj,A~) into Aj;1-(A~t1,A~}1), where, if
S2i-l~j is the parameter of interest, we have
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Á 0 A4j 4 , jAjtl - and Aj}1 - 0
0 0... 0-1 1 0 0... 0 0
because, up to the new parameter the elements of ~ do not depend on
y2i-l~jtl~ which accounts for Aj, A~ and the column of zero's; and ~21-l~jtl
is equal to the new observation minus the last element of y~, due to the
definition of y, which explains the last row Ajil. In the same way, if
~2i~jt1 is the parameter of interest. then
Ajtl -
... 0
The matrix C changes from Cj-(C~,C~) to Cjt1-(C~t1,C3-1), where, if we focus
on R2i-l~jtl~ we have
C- 0 Ct
j t . jCj}1 - and Cj~l - 0
-uT jt2 -uT
~
which we can see as follows: the first j;l elements of Cj}lyj}1 should be
equal to Cjyj, accounting for Cj, C~ and the column of zero's in the upper
part of Cjtl' (Cj41yjt1)j.2 should contain (j.2)x~2i-l~j.l, and this is only
possible if it contains (j42)y2i-l~j.l- So the left hand bottom element of
C~tl must be j42. To make Cj~ly contain only independent elements, and to
force Cj}1u-0, all other entries in the last row of Cj41 must be -1: demand
(c) is met. Note that the last column of Cjtl contains non-positive entries
only, and the first column of C~tl contains non-negative entries only, so
(d) and (e) are satisfied. In the same way, if p is the parameter of2i~jt1
interest, then
A- 0 Ar
~ ~ and A~41 - j
00 ... 00 -1 100
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tCj O CjCj}1 - T 0 and Cjtl - T~
u -j-2 u
and here too, demands (c), (d) and (e) are satisfied. In both cases we have
C- .CT . - (C- ..C} -IIC~TII - ICjCjT 0 ~ -
JTi JTi JT1 JTl ICTI
so (f) holds.
jtlj l 0 (j~2)Zt(j42)
- diag(2.6.....(jtl)(j;2).(jt2)(jt3)).
Now we come to AjtiDjti-Aj;ic~}1(C~41C,~t11-1
parameter of interest, then
If 821-l~jtl is tho
-T0 4 Cj -u
Aj}iDj~1- A~ ~ A~ 0 0}T. 0 jt2 (Cj}iC~}1)-1 -





where (Cj)(~) denotes the last column of Cj, which contains non-negative
elements only. Because (CjtiC~tl) - diag(2,6,...,(jtl)(jf2),(jt2)(jf3)), we
have
AjDj 0
Ajt1Dj.1 - -(CJ)(~)(C,Cj)-1 j}2 ,
which is a lower triangle matrix with non-negative entries only, and posit-
ive entries on the main diagonal, so (b) is also proved (for R2i-l~j).
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What is left to prove (if we focus on ~ ) is, that21-l~jtl
Ajt1Dj41Cjt1-Ajt1. We might do so, by multiplying the given expression of
Aj}1Djt1 with Cj}1. It is more convenient, however, to focus on Djt1Cj41
first, because Dj}1Cj}1-C~}1(Cj;1C~;1)-iCjal, which is an orthogonal projec-
tion onto the space spanned by the rows of Cj41. As Cj}1 is a(jf2)x(jf3)
matrix of rank jf2 (Cj}1C~}1 is non-singular), and Cj}1u-0, this orthogonal
projection must be I-~.~3uuT So Aj}1Dj;1C~41 - Ajtl(I-j3uT) -
Aj}1-j}3Aj}luuT - Aj41, because Ajt1u-0; this proves ( e) and completes the
induction argument for P2i-l~j.






- AjCj 0 (Cj C~ )-1
(C~) j;3 `1 }1 ~j (1)
-T
Aj ~ Aj Cj
~ 0 0 ... 0 -j-2 (Cj.1Cj41)-1
0 0... 0 0 -1 1 0... 0 0 C~T
denotes the first column of C~, which contains non-negative
only. UsinB Cj;1C~}1 - diag(2.6,....(j'1)(jt2).(j;2)(jt3)), we
AjDj 0
Aj41Djf1 - (CJ)(1)(CJCJ)-1 j~2 ,
which is a lower triangle matrix with non-negative entries only and positive
entries on the main diagonal: assumption (b) holds.
A. 1D. 1C. 1- A. 1 is proven in exactly the same way as we saw when weJt Jt Jt Jt
focussed on P2i-l~jfl. The prove is completed for p2iljt1 too.
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Summarizing, from the independent observatíons y we arrive at the de-
pendent estimators ~-Ay. We can conatruct matrices C an D such that ADC-A,
so ~-ADCy. The elements of Cy are independent, and we can give upper limits
for the elements of CEy by CEy(Cy4fE, where fE follows from the required
power. Because AD contains non-negative elements only, we have
g-E~-ADCEyCADCy}ADft-~.ADfE. All elements of p are greater than or equsl to
SiI~, the parameter of interest; so the minimum element of ~~ADfE is an up-
per limit of gil~, with the prescibed probability (that is, with probability
greater than or equal to p~}1).E
Now we define the random variable uil~ as the minimum of ~~ADfE. Then
we have
ullJ ~ ~iIJ wpt
p~t1, (A3.2)
which is exactly (7.22).
Next we investigate what happens to uil~ if we change p. First we con-
sider s~~ which is part of gil~, and change it to p~t~. It ia easy to see
that all observations in which x~ is "on" (the elements of y~), will change
by an amount ~, and that all observations in which x~ is "off" (the elements
of y), will remain unchanged. The elements of ~ are computed as differences
of one element of y` and one element of y- (~-A}y}tA-y-); so all elements of
~ will change by an amount ~; and so uil~ will change by the same amount.
Next we let p~ change into p~te, where p~ is not part of gil~. Some
elements of y will change by an emount ~, other elements will not change;
the same is true for ~. The only thing that we can say about u1I~ is that,
if o)0, then the change in uil~ will be between 0 and o, and if ~CO, then
the change in uil~ will be between e and 0.
APPENDIX 4
BEHAVIOUR OF THE SUM OF SQUARES
In section 7.3 we introduced the sum of squares and speculated that the
probability that it exceeda a given number a can be approximated by half the
probability that a x2-distributed variable (with mtl degrees of freedom,
when we are dealing with 2m input variables) exceeds that same number s. For
m-0 these two probabilities are exactly equal; see section 7.3. For
m-1,2,...,~ we investigated our conjecture as follows.
Suppose we have realizations z(0)~z(1) (mtl),...z of random variables
z(~),z(1), .. ,z(m}1) that are NID(x(k),o2), with p(~)CH(1)~...u(m}1). which
means that there are non-negative numbers b(1) ~S(m;l) such that
u(1)-u(i-1);á(1) (i-1,...,m.1 . We su 2 (i)) ppose that o and the numbers b
(i-1,...,mt1) are known, whereas the K(1) (i-0,...,mt1) are unknown. We
minimize
~m}~ (~(1)-z(i))2 (A4.1)
over the set ~(i)~~(i-1)tb(1) ( i-1,...,m.1). The minimizing solution is
called z(~),z(1j, . .,z(m}1) and the minimum of (A4.1), ~i;Ó (z(1)-z(1))2, is
called the sum of squares, or SSQ.
Note that SSQ resembles the x2, where we minimize (A4.1) over the set
i~( -~(i-1)tb(i) (i-1,...,mt1). We call the minimizing solution of this
problem z(~),i(1), ..,z(m}1), and in this case the minimum of (A4.1),
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~m.l (Z(i)-z(i))2 is a x2 variable with mtl degrees of freedom: x2 . Thei-0 mfl
corresponding SSQ is said to have mtl degrees of freedom: SSQm41.
By defining SSQmtl for realizations z(0),z(1), .. ,z(m}1), we implicitly
have defíned SSQm41 for rendom variables z(0),z(1), ..,z(m{1). Now we can
formulnLe our conjecture ris
P(SSQmtl~s) - 2 P(~;1)s). (A4.2)
For m-0, P(SSQ1)s) - Z P(~Ci)s) for any s)0, as we saw in section 7.3. For
m)1 we are interested only in small values of P(SSQm}l~s), say, values
sWaller tha.. .1 (b~....usc cf th~ purpcse xa use it fcr; see chaptar ?).
Therefore we chose values of s in our Monte Carlo study such that
P(~}l~s)(.2.
Our input model had 2m input variables, one of which had a positive
regression parameter. We will describe the procedure for m-2 in detail. The
generalization to other values of m is straightforward.
For m-2 we have four regression parameters. We take p1-p3-p4-o, p2-10
(it is essential that exactly one regression parameter is positive, and that
we test for the true value of this parameter; which of the parameters is
positive, is not essential, neither is its size). We generate values for
y(0)~y(1) y(2) ~d y(~) and compute SSQ, as described above, taking
z(o)-y(o) Z(1)-y(1), Z(2)-y(2). Z(3)-y(4), b(1)-b(3)-o, b(2)-10. 'rhis is
repeated 10,000 times. For a number of values of s we record how many times
SSQ exceeds s.
The results are given in figure A4.2, where s is on the x-axis, while
the 10-logarithm of the fraction that SSQ exceeds s is denoted by a"t"
sign. We call this the empirical behaviour of SSQ.
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What is the theoretical behaviour of SSQ7 From a table of the X2-
distribution we can find that P(~3)6.26)-.10,...,P(~3)16.3)s.001. According
to (A4.2) we then have P(SSQ3)6.26)-.05,...P(SSQ3)16.3)-.0005. The theoreti-
cal behaviour of SSQ is denoted in figure A4.2 by "a" signs. The theoretical
and empirical fractions are quite close to each other, which confirms our
conjecture. For s-12.8 we have P(~3)s)a.005, so P(SSQ3)s)-.0025, and
lOlog(P(SSQ3)s)--2.602. From figure A4.2 we conclude that near s-12.8 the
lOlogs of the emperical fractions exceed -2.602, which means that these
fractions exceed .0025. This implies that we find the positive ~ in more
cases than we expect om the basis of our theory. (If the empirical fractions
were smaller than the theoretical fractions, we would have a conservative
test, which we would not mind.)
The deviations between theory and practice may be caused by randomness.
For a binomial distribution with p-.0025 and n-10,000 the mean is 25 and the
standard deviation is 4.994. The actuel number of SSQ's that exceed 12.8 is
35, which may be caused by chance (probability .022~). To get an impression
of how close theory and practice should be around s-12.8, we computed not
only SSQ for the model b(1)-ó(3)-0, b(2)-10, but also X2, using the same
random numbers. In figure A4.2 the data for X2 are represented analogously
to those for SSQ: a"o" sign for the empirical x2 and a solid dot for the
theoretical x2. Now we see that if s~12.8, the theoretical fractíon is
10-2'301 -.005, the empirical fraction is 10-2'200~ -.0063. This result,
and, in general, the similarity of the curves for SSQ and x2 lead us to the
conclusion that approximation (A4.2) is practically uaeful for m-2.
The results of the experiments for mL1,3,...,7 are shown in figures
A4.1 and A4.3 through A4.~; these figures lead to the seme conclusion. On
these empirical grounds we use approximation (A4.2) for general m.
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APPENDIX 5
'I'IIE Dl;'I'ECTION OF A I.ARGE EFFECT
IN A FIXED GROUP
At stage j of the SB procedure we have 2j accumulated effects, and for each
of these effects we use jt2 specific observations to make statements about
the corresponding parameter. Not only are the expectations of these j~2 ob-
servatioï~s ordeï.ed, but if ti,e effect under consideratior. is importaat, we
have a"jump" of ba between two of these expectations. We represent this
situation as follows.
Suppose we have k(-j42) random variables zl,...,zk, which are indepen-
dently normally distributed with non-decreasing expectations (Ez1C...~Ezk)
and common unknown variance 62. We want to find out whether Ezt}1-Ezt)bo,
where t (l~t~k) and á (b~0) are given.
ExampLe A5.1. To vert,~y if p4I4~bQ, rue use the observattons y0~0, y1~0,
y1~1, y1~2, y1~g, and y314. Here r~e take k~6, t-3, z15y0~0, z2ay1~3,
z3-y314, Z4~y112, Z5-y1I1, and aó-yll0.
To vertfy t1 ~s14~b6, ~e use the observations y0~0, y1~0, y1~1, y1~2,
y3~3, and y514. Here r~e take ksó, t-3, a1-y0~0, 82-y1~2, 83~y5~4, 84sy3~3,
g5zy1~1, and zsEy1~0.
We use k~6, t-3 aLso ,~or p~14' ~10~4' ~11~4' and ~13~4'
To find out whether Ezt;t-Ezt~b6, we observe zl,...zk and try to find a á)0,
such that
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S(~) - min{~i-1(zi-zi)2~z1(...(zt, zt~zt}1-ó6, zt}i(...~zk} (A5.1)
is smaller than 62x2, where x2 is a given positive number, not larger than
52~2 ( see eq. 9.13). Finding á is not straightforward. To solve the problem,
we first consider the properties of S(v).
For any á)0 we can compute S(á). Suppose zi (i -1,....k) are the minim-
izing values in (A5.1); that is S(~)-~i-1(zi-zi)2 ( where we omit the
notation for the dependence of z on ~).
Assume that for a given ~)0 we have zt(zt}1-óU. Then S(cJ)-S(0) should
be less than ~2x2, which means that ~)S(0)~(x2)1~2.
Assume that for a given C)0 we have ztzzt~l-bá. Maybe not only zt
equals zttl-áv, but also zt-1, zt-2, ... . We define nL as the number of
realizations zi for which zi-zttl-b~, and zL as the mean of these nL
realizations. Also, we define n~ as the number of realizations zi for which
zi-zttóv, and zU as the mean of these nU realizations. Now
SÍ6) - Fi-1L(zi-zi)2 } ~i-t-nLfl(zi-zi)2 t ~i}~1(zi-zi)2 t
k " 2
~i-tfnUtl(zi-zi) .
where for iCt-nL and for i)ttnUtl the zi's do not depend on ~, the second
term satisfies
~i-t-nLtl(zi-zi)2 - ~i-t-nLtl(zi-zL~zL-zi)2 -
2 t - 2- nL(zt-zL) 4 ~i-t-nL.l(zL-zi) .
and analogously the third term satisfies
Cn.~ t4n~~
Gi4t;1(zi-zi)2 - nU(2t41-ZU)2 4 ~i-t}1(ZU-zi)2,
tt
where both ~i-t-nLtl(zL-zi)2 ~d ~i-tU1(z~-zi)2 do not depend on ~. We focus
on
" 2 " - 2nL(zt-zL) t n~(zt41-z~) .
where zt}1-zttócs. It takes elementary mathematics to show that
z-(n z tn z-n b6)~(n }n )t L L ;; U L' L LT '
and
zt}1 - (nLzLfnUzUtnLb6)~ÍnLt~):
substitution of these values gives
n Nn
nL(zt-zL)2 ~ nU(zt,l-z~)2 - nL~nU(bá-z~~zL)2.
Taking all terms together, we find
SÍ6) - ~i-1L(zi-zi)2 t ~i-t}~41(zi-zi)2 ; ~i-t-nLtl(zL-zi)2 .
s
t ~i{~1(zU-zi)2 t nL{~(bá-zufzL)2,
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which should be less than ~2X2. We focus on the problem S(~)-~2X2. This is a
second degree equation (say) sá2tbá.c-0, where
A






c - nL}~(zU-zL)2 t L0,
where i0 is defined as
i0 :- ~i-1L(zi-zi)2 . ~i-t}~ri(zi-zi)2 t
t - 2 t~niJ - 2
} ~1-t-nLtl(zL-zi) t ~i-tt1(zU-zi) '
Our demand b2)2x2 implies that a)0 (apart from nL-nU-1, which gives the
solution á)0 or no solution at all; see chapter 9); this means that if the
equation S(~)-á2X2 has roots 61 and ~2 with 61Cv2, then S(~)(á2x2 holds for
all áE(á1,~2). The determinant of the quadratic equation S(~)-á2x2 is
nMn nM
D - b2-4ac - 4x2nLtnU(zU-zL)2 - 4(nL~~é2-X2)~ï0.
L U L nIJ
For DCO there is no solution of the problem S(á)Cá2x2. For D)0 it is easy to
see that DCb2, which implies that ~1 and ~2 have the same sign: both are
non-positive if zUCzL; both are non-negative if zU)zL. Because of our demand
t-n .
á)0, zUCzL implies that there is no solution ( remember what happens if
Y1Io-Y010).
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Up till now, we have assumed a given value of v)0, and analyzed the
form of the condition SSQ(~)~~2X2. Next we look at nL and nU. Trivially,
both nL and nU are non-decreasing step functions of ~, where for large ~ we
have nL-t and nU-k-t. We can define intervals I. (j-1,...k) in such a wayJ
that
(0,~) - I1 u I2 u..... u Ik,
and for ~EI1 nL-nU-O; for áEIj nLtnU-j (jz2,...,k). The boundaries of these
intervals are easy to compute. F'or áEIj nL and nU are constants, and we can
solve thé mFitChing quadratic equaCion, givïtig tui itlterval (6i,á2). n1I
áEIjn(ái,á2) satisfy our demands. Taking all intervals together, we accept
all 6 in
U Ijn(ái,~2). (A5.2)
If this set is empty, we reject the hypotheses Eztal-Ezt~b~. Otherwise, we
do not.
APPENDIX 6
INTERACTIONS OF ANY ORDER
When compared to Part II, we change our model from the linear model without
interactions into the linear model with all (2N-N-1) possible interactions;
that is, from
Y(xl.x2,...,x~,~) - SO t ~lxl } ~2x2 4 ..... } S~ (A6.1)
with xiE{0,1} and Si)0 ( i-1,...,N) into
Y(xl,...,~)-SOtii-l~ixitEN-i~j-itl~ijxixjt
4EN-2EN-i ~Ni-1 j-it1 k-jrl~ijkxixjxkt...;~12...Nx1x2...xN. (A6.2)
where we still take xiE{0,1}, but we generalize the condition Si)0 as fol-
lows (also see eq. 10.4.a):
For all iE{1,2,...,N} and for ell combinations
(xl,x2,...,xi-1,xi.1,...,xN) with xjE{0,1} (j~i), we have (A6.3)
Y(xl.x2,...,xi-1'O,xit1,...,xN)~Y(xl,x2,...,xi-1'1,xit1,...,xN).
Of course, if for some iE{1,2,...,N} we have
Y(xl.x2.-- ~xi-1'0'xitl'" ~xN)~Y(xl'x2' ' 'xi-1'1'xi.l " ' 'xN)
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for all combinations (xl,x2,...,x1-1,xit1,...,xN) with x~E{0,1} (j~i), then
we can reparametrize variable number i.
Instead of (A6.2) we might use the model
~~ 1-NY(z1.....zN)-ó0t i-lóizifFi-1F~-1}l~ri~ziz~f
a~N-2~N-1i-1 ~-it1~N-~~lYi~kziz~zkt...~X12...Nz1z2...zN.
with ziE{-1,1} (i-1,...,N), as we did in chapter 10 for the first order in-
teraction model. There are no essential arguments for preferring one of
these notatations. We use (A6.2) becauae some examples in the sequel are
scWewhst easier to describe in thi~ r.ctation.
To get rid of lengthy sequences, we use the symbol {0,1}k for the set
of all sequences of 0's and 1's of size k, and c(k) for an element of {0,1}k
(kEt1). We can then restate (A6.3) as
for all iE{1,2,...,N}
for all c(i-1)E{0,1}i-1 and c(N-i)E{0,1}N-i we have (A6.4)
Y(c(i-1).O,c(N-i)) ~ Y(c(i-1)~l~c(N-i)),
If there is a variable (say, variable i) such that y(c(i-1),O,cÍN-i)) ~
Y(c(i-1)~l~c(N-i)) for all c(i-1)E{0,1}i-1 and c(N-i)E{0,1}N-i, we can real-
ize (A6.4) by reparametrization. If, however, we have y(c(i-1),O,c(N-i)) ~
(i-1) (N-i) (i-1) i-1 (N-i N-iy(c ,l,c ) for some c E{0,1} , c )E{0,1} , but also
Y(c'(i-1).O,c'(N-i)) ) Y(c~(i-1).l,c'ÍN-i)) for some c'(i-1)E{0.1}i-1~
c'(N-i)E{0,1}N-i, then reparametrization of variable i does not help; we
have to remove this variable from the analysis, and investigate it
separately.
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In the model without interactions we call a factor important iff its
regression coefficient exceeda some b~0. When we have interactions, we
restrict ourselves to the analogue of b-0; we shall return to this issue
later. For the model (A6.2) we say that
factor i(iE{1,...,N}) is important iff
there is a c(1-1)E{0,1}i-1 and a c(N-1)E{0,1}N-i such that (A6.5)
YÍc(i-1),O,c(N-i)) ~ Y(c(i-1).l,c(N-i));
that is, for some combination of the other factors, factor i affects the
outcome.
EzampZe A6.1. Suppose N-4; y-x2fz3-x2x3. It is easiZy verified that
y(~,x2,z3,x4)-y(1,z2,x3,z4) for all (x2,x3,x4)E{0,1}3
y(x1,~,~,z4) ~N(x1,1,~,x4) ~or all (x1,x4)E{0,1}2
y(z1,~,1,x4) -H(z1,1,1,x4) for all (x1,x4)E{0,1}2
N(xl,~,o,z4) ~y(z1,0.1,x4) for all (zl,x4)E{0,1}2
y(z1,1,~,x4) -y(x1,1,1,x4) for all (x1,x4)E{O,Zj2
N(x1,x2,z3,~)~N(x1,z2,z3,1) for all (x1,z2,x3)E{0,1}3.
So the model is non-decreasing in all variables, for all combinations of the
other varíables; the important vartables are the numbers tr,~o and three.
Ezample A6.2. Suppose N-4; y-x2fz3-3x2x3. No~ ~e have
N(x1,~,~,z2)~y(x1,1,~,x4) Íor all (x1,z4)E{0,1}2
y(x1,0,1,z4)~y(x1,1,1,x4) 1'or aZZ (x1,z4)E{0,1}2.
So (for x2) the model does not meet our demands. Zt can not be
reparametrtzed to do so.
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To find the important variables, we atart by observing y(0,0,...,0) and
y(1,1,...,1). First we prove that
Y(o.o.....o) ~ y(1,1....,1) (A6.6.8)
ana
y(0,...,0)-y(1,...,1) rs there is no important variable. (A6.6.b)
Proof. Suppose there is no important variable. Then yizyi-1, for all
i-1,2,...,N, where yi denotea the observation with x1z...-xi-1,
xi}1-...-xN-O. For, take c(i-1) to be the sequence of i-1 ones, c(N-i) the
sequence of N-i zeros; then vi-I~y(c(i-1),O}c(N-i))-v(c(i-1).l.c(N-i))-vi~
And so. Y(0,...,0) - YO - Y1 - . .. - YN - Y(1....,1).
Suppose variable number i is important, and say y(c(i-1)~O~c(N-i)) ~
1-1 (i-1) i-1 (N-i) N-iy(c ,l,c(N-i)) for a given c E{0,1} , c E{0,1} . Be nl the
number of ones in (c(i-1),c(N-i)). In nl steps we go from y(0,0,...,0) to
i-1y(c ),O.c(N-1)), in each step changing one "0" into a"1". Repeated ap-
plication of ( A6.3) gives
Y(0.0,...,0) C y(c(1-1).O,c(N-i)). (A6.7)
In the same wa we 1-1y go from y(c ,l,c(N-i)) to y(1,1,...,1), where we have
Y(c(i-1)~l~c(N-i)) ~ Y(1,1,...,1). (A6.8)
Combining (A6.7) and (A6.8) with y(c(i-1)~O~c(N-i))~y(c(i-1)~l,c(N-i)), the
relation y(0,...,0)Cy(1,...,1) becomes obvious.
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In summary: if there is no important variable, then y(0,...,0) -
y(1,...,1); if there is an important variable, then y(0,...0)~y(1,...,1).
This is equivalent to (A6.6). End of proof.
If y(0,0,...,0)-y(1,1,...,1), then none of the input variables is important:
the procedure stops after only two observations. If, however, y(0,...,0) C
y(1,...,1), then we proceed as if we were dealing with the first order model
(A6.1): we apply SB and we shall find one or more input variables for which
yi-l~yi' It is clear that these input variables are important, but that does
not mean that all other input variablea are unimportant!
Example A6.3. Take N-4, y(x1,x2,x3,x4)~x2tx3-z2x3 (see example A6.1). We
start by observtng y(0,0,0,0)-0 and y(1,1,1,1)-1, and proceed mfth
y(1,1,0,0)rl. Then r~e knom that the ffrst halj contains an important vart-
able, but it r~ould be rurong to conclude that the second halj does not. Next
r~e observe y(1,0,0,0):0. So ~ue conclude that ínput vartable 2 is fmportant,
but the observations made tfZl thfs point are insulfictent to declare the
other vartables fmportant or unimportant.
In the next round, we consider all combinations of the variables found to be
important in the previous round; that is, if we have found t variables, we
consider the 2t combinations of these variables. For each of these combin-
ations we compare two observations: one with all remaining variables at
their low levels, and one with all remaining variables at their high levels.
(Note that some of these observations have already been obtained in the pre-
vious round of our search, e.g., all variables found to be important at
their low levels, and all remaining variables at their low levels.) If and
only if for all 2t combinations the two observations ("rest low" and "rest
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high") are equal, the set of important variables found hereto, is the com-
plete set of important variables. The proof resembles the proof of (A6.6).
Example A6.4. Take Na4, y-x2tx3-xZx3 (see example A6.3).
Observatton Result ConcZusion
Z:y(0,0,0,0) 0
2:y(1,1,1,1) 1 ~y(0,0,0,0), so there ts at Least one tmportant vartable
3:y(1,1,0,0) 1 ~y(0,0,0,0), so number 1 and~or number 2 ís important
4:y(1,0,0,0) 0 ~y(1,1,0,0), so number 2 ts tmportant
S:y(0,1,0,0) 1 -y(1,1,1,1), so ,~or x2:1 rue need not search any lurther
o":y(1,O,ï,1) 1 ~y(0,0,0,0), sc there a2'E ~'vrc ~nT'r`;rtant 'Jart:..blL'E.
If for one of the 2t combinations we see that the other variables are not
negligible, we apply SB to the latter variables, while we keep those vari-
ables, that were found to be important in earlier rounda, constant. Next, we
t
have tl~t important variables, and we consider all 2 1 combinations of these
variables, etc. The procedure atopa, when we have found all important vari-
ables, that is, when we have proved that all remaining variables are
unimportant.
Example A6.5. We conttnue example A6.4.
Observatton ResuZt Concluston
7:y(1,0,1,0) 1 ~y(1,0,0,0), so number 3 is tmportant
8:y(1,0,0,1) 0 -y(0,0,0,0), so for (x2,x3)-(0,0) t~e need not search any
lurther
9:y(0,0,1,0) 1 :y(1,0,1,1), so for (x2,x3)-(0,1) me need not aearch any
,~urther.
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By means of nine observattons we have found that the variables 2 cmd 3 are
important, and the remaining variabLes are unimportant.
The generalization of (A6.5) is
factor i(iE{1,...,N}) is important iff
there is a c(i-1)E{0,1}i-1 and a c(N-i)E{0,1}N-i such that (A6.9)
Y(c(i-1).l.c(N-i)) - Y(c(i-1).O,c(N-i)) ~ b~
where b is some given non-negative number. Unfortunately, the method for b-0
can not be used for general á, because in the general case, the detection of
an important variable may depend on some combination of unimportant
variables.
ExampZe A6.6. Suppose y(0,0)-0, y(1,0)32, y(0,1)-y(1,1)a4, and b-3. Then
variable 2 ts important, variable 1 is unimportant, but me can find variabZe
2 only for x1-0.
This drawback can also occur in the model with interactions of the first or-
der only, but there we switched to a different definition of importance,
namely ~r~)b)4. Can we make a similar switch here?
Example A6.7. Consider the model y-2N-Zxlx2x3"" xN-1xN' i'e' y'~-1 if all
vartables are at their high Zevel, and y:0 othez~otse. Each ir~ut vartable
can cause a(btg) jump of stze ZN-1 by changing from tts Zoru to tts htgh
value (namely, ~hen all other variables are at their high Zevels), but the
mean increase of aZZ input variables is (only) 1 (y~-0.5, .i-1,...,N; because
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the mean value over aZZ 2N-1 points mhere x~-1, is 1, and the mean vaZue
over aLZ ZN-1 points ~here x~-0, Ls 0).
Example A6.~ shows that in models with high order interactions an important
factor may have a small first order parameter r~. Changing the definition of
importance does not seem a good way to treat models with high order interac-
tions and b~0. We have not found any other (efficient) way to investigate
these models.
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SUMMARY
This thesis presents a method for screening: the detection of important fac-
tors or inputs in experiments with simulated or real systems. In situations
with very many factors, of which only a few are truly important, a screening
method should use a small number of observations. The essential assumption
of our method is that the direction of the influence (if any) of each factor
is known. In practice this assumption often applies, at least for a subset
of the factors.
In our experimental design all input variables assume only two levels.
If a variable is switched from "off" to "on", the response does not decrease
(for constant levels of all remaining input variables); if necessary, we
recode the input variables such that all effects are non-negative. It fol-
lows that if we start with all variables "off", and one by one we awitch
variables "on", then the responses never decrease; the maximum response is
reached when all variables are "on".
We start with two observations, namely "all inputs off" and "all inputs
on" respectively. The difference between the corresponding responses is the
sum of all factor (main) effects. Sequentially we perform those observations
that split large sums of effects into smaller sums, and finally into in-
dividual effects. In every step of this approach we split a group of factors
into two: bifurcation.
In part I this Sequential Bifurcation method ia elaborated, and its ef-
ficiency is investigated. Compared to related techniques, Sequential
Bifurcation turns out to be very efficient.
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In part II we adapt the method to responses with random errors. Then
the successive observations are not necessarily monotone, but their expecta-
tions are. For the case of normally diatributed random errors with known
common variance, we describe three adaptations and compare them. Method 1
computes upper limits for groups of effects; methods 2 and 3 focus on in-
dividual effects; method 2 is related to Bechhofer's ranking procedure, and
method 3 uses sums of squares. Method 1 turns out to be inferior. Methods 2
and 3 are further investigated: for nonnormal error distributions the
Bechhofer method is superior; for an unknown common variance the sums of
squares method gives the best results.
In part III we augment our models with first order interactions. We
still assume that the main effects are non-negative. We form combinations of
responses that depend on the main effects only. In this way we arrive at
monotony, so that the results of part I and II apply.
In part IV we treat a large scale application on an ecological model
developed at RIVM (Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieuhygi~ne,
Dutch National Institute of Public Health and Environmental Protection). It
took 160 observstions to reduce the 281 factors in a first order interaction
model to 15 important factors.
SAIVIENVATTING
HET OPSPOREN VAN BELANGRIJKE EACTOREN
DOOR SEQUENTIAL BIFURCATION
In dit proefschrift wordt een methode gepresenteerd voor screening: het
opsporen van belangrijke factoren of invoervariabelen in experimenten met
gesimuleerde of reële systemen. In situaties met zeer veel factoren, waarvan
er slechts enkeie echt beiangrijk zijn, dient een screening-methode een
klein aantal waarnemingen te gebruiken. De basis-veronderstelling voor onze
methode is, dat voor elke factor de richting van de (eventuele) invloed
bekend is. In de praktijk zal genoemde veronderstelling, minstens voor een
deel van de factoren, vaak opgaan.
In ons experimenteel ontwerp nemen alle invoervariabelen slechts twee
nivo's aan. Als een variabele van "uit" naer "aan" gezet wordt, neemt de
uitkomst niet af (bij gelijk blijvend nivo van alle andere
invoervariabelen); zo nodig hercoderen we de invoervariabelen zo, dat alle
effecten niet-negatief zijn. Hieruit volgt dat als we atarten met alle
variabelen "uit", en we zetten de variabelen een voor een "aen", dan nemen
de uitkomsten nooit af; de maximale uitkomst wordt bereikt als alle
variabelen "aan" stsan.
We starten met twee waernemingen, te weten "alle inputs uit" en "alle
inputs aan". Het verschil tussen de bijbehorende uitkomsten is de som van
alle factor (hoofd)effecten. Achtereenvolgens doen we die waernemingen die
grote sommen van effecten opsplitsen in kleinere sommen, en uiteindelijk in
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individuele effecten. Bij deze aanpak splitsen we in iedere stap een grcep
factoren in twee delen.
In deel I wordt deze methode van Sequential Bifurcation (herhaalde
tweedeling) uitgewerkt, en wordt de efficiëntie ervan onderzocht. Vergeleken
met verwante technieken blijkt Sequential Bifurcation zeer efficiënt.
In deel II wordt de methode sangepast voor waarnemingen met ruis. De
monotonie geldt nu niet noodzakelijk voor de wearnemingen, mear voor hun
verwachting. Voor normael verdeelde ruis met bekende gelijke variantie wor-
den drie sanpasaingen beschreven en vergeleken. Methode 1 berekent
bovengrenzen van groepen van effecten; methoden 2 en 3 richten zich op in-
diwele effecten; methode 2 houdt verband met de rangorde-procedure van
Bechhofer, en methode 3 gebruikt kwadreatsommen. Methode 1 blijkt inferieur.
Methoden 2 en 3 worden verder onderzocht: bij niet-normale foutenverdelingen
is de Bechhofer-methode beter; bij onbekende gelijke variantie geeft de
kwadraatsom-methode de beste reaultaten.
In deel III breiden we ons model uit met eerste-orde interacties. We
blijven aannemen dat de hoofdeffecten niet-negatief zijn. We vormen com-
binaties van observaties die alleen van de hoofdeffecten afhangen. Op deze
manier komen we uit bij monotonie, weardoor de resultaten van deel I en II
ook hier van toepassing zijn.
In deel IV behandelen we een grootschalige toepassíng op een ecologisch
model, ontwikkeld op het RIVM (Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en
Milieuhygiëne). Er waren 160 wasrnemingen nodig om de 281 factoren in een
eerste orde interactie model terug te brengen tot 15 belangrijke factoren.
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